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THE FALL MIGRATION, 1976 

A scant month separates the.arrival of our latest mi
grants coming north from the arrival of our first migrants re
turning south, These would be the shorebirds early in July, 
and from then until the end of November we will see birds of 
all shapes and sizes flocking up and leaving us - a long-drawn
out departure. We had an early spring in 1976 and have had dur
ing the summer many well authenticated cases of two and three 
families per pair of birds, For this reason (or some reason) 
our fall migration was not only long-drawn-out but lavish. 
Multitudes of birds have flown by, and many of them have landed 
(other than our native nesters) to "fuel up", Some parts of 
the province were well supplied with wild fruits and weed seeds, 
others not so well, but all are stripped bare by the ,passing 
hordes. Pity help any bird which tries to stay the winter. 

The robins were the worst offenders, there were so many 
of them and they stayed so long, They tried for worms - and 
found some up to November 1 when they (the worms) were still 
quite near the surface and very lively, But besides that, the 
robins helped finish off the Canadian holly, the rowan, hawthorn, 
multiflora rose berries, and then stripped the seeds from sumac 
trees, berries from asparagus and fruit from Flowering crab - even 
Highbush.' cranberries, usually a last resort in a late spring. 
(But why does no animal, no bird, eat the wild rose hips?) 

Roving bands of Cedar Waxwings helped the robins eat the 
tree fruits, as did Flickers, seen jumping up to nip off low
hanging berries. Yellow-rumped Warblers finished off the bay
berries and set to work "as numerous as mosquitos" picking in
sects off of roofs, under eaves, etc, "Uncountable" Whitethroats, 
along with Juncos, Song Sparrows and an unusually large Fox Sparrow 
invasion, cleaned up the weed fields, 

From the first of August on, we have had a steady success
ion of "waves", large or small, until by Aug, 20, the Cohrs con
cluded that 75% of the local nesting birds were gone, from the 
vicinity of Green Bay in Lunenburg County. Aug, 23 was the first 
big day at Brier I,, Aug. 26 in Yarmouth, and on Aug. 29, W. E. 
Whitehead had 75 individual birds of at least 10 native species 
in his garden at Round Hill. Concentrations and "waves" of these 
mixed flocks continued right through September, when the composit
ion of the flocks began to change. On a field trip to Cheticamp 
Island Sept, 25, Roy Blakeburn lists only four warbler species, 
but the Fox Sparrow has appeared, and a large flock of Water Pip
its, (The Pipits also, when they came, came in large numbers). 
At Seal Island, Sept.18-20, Eric Mills lists a fine variety of 
rarities, Baird's Sandpiper, Sora, Marsh Wren, Blue Grosbeak, 
White-eyed and Philadelphia Vireos, Yellow-breasted Chats, Yellow
throated, Prothonotary and Prairie Warblers, Clay-colored and Lark 
Sparrows. Obviously these were not all Nova Scotia birds. 
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The behavior, this fall, of one of our native birds has 
been well described by H. P. Moffatt: "In late September Woodcock 
moved into their fall flight areas, and in the first week of Oct
ober they were found by hunters in considerable numbers in the 
covers of Colchester and Hants Counties - up to 40 birds in one 
day, These kept on moving on the crisp, moonlight nights of early 
October, and "travelers" were found in unusual places - under wild 
apple trees and in tall bracken with no feeding areas nearby, in
dicating a flight the night before. By Oct. 15 a second and lar
ger group appeared containing a high proportion of immature birds. 
Some statistics from the Canadian Wildlife Service indicate that 
Nova Scotia has JY far the largest proportion of immature birds 
to adult females in the Maritimes (statistics from hunters' re
cords), and since there is no reason to believe that our birds 
are more fertile than those elsewhere we think that most of the 
mid-October flight comes from southern New Brunswick and P.E. I." 

"The Oct, 15-22 flight stayed on, feeding on the abundant 
supply of worms produced by the frequent rains in October, and 
did not really thin out until after the very heavy frost on Oct, 
27 - the first to freeze the ground hard. Although most of the 
Woodcock went at this time, some stayed on wherever they could 
find an unfrozen wet area (e.g., like the Piggery), and by Nov. 5 
could still be "put up" and were found to be as fat as butter." 
HPM, (One such escaped, and was seen at Sunday Point, Yarmouth 
on Nov. 11, about to take off for the south), 

Dr. Moffatt calls the above normal behavior for the Wood
cock in Nova Scotia, and for the most part our birds did behave 
normally, There were exceptional numbers of robins, warblers 
and some of the sparrows. We are still short of Nighthawks 
(hundreds instead of thousands seen in fall migration) and pas~ 
sibly Chimney Swifts; the native species, however, were all ac
counted for, arrived on time and departed as usual. 

The mark of the season may be the extraordinary number 
of rarities, strays which have come our way during the summer 
and fall, 1976, Several of these are new to us, and it is im
possible to call any one the outstanding bird of the season. 
Should we award the palm to the Sandhill Crane? the Zone-tailed 
Hawk? the Tropical Kingbird? the Henslow's Sparrow? Then of 
course there were the White-eyed Vireos, the Brown Pelican, 
another Fork-tailed Flycatcher, an Avocet again, two Common 
Gulls, Stuart Tingley's "fall" of Wheatears aboard ship (perhaps 
too far away for us to claim, but giving hope for the future); 
and Dan Salisbury of Toronto almost insists upon a Yellow-nosed 
Albatross for us, in the Bay of Fundy, seen from the Bluenose. 
These and others are described in the report to follow, Con
gratulations to the fortunate observers who found and identi
fied the rare birds, and thanks to all contributors to this 
exceptionally interesting report. 

P,R.D. 
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List of Contributors. 

Barbara and Jean Addelson; C.R.K. Allen; Ross R. Anderson; Alan 
Baillie; Dan Banks; Roy and Ethel Blakeburn; Sherman Bleakney; 
J,S. Boates; Norman and Thelma Bowers; R.G.B. Brown; Beula Bur
man; Roger Burrows; Winnie Cairns; Margaret A. Clark; Elizabeth 
Chant; Evelyn Coates; John, Shirley, Chris and Lisg Cohrs; 
C.K. Coldwell; Ralph and Jamie Connor; Gary Corbett; Ethel Cra
thorne; C, Crawford; Russel J, Crosby; Elton Crowell; George 
Crowell; Norman Cunningham; Leta Delaney; Rene Denys; Ethel A, 
Desborough; Con Desplanque; Marjorie Dickie; Matthew Dryden; 
Evelyn and Fred Dobson; P.R. Dobson; Janet Dunbrack; R. O, El
liott; Millie Evans; Allison Ferguson; Clarence Ferguson; Davis 
W. Finch; Inez Finley; Emmerson Fiske; Bernard Forsythe; Roger 
Foxall; Barrie Fraser; Roberta Beecher Fraser; S,J, Fullerton; 
J,R, and C,D. Gallagher; C.and G. Gratto; J. Guptill; the Edgar 
Hamiltons; Eugene Hawley; Frank and Thelma P, Hawkins; the G. 
Hays; R.D. Hebb; C, W. Helleiner; David and Marie Henry; Frank 
and Nan Hennessey; Peter W. Hicklin; M.W. Hilton; s.c. Hilton; 
Barbara Hinds; Eric Holdway; Peter and Lorraine Hope; Hedley 
Hopkins; J, How; Adele Hurlburt; Joseph Johnson; Ralphs. John
son; Van and Scott Killam; D,B. Kirk; Marty Lake; Madeline Lent; 
Simon Lunn; Ena MacAulay; the Douglas MacDonalds; John MacDonald; 
Ian MacGregor; Andrew Macinnis; Sara MacLean; Gordon and Olive 
MacLeod; Bruce Mactavish; P, Mccurdy; Helen McGloin; Ian A, Mc
Laren; J. McNicol; David Marshall; Jim Meagher; Rainer, Sandra 
and Jan Meyerowitz; Eric and Anne Mills; W,J, Mills; H.P. Mof
fatt; Oscar Morehouse; Eric Mullen; Sandra Myers; Larry Neily; 
G, Newman; E. Nickerson; M,A, Nickerson; George Perry; W, Phil
lips; David G. Pierre; Noble Proctor; D. Rawlins; Annie Raymond; 
Hilda Robbins; Frank F, Robertson; Barry Sabean; Dan Salisbury; 
V, Sinclair; Betty June, Sid, Locke and Beverley Smith; P,C. 
Smith; Arthur Spencer; George and Anne Spencer; Jack Stevens; 
Rick Swain; Karl and Wendie Tay; Stuart Tingley; Gwen Trask; 
Robert Turner; R,W. Tufts; B, Way; Terry Wentzell; W,E, White
head; Arthur Wickens; Ralph S, Widrig; Hazel Williamson; P. and 
V, Wilson; Jim Wolford. 

Many of the birding areas in Nova Scotia "crop up" regu
larly in the following reports, To prevent repetition of locat
ions of these areas in the body of the text we include this list 
for reference: 

Yarmouth Co, 

Shelburne Co. 

Queen's County 

Pickney's Point, Tusket, Cranberry Head, 
Cook's Beach, Melbourne, Eel Brook, 

Cape Sable Island, Barrington Bay, Jones Har
bour, Brass Hill, Upper and Lower Ohio, Upper 
Clyde, Lockeport, Matthews Lake, 

Port Joli, Port Hebert, Turtle Lake 
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Lunenburg Co. Cherry Hill, Broad Cove, Petite Riviere, Green 
Bay, Crousetown, Crescent Beach, Bayport. 

Halifax Co. Grand Desert, Three Fathom Harbor, Conrad's 
Beach, Lawrencetown, Martinique Beach, Cole 
Harbor, Mooseland Rd. 

Digby County Brier Island, Smith's Cove. 

Colchester Co, Economy 

Annapolis Co, Wilmot, Round Hill 

Kings County Wolfville 

Cumberland Co, Lusby Marsh, APBS (Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary) 

Guysborough Co. Wine Harbor 

LOONS, GREBES 

Migration of COMMON LOONS was apparently under way in 
mid-September when 8-10 were seen on the 18th at Green Bay (SC) 
and was still going strong at the end of October when there were 
40+ off Boutilier's Point (ELM et al), 

Peter Hope opines that flood water raising lakes in the 
Keji Park by J feet may have drowned nests and chilled young loons 
as few were observed this past summer, Late inland report for 
this area is of one heard calling on Peskowesk Lake November 16. 

An adult Common Loon with 2 immatures was seen at River 
Lake August 7, the parent bird trying to lure the observers away 
by putting on a broken wing act. (SM, K&WT), 

Another young bird with 2 adults in attendance was observ
ed during the summer at Lake Vaughn in Raynardton, Yar. Co, A 
lone immature bird presumably the same, was last seen there in 
mid-November (CRKA et al). Last inland record for the Yarmouth 
area is one heard calling in Eel Brook Lake, November JO (PRD). 

RED-THROATED LOONS have been well reported, appearing 
first at Cape Sable September JO when J were seen (SS & NC). 
'"Good numbers" were there all fall and they were being occasion
ally seen still in late November. There was one at Amherst Point 
October 23 (CD), J at Johnson's Pond, Shelburne Co. October 24 
(GP &RT); one at Petite Riviere November 7 (J & SC); a single at 
Three Fathom Harbor November 20 (EC) while Peter Hope reported 
single birds at Porters Point, King Co, November 2; at Seal Is
land October 1, and 2 in Mulgrave area November 11, 
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The only two sightings so far of RED-NECKED GREBES are 
2 October 18 at Seal I. (BMact,) and J November 11 near Canso 
Causeway (PH). 

HORNED GREBES on the other hand, had appeared by October 
9 when 2 were at Crescent Beach (Cohrs), There were J at Petpes
wick Harbor October 16 (HP, S&RC); 1 October JO Pinkney's Point 
(D&MH); 2 at Canso Causeway November 11 (PH), and 1 at Three 
Fathom Harbor November 20 (EC), 

Most PIED BILLED GREBE reports are of singles or several 
birds in early fall, exceptions being a bird seen July 25 and JO 
at Glace Bay Sanctuary (SM) and 1 seen during late August at the 
Hawk by the Gallaghers, Immatures were seen at Lawrencetown 
September 18 (RC) and at Keji twice in September and once in 
early October, probably the same bird (PH et al), 

Most newsworthy however is Con Desplanque•s record of the 
Pied-billed Grebe population at Lusby Marsh and APBS, There were 
10 birds at Lusby May 29 and another 10 at the Sanctuary on the 
same date, this same number being seen at the latter place again 
on June 5, On June 18 the number there had increased to 20. By 
September 25 there was a further increase to 80, and by October 
1 to 100, this startling number being seen again on October 6 
and 10, Numbers then dropped to 80, October 17; 40, October 23, 
and the last sighting reported there was of a single bird Octob
er Jl, 

CRKA Ed. 

FULMARS, SHEARWATERS, STORM-PETRELS 

Raymond Thurber, fishing off Brier Island on June 24, 
saw shearwaters taking fish scraps behind his boat "as far as the 
eye could see", SOOTY SHEARWATERS had arrived about two weeks 
before the GREATERS. Things had changed by July 6, when Eric 
Mills and Dick Brown saw only about 21 Greaters and J Sooties in 
the course of a boat trip around the island, They also saw 18 
NORTHERN FULMARS, one of them a dark-phase bird; it was unusual 
to see so many off Nova Scotia in summer. The 4 Fulmars which 
Ian McLaren saw off Digby on July 10 may have been some of the 
Brier I, birds, The shearwaters were commoner in late August -
more so than last year; they were feeding on euphausids which 
were swarming at the surface this year. Eric Mills estimates 
about 5000 Greaters and at least 200 Sooties on August 26, but 
numbers were down to JOO Greaters, 20 Sooties and a Fulmar on 
September 4, There were still 20-JO Greaters, along with a dark
phase Fulmar, off Brier on October 20 (RGBB), MANX SHEARWATERS 
seem to have been scarce this year and our only reports, of 
single birds on July 6, August 26 and September 4, are also from 
Brier I. (ELM, RF, RGBB). 
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Shearwaters are of course seen elsewhere. About 5000 
Greaters flew by Seal Island on August 30 (IAlV!cL) and the Smiths 
report a small flock of Sooties off Cape Sable on August 1. Eric 
Mills reports a remarkable passage off Seal I. on the morning of 
October 10, The weather cleared and the wind shifted from the 
south to become strong north-westerly, and seabirds poured south 
out of the Bay of Fundy, He estimated about 75 Fulmars, 6000 
Greaters and 400 Sooties, along with smaller numbers of other 
seabirds, during a 3-hour watch, 

WILSON'S STORM-PETRELS were surprisingly common off Brier 
I, on July 6, when Eric Mills and Dick Brown estimated 60-100 
birds; there were at least 200 on August 26, and about 100 on 
September 3, A LEACH'S STORM-PETREL was seen off Cape Sable on 
September 24 (PRD), and there were at least 20, along with 6 \rlil
son's, on October 10, the big seabird day off Seal I. (ELM), 
Peter Smith saw a Wilson's off Bon Portage I. on October 11. Our 
only inland Storm-petrel sighting - species unknown - was on Lake 
Charles, Dartmouth, on September 18 (MD). 

GANNETS, CORMORANTS, PELICANS 

There was an influx of GANNETS off Brier I, on September 
3, when about 50 were seen around the island; they were numerous 
off the North Light on October 11 and there were 6 offshore on 
October 20 (BS, RGBB). They were very common off Seal I. in Oc
tober: over 250 on the 10th, 100 on the 14th, and hundreds on 
the 25th,(BM,ST, IMcL), "Quite a few" were seen flying past Cape 
Sable during the fall up to November 23, A juvenile seen at 
Canso Causeway on November 13 is a late sighting (P&LH). 

Both GREAT rnd DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANTS were commonly 
reported, As one would expect from their breeding range, Great 
Cormorants are most commonly seen in summer around Cape Breton 
and the northern part of the mainland, and only later move south. 
A bird at Brier I. on August 26 was an early arrival (RGBB). 
There were 50 at Cape Sable on September 11, and birds were still 
there on November 23 (BJS); there were 100+ at Bon Portage on Oc
tober 9 and 11 (PCS), and 125 off Seal I. on November 15 (BM). Two 
fresh water ~eports are worth noting, 2 immatures at APBS between 
June 22-27 (CD), and a bird on Lake Killarney, Cumberland Co., on 
September 14 (IF). The progress of the breeding season of Double 
crested Cormorants on Pictou Causeway is worth noting, 142 occu
pied nests on June 20, some with small young; 50 nests with fully 
fledged young on July 27; some young still in the nest on Septem
ber 29 - which seems rather late (EH, RB), Bruce !11actavish watch
ed the build-up of numbers around Seal I. as the fall progressed, 
180 on October 1, 175 on the 4th, 200+ on the 12th and 400+ on 
the 27th. 

The most remarkable pelicaniform report was, appropri
ately enough, a BROWN PELICAN which George and Elton Crowell 
saw while fishing off Seal I. on September 18, The bird was 
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sitting on the water too full of fish to fly off, and when 
closely pressed coughed up several herring. The unmistakeable 
pouch was well seen. The northern limit of the specie's range 
is normally the Carolinas, so this bird was very far astray, 
Unlike most of our vagrant seabird records from that part of 
the world, this cannot be explained away as a hurricane-driven 
bird, 

RGBB Ed. 

HERONS, EGRETS, BITTERNS 

More than thirty observers contributed observations of 
GREAT BLUE HERONS during the summer and fall, Most reports of 
important concentrations were for August and September, when 
the herons are leaving their nesting colonies and occur in 
striking numbers in such prime feeding areas as the Northumber
land Strait shore (100 + in the Pugwash area, August 25,)(IF), 
and the inlets of the Atlantic coast of the province. Rosemary 
Eaton has again provided a series of counts for Cole Harbour, 
indicating highest numbers between the first week of September 
and the beginning of October (111, September 7; 90, October 1 
and 2), She notes that numbers declined during October and only 
J remained at the end of November, At Cape Sable, Betty June 
Smith reports "many" birds passing through between September 15 
and October 15, with only a few remaining by November 25. Bruce 
Mactavish and Stuart Tingley provide an exceptional observation 
of a massive departing flight, 135 individuals, all in the air 
at once over Seal I,, and departing toward the southwest (October 
27), The last Cape Breton record comes from B. and G, MacNeil 
at Big Pond, November 12. A single straggler remained until late 
November at Grand Pre (November 16 (OM); November 23 (BS), and on 
November 24 three stragglers remained at Pinkney's Pt. (MWH,AH), 

Of three SNOWY EGRET records, two are for fall, and one 
a belated report of a spring bird, May 16, at Homeville, CB, 
seen by a NSBS party, Ian McLaren reports a snowy at Lawrence
town, September 5, and G. Perry and Robert Turner report a rather 
late individual at Louis Head, October JO, where it was present 
"along Sable River for almost a week. How it evaded hunters is 
a mystery", This last comment is a sad reminder of the notor
iously ineffective enforcement of hunting regulations in south
western Nova Scotia. 

A LITTLE BLUE HERON in adult plumage was present at Cen
reville on Cape Sable I,, August 6 (the Gallaghers), and had been 
seen ten days before that date by Mrs, W, Smith, A CATTLE EGRET 
seen attending the Meyerowitz family's cow at St, Esprit, June 
26 and 27, represents one of very few Cape Breton I. records of 
this species. 

Con Desplanque sends the only BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERON 
reports. He had a single immature at the John Lusby Marsh at 
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Amherst Point, June 18, and 6 adults at the same location 
(though unfortunately the date of the latter sighting is una~ 
vailable). We tend to think of these birds as strays from the 
south, but Black-crowned Night Herons breed in New Brunswick 
and the Gaspe, and might be expected more often in the border 
region. Our YELLOW-CROWNED NIGHT HERONS are unavoidably south
ern strays, and, characteristically, our only reports for the 
season come from Seal I. (August 21, IAM; September 25, BM), 

About 15 reports of Alfl.ERICAN BITTERNS include a nest at 
Mount Pleasant, Lun, Co, (the Cohrs), It contained 3 young. 
Peter Hope reports the latest fall record for 1976 at Keji as 
September JO, Most reports after that date are from coastal 
areas in the southwestern part of the province, The Cohrs had 
a single bittern at Crescent Beach, November 7, and November 15 
was Mactavish's "last date" at Seal I. The latest available 
date is November 25 at Cranberry Head (H. Robbins, per MWH), 

Two GLOSSY IBIS records are available for last summer 
and fall: Andy Macinnis reports an individual, June 2, at Hard
woodlands, Hants Co,, and several observers report a single bird 
at Big Island, Merigomish, seen first on August 28, and present 
"for about three weeks" thereafter (Harry Brennan; Maureen Share 
and Mrs. Baudoux per Willett Mills). Con Desplanque reports a 
sighting of an immature WHITE IBIS at APBS last June 9, Our 
only other provincial record (a specimen) was a post-hurricane 
stray at Bon Portage I, in 1959, Only a handful of Canadian 
records exist. Con noted the "sharp division between brown 
neck and white breast", and the "pinkish decurved bill, with 
dark tip". 

RL Ed, 

GEESE, DUCKS 

The first sighting of south-bound CANADA GEESE was well 
down toward the southwestern end of the province at Matthew's 
Lake on August 20 (RSW & GP). With one exception all other 
sightings prior to October 1st were in the northeastern half, 
from Kingsburg Head, Lunen, Co., where 9 flights were observed 
September 26 (OM) to St, Esprit where there were 11 September 
16 (RFM) and Glace Bay Sanctuary where 25 were seen September 18 
(GS), The one exception was a report of 4 at Melbourne Sanctu
ary September 20 (DM & CRKA). 

Thereafter they were reported from all the usual "stop
offs" throughout the province, largest numbers seen to date 
(December 1) being October 31 (ELM, IAMcL and IM), and about 
1000 at Melbourne November 24 (MWH & AH), Rosemary Eaton writes 
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that numbers at Cole Harbour began to build up in mid-November, 
500, November 171 750-1000 November 21; 2150 November 24 and 
down to about 2000 November 28. 

A definite flurry of SNOW GEESE descended on Nova Scotia 
during the past summer and autumn. The Meyerowitzs report JO 
at St. Esprit as far back as June 28. One was seen at Lockeport 
November 12 by Russel Crosby and again on November 14 by Emmer
son Fiske and George Perry who report that it joined a flock of 
domestic geese and is still (November 29) with them, Another 
was seen at Seal I. October 25 (BM & ST), 2 at Port Joli Novem
ber 25 (BM) and finally one at Port Maitland, Yarmouth Co, on 
October 11 by Ivan Southern. 

We hereby undertake to stop harping upon the uncertain 
status of Nova Scotia MALLARD sightings and henceforth pass on 
the reports sans comment. All fall sightings are of single 
birds seen at Port LeHebert, September 21 (RT), at APBS October 
10; Irish Vale, November 26 (B&GM), Lusby Marsh, November 11 
(CD) and at Cranberry Head October 24(MAN) - except for 2 which 
were at Kingsport October 1 (PH). 

Only one BLACK DUCK brood appeared in time to be report
ed in our last issue (APBS, !llay 23, by CD), Subsequently at 
least 4 broods were successfully raised at Glace Bay Sanctuary 
(SM), 8 birds flushed in Lawrencetown Marsh behaved as if they 
had nests or young, and one brood with young birds about 8 inches 
long were seen (RC). A group of well-grown birds probably a 
"family party" was observed in a pond back of Mavilette Beach, 
Digby Co,, September 12 (V&SK), 

Adults, no doubt bachelors and females whose nests or 
broods had been lost too late for a second attempt,began to gath
er early in June, there being 100 at APBS on June 2 and 150 and 
200 at Cole Harbour, July 24 and 25 respectively (RE), There 
were 800+ at Pt LeHebert August 18 and 400+ at Hailey's Lake 
August 20, both localities in Shelburne Co, (RT). No very large 
concentrati>ns have been reported so far, the largest being the 
above-mentioned Port LeHebert gathering and one at Melbourne 
Sanctuary of about 600 in late November (PRD), 

GADWELLS were reported just once for this period when 
Sara MacLean had 6 at Morien Bar September 12, 

All PINTAIL records are for September and October except 
for one observed at Morien Bar August 16 by Roger Burrows (who 
subsequently saw 2 there on September 14 and 5 on September 25), 
and 2 at APBS November 11 (CD). The September records are of 
6 at Pond Cove, Brier I. September 4 (ELM), 4 at Port Joli Sep
tember 8 (RT) and 2 at Homeville September 18 (GS), 
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The NSBS party found 5 Pintails at Seal I, October 10 
and Ralph and Jamie Connor had one male at Martinique Beach 
October 31, The big count however comes as it so aften does for 
water fowl from the APBS and Lusby Marsh where Con Desplanque 
says there were never less than 30, that they peaked to 200, 
October 1, and thereafter dropping to 40 October 23, dwindling 
further to 10 October 31, and finally the 2 mentioned above, 
November 11. 

We have only two records of breeding GREEN-WINGED TEAL: 
a brood of 12 chicks at Lawrencetown Marsh, June 20, seen by 
Ralph Connor who says they were about one week old. The other 
brood was reported by the Gallaghers from McKay's Lake at Middle 
Ohio, July 18, and consisted of a female with 8 young, The first 
indication of a southward movement was a flock of 17 Green-wings 
at Crescent Beach September 18 (Cohrs), about 100 near Yarmouth 
September 20 (PRD et al) and at least 100 in the Canning River 
estuary September 15-17 (OWM), 

There were over 100 at Bon Portage October 9-11 (PS et 
al) and peaks of 200 at Lusby and APBS September 25 and October 
10 respectively (CD). A single bird seen by Simon Lunn at Keji 
October 6 was the last record for the National Park this year; 
10 at APBS November 14 (CD) is the latest observation for that 
area, while a flock of 'l'eal (sp) seen by Rosemary Eaton November 
19 would probably be of this species considering the date, 

Green-wings do of course winter in suitable localities 
in the western part of the province and are still here at time 
of writing (early December). 

Reports of small numbers of BLUE-WINGED TEAL are evenly 
distributed over the province from Glace Bay to Yarmouth and in 
time from mid-July to October 31 when there were still 10 at 
APBS (CD). Peter Hope also reports a late Blue-wing at Keji 
October 4, one of the very few sightings of this bird from the 
Park, 

Only reports of any considerable numbers are of the 
'peak' at APBS of 300 on September 25 and October l (CD), and 

"large numbers" September 25, at Orangedale (RBF). 

There were, strange to say, no reports of Blue-winged 
Teal broods this summer. 

Con Desplanque reports an EUROPEAN WIDGEON male in full 
colour at Lusby June 2 and again June 13, 

Con Desplanque's consistent records for waterfowl in the 
Lusby-APBS area give a beautifully clear picture of seasonal 
fluctuations. He reports for AMERICAN WIDGEON this fall that 
numbers there never went below 10, that they "peaked" to .iQQ 
from October 1 to October 10; fell off to 40 at APBS October 
31 and gives the last record of 4 November 11, same locality, 
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There was a single bird of this species at Port Le 
Hebert August 30 (RT); 2 at Brier I. September 4 (ELM), 2 at 
Seal I. October 3 (SJF et al), 19 at Martinique Beach October 
31 (R & JC), and 4 late ones at Louis Head November 14 (GP), 

Among its varied riches Amherst Point and Lusby Marsh 
area included this year a number of SHOVELER sightings: several 
in spring and early summer at Lusby; 3 there September 25; while 
at APBS there were 3 October l; 4 October 6; and 3 October 10 
(CD). Only other record is of 2 females and a male at Seal I, 
May 14 (GC), 

Like the above species WOOD DUCKS were present in small 
numbers - a maximum of 10 - at APBS during spring and early sum
mer; then no sightings until October 1 when one bird was seen (CD), 

At Keji Millie Evans saw a brood of 7 or 8 in Graf'ton Lake, 
Other observations for the Park are: 1 July 20; 5 October 1 seen 
by Peter Hope who reported another at Seal I. October 11, pro
bably one of the 7 seen there by Bruce Mactavish during his 
stay on the island September 25-0ctober 26, Additional obser
vations for summer and fall are 1 at Three Fathom Harbour July 
10 (ELM), 2 males September 20 at Sable River (RT), and 2 lag
gards November 13 in the Sydney area (HH). 

Two REDHEADS, a male and a female, at Port Joli November 
25 (BM) were the only sightings of this species so far this year. 

Con Desplanque reports that there were never less than 
10 RING-NECKED DUCKS at APBS this season, that they 'peaked' to 
1.QQ, October 10, dropped to 40 October 31 and that there were 
2, November 11. 

Only broods reported are: one first noted June 18, and 
seen frequently through the summer at Mooseland Road (SM, K&WT), 
and one or two broods at Three Fathom Harbour (ELM et al). 

Last record for Keji is of 2 seen October 6 by Simon 
Lunn, Other late reports are of one at Irish Vale November 16 
(B&GM) and one at Pleasant Lake December l(CRKA). 

The CANVAS BACK makes one of its rare appearances in 
these pages in the form of a bird shot at Cole Harbour November 
21 by a local gunner, Sherman Glazebrook, who is vouched for 
by Rosemary Eaton as a reliable reporter, 

Early GREATER SCAUP were quite properly reported from 
the northeastern end of the province where south-bound migrants 
should - but so rarely do - first appear; there were 3 at Mira 
area September 15 and 2 there later in the month (SM). There 
was a small flock of Scaup (sp) at Ship Harbour October 2(EC) and 
one at Three Fathom Harbour November 20 (NSBS), The Cohrs had 
160 Greater Scaup at Crescent Beach October 23 apparently having 
just arrived as they were not observed there the previous day. 
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The same party had 4 Scaup at Crescent and 35 in the LaHave 
River on November 7, Eric Holdway reported 4 Scaup (sp) in 
Pictou Harbour October JO and 120 there November 14, Eight 
Scaup (sp) were seen by the Henrys November 8 in Melbourne 
Sanotuary, 

LESSER SCAUP were seen as single individuals 4 or 5 
times October 26-November 15 at Seal I, (BM), 

Records of COMMON GOLDENEYE sightings are scanty so far: 
35 at Malagawatch October 5 (HH), 5 November 7 and 2 November 11, 
APBS and about 7 in Indian Bay at Sluice Point, Yarmouth Co., 
December 6 (CRKA). Oh, for a reporter from the Wallace area! 

First BUFFLEHEAD of the season was one October 17 at 
APBS where there were 2 October 23 and 5 November 7 (CD), Two 
showed up at Port LeHebert October 24 (GP & RT) and there were 
small groups at Margaree Harbour November 12 (PN), Melbourne 
Sanctuary November 21 (CRKA), Three Fathom Harbour November 20 
(EC) and Sluice Point December 6 (CRKA), 

Two OLD SQUAWS, a male in summer plumage and a female 
remained at Green Bay during the summer where they were seen re
peatedly by the Cohrs, The earliest fall arrival reported was 
one at Pictou on September 29 (RB), October sightings were: 10 
on the 5th at Western Head, Shelburne Co. (RT), 2 at Pictou 
Causeway October 29 (R&JC), and 2 on the same date at Lockeport 
(EF). Two showed up at Lower Economy November 7 (FH), and 10 
at Pinkney's Point November 15 (VK, MN~ HW), Seal I, had the 
first HARLEQUIN DUCKS with 2 early arrivals there on October 1 
(BM), Another was seen there by the same observer November 15, 
Only other report so far is of 8 November 24 at Port LeHebert 
(RSW), 

Judging by reports COMMON EIDERS are by far our common
est ducks in actual numbers although the Scoters run them a close 
second in number of reports, Concentration of what were probably 
summering birds were seen at various points along the Atlantic 
Coast from Wine Harbour around to Economy in the Bay of Fundy, 
and Brier I. at its mouth, Greatest numbers were seen in August 
when there were 1000 at Port LeHebert August 1 (BA), 2000 there 
in three large rafts August 27 (RSW) and 1000+ at Jones Harbour 
in the same general area August 22 (RT), Surprising is the 
scarcity of reports on migrating flocks, the only significant 
ones being of "many passing", Cape Sable September 26 (EN) and 
200+, consisting of several flocks flying southwest at Kingsburg, 
Lunen. Co. on· the same date (OWM). Fifty seen at Bon Portage 
October 9-11 (PS et al) should perhaps be included with these 
last reports, also the 'dozens' at Green Bay October 16 (BG), 
Breeding records too, are scanty: very few young noted in Taylor 
Head (Hfx Co.) area by Sandra Myers and the Tays; "first young 
noted" at Lower Economy June 20 (FH); 28 birds "after successful 
nesting" at Bear I, opposite Bear River in June (AR), 
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Mixed flocks of Scoters began to appear at Lower Economy 
after mid-August. WHITE-WINTED SCOTERS were present in about 
equal numbers with Surfs along with a few Blacks, Numbers of 
White-wings increased from the 20's to a 'peak' of about 75, 
October 11 and 24, and up to the 60's again November 7, drop
ping back to the 20's late in the month (FH), The only sight
ing reported for September is 7 at Cape Sable, September 6, but 

'good numbers' were passing by October 8 (SS&NC), Other October 
records are of mere handfuls of birds - a dozen or less at Syd
ney, Bon Portage, Lockeport and Green Bay. The several June and 
July sightings were undoubtedly of summering non-breeders, 

As stated above, SURF SCOTERS were present at Lower 
Economy from August 21 on in about equal numbers to those of 
the previous species so that the above numbers and'peaks'apply 
to both. Observations from other areas also tally quite closely, 
there were good numbers passing Cape Sable on October 8 (SS), a 
single bird at Louis Head November 14 (GP), 5 at APES October 1, 
(CD), 13 at Louisbourg October 10 and one less October 14 (RB); 
5 or 6 Cape Sable September 24, and 5 at Bon Portage October 9-
11 (PS). 

Our Lower Economy reporter, Frank Hennessey says that 
the mixed flocks of Scoters in his locality from mid-August on 
usually contained 4-6 BLACK SCOTERS but that none of these were 
seen since mid-November. The Cohrs had 52 of this species, in 
proportion of 1 male to 2 females, at Green Bay August 8, and 
100+ with a flock of about 60 Eiders in the same locality October 
23, There were 12 Blacks October 24 in Sydney Harbour (HH) and 
5 at Louis Head November 14. The other sightings are all of one 
or two birds only in expectable places, 

The Cohrs report small mixed flocks of Scoters at Green 
Bay throughout the summer and fall with no one species consistent
ly predominating, 

Our autumn sprinkling of RUDDY DUCKS has taken place as 
usual on schedule although one rushed the season by appearing 
at Chester Basin, Lunen. Co., on August 20 (RDH). There were 4 
near Cow Bay, Hfx Co,, November 14 (ELM) and a single close to 
shore at the Pictou Causeway October 24 (R&JC). Con Desplanque 
however has the winning list, from APES: 3 September 18, 4 Septem
ber 25, 1 October 1, 3 October 6, 2 October 10 and 6 October 23. 

All of our few HOODED MERGANSER reports are from the 
same area, On June 11 in a small pond near Harmony, Queens Co., 
Peter Hope, Park Naturalist at Keji, found a female with a brood 
of 7 young only a few days old. Other observations by Peter 
were: a female on Grafton Lake in the Park November 16, and 3 
females at the same spot November 18. A male and a female were 
seen October 19 on a little river also inside the Park boundar
ies by two other staff members, Rick Swain and Gary Corbett. 
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The only COMJvlON MERGANSER brood is one consisting of 
the parent and 5 young at Birch Hill Creek, Middle Clyde, Shel. 
Co., seen by the Gallaghers, 

Terry Wentzell reports 2 females in the Mersey River 
September 4 and 5 females were noted in River Lake,Hfx Co., 
September 10 (S!Vl & K&WT). Oscar Morehouse reported 7 at Lums
den Pond and 5 at White Rock, Kings Co,, the latter feeding on 
2-inch gaspereau which were still on their way downstream. There 
were 11 October 30 in Pictou Harbour (EH), 3 females November 7 
at Crescent Beach (J&SC), and 30 at Head St, Margarets Bay, Novem
ber 13-20 (ELM). A flock of about half a dozen birds of this 
species had also moved in to their winter feeding territory in 
the lower Tusket River just above the Highway 103 bridge, the 
latter half of November (CRKA), 

RED-BREASTED MERGANSERS had apparently not yet come down 
from the back country to salt water as there were few observat
ions. There was a female at Clyde River August 25 (Gallaghers), 
5 September 20 at Cranberry Head (PRD et al), one at Louisbourg 
September 26, and 5 there October 7 (RB} and 3, November 14 in 
Pictou Harbour (EH). Largest numbers observed were 28 October 
6 at Malagawatch (SM) and 16 at Lawrencetown October 17 (SC et 
al}. 

CRKA Ed, 

DIURNAL RAPTORS 

The fall of 1976 produced no spectacular hawk flights, 
but several reports make significant contributions to the slowly 
accumulating body of information on the fall movement of raptors 
through the province. 

Both of our common accipiters are permanent residents, 
though substantial numbers of migrants (particularly sharpies) 
can be seen moving through the province in fall. Thirteen GOS
HAWK reports are scattered and inconclusive, none indicating a 
definite migratory movement. Two, both from the Wolfville area, 
describe interesting patterns of feeding behavior. Eric and Anne 
Mills watched a Goshawk fly across the Minas Basin, August 9, to 
Evangeline Beach, to "stoop" at a mixed flock of Hudsonian God
wits, Knots, Semipalmated Sandpipers, Semipalmated Plovers and 
Dowitchers, causing a great fuss". There was a time when Pere
grine Falcons culled the fall shorebirds at Grand Pre ••• perhaps 
the Goshawks are moving into the niche left open by their decline. 
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On November 4, at Sunken Lake, Bernard Forsythe "watched an 
adult Goshawk diving into a flock of Starlings over a barn, ••• 
Two Rock Doves flushed from the barn. Forgetting the Starlings, 
the Goshawk turned on the Rock Doves and caught one in a puff 
of feathers and carried it off into the woods", 

The SHARP-SHINNED HAWK records from thirteen observers 
represent many hundreds of individuals, but there were no waves 
of the intensity of those observed in 1974 and 1975, Bruce Mac
tavish's observations during his long stay on Seal I, last fall 
are a valuable indicator of the movement of this species out of 
the southwest corner of the province. He reports "no really 
major days". His highest one-day count was of 50 individuals, 
September 28. Between September 25 and October 5 his daily 
counts were between 20 and 50, with a steady decline to a level 
of less than 10 birds per day at his departure, November 15, The 
same movement is reflected in a record of 15 individuals at Bon 
Portage I,, October 9-11 (PCS et al), and in another record of 
12 or more, October 4, flying north, in company with kestrels, 
along the cliff face of the Bay of Fundy at Meteghan, Digby Co, 
(D&MH), By the third week of October, winter resident sharpies 
had returned to feeding stations where concentrations of small 
birds make it possible for them to make it through the hard 
season, 

Peter Hope notes that "very few" RED-TAILED HAWKS were 
seen in and around Keji in 1976, as compared to past years. Never
the less, he did have a nest, seen May 28 and again June 10, when 
it contained a single young bird, Twelve other reports are widely 
distributed, all representing single birds or small numbers. It 
is rash to generalize from the paucity of reports, but there is 
a distinct possibility that our commonest nesting buteo is, in 
fact, at a low population level. 

BROAD-WINGED HAWK'records for late summer and fall con
tain some surprises, Before 1975, Broad-wing records for the 
southwest corner of the province were extremely scarce. In 1976 
the Gallaghers had 3 sightings in Shelburne Co,, between July 19 
and 29, and Barbara Addelson reports a single bird, July JO, be
tween Barrington and East Pubnico. Sylvia Fullerton and the 
Cohrs report 2 immatures, October 4 at Seal I., and Bruce Mactav
ish observed a flight of 22 individuals at the same location Octo
ber 13, The birds were seen passing over Seal toward the south, 
out over the Gulf of Maine, a pattern of behavior as surprising 
as the late date. Bruce reported that "the only other Broad
winged Hawks seen were one ragged immature, October 15-21, and one 
immature, October 25", both of which landed on the island, The 
other fall Broad-wings included the usual small concentrations 
at Brier I,(20~ August 24; JO+ September 3), as well as a particu
larly interesting report of 3 individuals at Economy August 19(FS), 
The movement of these hawks around the head of the Bay of Fundy 
is somewhat of a mystery,and it would be extremely valuable to 
have more such reports for late summer and fall for the Chig
necto Peninsula, the Minas Basin and the North Mountain, 
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A report of a ZONE-TAILED HAWK seen at Musquodoboit Har
bour between September 30 and October 3 appears elsewhere in this 
Newsletter, 

The first ROUGH-LEGGED HAWKS of the season were seen at 
Chebogue Pt,, October 20 (2, CRKA et al). They had returned to 
the border marshes by October 23 (Aulac, NB, CD) but never during 
the fall of 1976 were they as common in that region as they have 
been in the same season, past years, B, and G, MacNeil report 2 
individuals at Irish Vale, November 20, but the overall picture 
seems to indicate a light flight, 

There is a single GOLDEN EAGLE report, though unfortunate
ly unaccompanied by details, from Sydney Mines (September 13, Mr. 
and Mrs, George Hay), BALD EAGLE reports for summer and fall 
are in some ways less revealing than winter records,because breed
ing birds are scattered and fall birds may be unpredictable mi
grants. Our reports represent nearly 90 individuals, of which 
half were reported as adults (though the large percentage of un
specified birds make this statistic less significant than one 
might wish), More than half the records come from Cape Breton 
Island, which surely supports the richest breeding population in 
the province (and probably in northeastern North America), Sara 
MacLean writes of two boys at Big Pond who told her of 12 eagle 
nests within a radius of 7 miles, Records outside Cape Breton 
are scattered, but reflect the local concentrations at the famil
iar locations in Pictou, Halifax and Yarmouth counties, 

More than twenty observers sent data on summer and fall 
MARSH HAWKS. Migrants had begun to arrive on Seal I, by August 
24, and Bruce Mactavish observed a peak of more than 20 individ
uals, September 28, noting that "a few were seen most every day 
until late October, only 3 in November~. This picture is borne 
out elsewhere in the province, with only stragglers in November 
(8th, Pinkney Pt (D&MH); 11th, near Amherst (CD); 14th, Argyle 
Sound (CRKA); 12th, 18th, 20th, St. Esprit (Meyerowitz family); 
24th Pinkney Pt,(AH, MWH), 

Twenty-seven OSPREY reports indicate a marked decline in 
numbers during September, Mactavish's high of 4 individuals on 
Seal I, came on September 28, His last sighting was of a single 
bird, October 13, There are few other October reports, though 
Barry Sabean sends a report of an Osprey at Brier I. October 11, 
and another of a bird at Cambridge, Kings Co,, October 27, An 
exceptionally late record comes from Betty June Smith who observ
ed an Osprey fishing at the end of the wharf at The Hawk, Cape 
Sable I,, November 18, 

An early GYRFALCON appeared off Cape Sable September 24 
(CRKA), PEREGRINE FALCON reports for fall 1976 are exceptionally 
numerous, representing about 12 individuals, Peregrines were 
seen most often on the offshore islands (Sable, September 30, A. 
R,Lock; Bon Portage, October 9-11, P.C.Smith et al; Brier, Aug
ust 24, Roga Foxall, October 11, B, Sabean; Seal, peak of 3-5 
individuals, October 1-2, BM et al), Mainland records included 
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a single bird at Matthews Lake September 29 (RW), MERLINS were 
well reported throughout the province. They are often seen in 
fall harassing concentrations of small birds - Roger Burrows re
ports Merlins at Louisbourg near a Starling roost, September 4 
and October 8, and several reports note Merlins attacking shore
birds. The southwest corner of the province registers the only 
peaks, 10 individuals at Bon Portage I. October 9-11 (PCS et al) 
and a high count of 20 at Seal, October 2 (BMO with an average 
there of 6 to 8 lliIT day until the end of October, His late 
date (2 birds) was November 10, and no later reports have been 
received. AMERICAN KESTRELS were widely reported, as usual, for 
summer and early fall, though the Gallaghers noted that, in Shel
burne Co., kestrels "were definitely less common than in recent 
years", and other observers as well expressed concern over smaller 
numbers, Sightings drop off in September, and Inez Finley at Ox
ford saw her last kestrel of the season on September 21, Bruce 
Mactavish noted two distinct peaks on Seal I,, 25 birds September 
25 and the same number October 27, with a distinct gap between 
the waves, There are only 5 reports for November, but these ex
tend from Cape Breton to Yarmouth, 

GROUSE, PHEASANT, PARTRIDGE 

Peter Hope reports "an excellent summer for grouse broods 
at Keji" noting that both species were observed frequently, Of 
5 other SPRUCE GROUSE reports, 4 were from Queens and Shelburne 
Counties, and it seems quite likely that the species is more 
numerous in the southwestern portion of the province than else
where, The other record is of a female found dead, September 5, 
in Cape Breton Highlands N,P, by Roger Burrows, The far commoner 
RUFFED GROUSE is well reported, with such comments as "quite com
mon in this area this fall" (Lower Economy, FH) and "an 'up' 
year for Ruffed Grouse populations" (Amherst, EC), along with sev
eral reports of broods. Cape Breton reports are exceptionally 
numerous, There are many RING-NECKED PHEASANT records as well, 
and one observer notes, "this species is more abundant now in 
Kings Co, than at any time during the last 12 years, Probably 
very abundant throughout the Annapolis Valley", Most other re
ports were from Yarmouth Co. with a single note from Cape Breton 
(3 birds at Homeville September 19, HH), And finally, the Grand 
Pre/Canning population of GRAY PARTRIDGE seems to. be in good 
shape, with numerous sightings of at least two coveys reported 
(Peter Hope, ELM). 
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CRANE 

This fall brought the first true crane ever recorded 
in Nova Scotia, a SANDHILL CRANE on the Grand Pre meadows. The 
Atlantic Provinces and New England know this species only as a 
very rare visitor, and even in southern Ontario and New York 
State, it is a rare transient - it seems rather strange, in fact, 
that we do not get more stragglers in the east, in view of the 
fact that Sandhill Cranes breed as far east as Baffin Island, It 
seems that, during the 17th and 18th centuries, cranes were regu
lar in migration in the middle Atlantic states, but that populat
ion has either disappeared or changed its migration route, There 
are several old (1905) Prince Edward Island records, and a speci
men, apparently from Newfoundland, was present in St, John's in 
1928, Until last fall, however, all our "cranes" proved to be 
Great Blue Herons. 

Sherman Bleakney flushed the first Nova Scotia bird from 
a cornfield at Port Williams, last October 30, but it was not cer
tainly identified until the next day, when Peter Hope who was 
familiar with the species from the Northwest Territories, observ
ed it along the Canard River. He and Ross Anderson were able to 
locate it again November 2, Peter supplied elaborate notes and 
completely convincing descriptions and even went to the trouble 
to confirming that the single Sandhill Crane at the Shubenacadie 
Wildlife Park had not escaped. 

MARSH BIRDS 

A CLAPPER RAIL seen by Bruce Mactavish and Stu Tingley be
tween October 26 and November 5 at Seal I. is an exciting addit
ion to about 10 reliable records for the province, Most of the 
strikingly numerous VIRGINIA RAIL records for fall also come from 
Seal (1, Aug, 27 Illl; 1, Sept. 28, BM,ST: 10 between Oct, 15-29, 
B!Vl,ST; 1, Nov, 10, BM,ST), or from nearby Cape Sable (2 specimens 
Sept 24 and Oct, 17, the Smiths). The two other records are for 
Matthews Lake October 25 (RSW) and Jones Harbour Oct 22 (RT). Con 
Desplanque reports at least 3 broods of SORAS this summer at APBS 
but all other records are for the predictable migration traps: 
Brier I., Cape Sable and Seal I. where Mactavish had 8 Soras be
tween September 18-25, and one October 11. The YELLOW RAIL is 
very rarely observed in Nova Scotia, but Mactavish and Tingley 
had one on Seal, October 23, among their exceptional collection 
of marsh bird records (gathered, of course,by means of equally 
exceptional care and diligence in their coverage of the island). 

COMMON GALLINULE nesting records are, as usual, confined 
to the Amherst Point sanctuary, where Con Desplanque reports 3 
broods, Other records were a single immature on Seal I. October 
8 and 11 (BM) and a gallinule "in the middle of the road through 
Petite Riviere Village", October 10 (Cohrs), AMERICAN COOT broods 
also occurred at Amherst Point, but no data are available. The 
only other summer record from the current group is of a single 
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bird at Upper Consul, June 26 (BS, GB, BM), In October Con 
Desplanque had from 80 to 100 Coots at APBS, the numbers dwindling 
in November (60, November 7; 40, November 11; 10, November 13), 
Three reports from the southwest corner of the province complete 
the picture: a single bird on Seal I, September 20, followed by 2 
November 13 (BM); a single bird at Lockeport November 14 (EF, GP) 
and another at Cape Sable November 10-23, which, as Betty June 
Smith writes, "stays with the tame ducks, comes to be fed by Bever
ley, who thinks it a very appealing little creature. We hope it 
can winter with the ducks". 

RL Ed, 

SHOREBIRDS 

The shorebird migration in Nova Scotia appeared to begin 
unusually early this year, was unusually carefully documented, 
but provided relatively few surprises. Migration was well under
way July 4-6 in western and southwestern Nova Scotia; the main 
species noted were Least Sandpipers and Short-billed Dowitchers. 
By July 12 Peter Hicklin reported 5000 "peeps•, 600 Dowitchers 
and 50 Black-bellied Plovers in the estuary of the Gaspereau 
River, Kings Co. At Freeport Cove, Digby Co., on August 2 at 
least 2500, possibly 5000 Semipalmated Sandpipers were present 
(counting difficult because of the terrain) and in the following 
week one observer estimated 10,000 "peep" in their usual haunts 
near Evangeline Beach, Kings Co. An unusually large and fine 
flock of shorebirds was present in Pond Cove, Brier I,, during 
August, largely because of changes caused by the Groundhog Day 
storm in February. On August 1 the big pond there, nearly drain
ed, was dotted with at least 100 Lesser Yellowlegs. Later in 
the month an enormous flock (by Brier I. standards) of 2000 
shorebirds was present, made up of 18 species. Semipalmated 
Sandpipers were most abundant, and the choice species included 
11 Baird's Sandpipers, a Western Sandpiper and a Wilson's Phala
rope. Stilt Sandpipers joined the group 2 days later, At Mat
thew's Lake, Ralph Widrig, George Perry and Russel Crosby docu
mented truly impressive numbers of Dowitchers and Hudsonian 
Godwits and saw a number of rarities. These and other species 
are listed in summary outline below. 

Four SEMIPALMATED PLOVER at Matthew's Lake on July 5 
were the first noted in the province, Numbers peaked August 11 
-25: 224 at Crescent Beach August 11 (SC), 200 at Cherry Hill 
August 15 (SJF), and 400 at Matthew's Lake August 20, dropping 
to JOO on the 25th and 250 on the JOth (RSW), and JOO at Cook's 
Beach on August 14 (CRKA, PRD). By late August there were 
about 400 at Cook's Beach on August 24 (MWH,SCH) and 180 at 
Seal I, the same day. Numbers had dropped sharply by early 
September and the last record is 6 at Crescent Beach and Cherry 
Hill November 7 (J&SC), 
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PIPING PLOVER were little-noted. Four nests were found 
at Conrad's Beach on May 29 (R&JC) and Winnie Cairn's study at 
Cadden Bay, Queen's Co., continued. Four were noted at each of 
The Hawk Beach and Baccaro Beach, July 11-27 (JR&CDG),and there 
were 5 at Cherry Hill on July l?(SJC), Our other records are in 
late August and September: 1 bird on 20 and 25 August at Matthew's 
Lake, gone on the 30th (RSW) and one at Seal I. on 19 September 
(ELM et al). 

KILLDEER were abundant through the summer, even in Cape 
Breton, where the first was seen June 5 at St. Esprit (RM), Prob
able residents and breeders were at Sydney Airport in mid-June 
(JM&SM) and Round Hill in July-August (ELM,WEW). There seems to 
have been an influx in early August: 2 at Louisbourg August 4(RB) 
3 at Cape Sable August 8 (S&BJS), 14 at Cranberry Head August 10 
(D&MH) and 3 at Glace Bay on August 16 (SM). There were a few 
records in September, notably 50+ on the Canning River September 
15 (OM), but migrants at Seal and Brier I. were few or absent in 
late September and October (ELM,IAM et al). 

Our records of GOLDEN PLOVER range from August 20 (1 at 
West Head, Lockeport, GP) to November 14, t~e same locality (GP 
&RJC). Ian McLaren noted only a few on Seal I. August 21-Septem
ber 4, but heard some passing over at night. Numbers were low 
everywhere else and the largest numbers were 8, September 13 at 
Matthew's Lake (RSW); 6 at Cape Sable September 19 (S& BJS) and 
5 at Bon Portage I, October 9-11 (PCS et al), BLACK-BELLIED 
PLOVER, by contrast, were abundant and well reported. Ten birds 
probably summering, were at Matthew's Lake June 18 (RJC), and the 
first migrants were seen there July 5, By July 12 50 were noted 
in the Gaspereau River estuary (PH) and there are scattered re
cords of ones and twos through the rest of the month, The peak 
of migration by all accounts, was August 20-JO: 150 at Matthew's 
Lake August 20, rising to 252 on August JO (RSW), and numbers 
elsewhere from Pictou Co. (EH) to Yarmouth Co. (MWH, CRKA et al), 
Most observers noted 10-90 birds at their favorite localities 
through September, including 40 at Morien Bar on September 25, and 
36 still there on October 11 (RB). The last were noted at St. 
Esprit October 1 (RFM), but a small peak of migration may have 
occurred in the SW October 9-12, In November 21 were still at 
Louis Head on the 14th (GP) and 7 lingered at Crescent Beach to 
the 28th (SC). 

The fall passage of WOODCOCK was scantily recorded: 3 at 
Newtonville, Kings Co. on October 5; 8 at Seal I. October 27 to 
November 13 (BM, ST) and 1 at Bunker's I., Yarmouth Co, on Novem
ber 10 (CRKA), An accumulation of COMMON SNIPE began in APES in 
mid-July, reaching JOO birds by October 1 and 500 on October 10, 
After a storm on the 11th almost all had gone (CD). Elsewhere 
20 were seen at Cranberry Head September 20 (rJIWH et al), 2 at 
Cape Sable, October J (S&BJS), 14 at Matthew's Lake October 7 
(RSW), 20 on Bon Portage I, October 9-11 (PCS et al), and 25 at 
Seal I. on October 26, the highest count of a passage that peaked 
at the end of October (BM,ST). 
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There are two carefully-documented records of EUROPEAN 
WHIMBREL this fall, At Matthew's Lake on August 20 George Perry 
watched a bird with the diagnostic Dowitcher-like white patch, and 
Con Desplanque saw two with 3 of the North American race on Septem
ber 25 in the TantramarMarshes just N of the New Brunswick border, 
Our own WHIMBREL were well reported, beginning with 2 at Locke
port July 4 (RJC), and 21 at E. Baccaro Beach July 11 (JR&CDG), 
Peak numbers through the rest of the season: 25 at Broad Cove 
July 20 (BH), 12 at E. Baccaro Beach July 26 (JR&CDG), 12 at 
Cape Sable August 2 (S&BJS), 13 at Martinique Beach August 10-11 
(ELM,AM), 15 at Louisbourg August 17 and 4 on the 26th (RB), 18 
at Villagedale, Shelburne Co, September 6 (S&BJS) and 10 or more 
up to September 23 at Wine Harbour (GM). 

UPLAND SANDPIPERS are always scarce in the province. Jim 
Walford located a bird displaying and calling near the Canard 
River, Kings Co, June 15-23, but apparently it did not stay. 
There are 4 other records, all from SW Nova Scotia: 1 at Matthew's 
Lake, August 20 (RSW), 1 at West Head, Lockeport, August 22 (GP& 
RSW), 1 at Seal I, August 24 (IAM) and the last at Cape Sable 
September 19 (S&BJS). 

There are numerous summer records of SPOTTED SANDPIPERS 
the most noteworthy being gatherings of JO at Morien Bar July 18 
(RB) and JO at Crescent Beach August 20-23 (J&SC). One at Keji 
October 6 tied the latest record for the park (PH), Records are 
few after mid-October, On Seal I. the last one was seen October 
31 (BM) and 3 lingered at Boularderie until October 26 (RBF). Most 
of the records of SOLITARY SANDPIPERS are packed into the month 
from August 10-September 15, One appeared on the Wolfville Ridge 
August 10-17 (BF), and there are records of 1-3 birds at various 
places in the western part of the province thereafter for a 
month, 2 at Keji on September 15 were the latest ever observed 
there (PH), Two records are outstandingly late: 2 at St, Esprit 
October 20, and 2-4 until November 3 at the same place (RF&SM). 

Post-breeding groups of WILLETS were in evidence by mid
July, largest numbers being 13 at Morien Bar July 18 (RB), 70-80 
in Yarmouth Harbour July 20 (MWH et al), and 75 at The Hawk Beach 
July 22 (JR&CDG). On Cape Sable, Norman Cunningham noted 3 flocks 
of 80-lOOheading south on August 2, and at Crescent Beach a peak 
of 132 was reached on August 11 (SC), By the end of August re
cords were few, and the last were 3 at Crescent Beach September 18 
(J&SC). 

GREATER YELLOWLEGS, which breed on the Cape Breton plateau 
were seen there north of the North River July JO-July 1, but no 
nest was found (BS DB), The first migrants appeared July 5 at 
Matthew's Lake (RJC) and there were 16 at Morien Bar July 18 (RB) 
but the peak of migration was spread between August 11-29, Peak 
numbers are 50 at Martinique Beach August 10-ll(ELM, AM), 35 at 
Morien Bar August 16 (RB), 55 at Matthew's Lake August 25 and 35 
at Cranberry Head August 29 (MWH). Many passed by Seal I, during 
the last few days of August (1AM), This species lingers late into 
the fall, There were 27 at Morien Bar on October 11 (RB) and 10 
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at Bon Portage I, October 9-11 (PCS et al), but none at Seal I, 
the same weekend, The last bird recorded was at Louis Head Novem
ber 14 (GP), LESSER YELLOWLEGS showed their usual two-peaked 
pattern, late July and late August. The first arrivals were at 
Three Fathom Harbour on July 10 and on July 20 there were 50 in 
the Lawrencetown area, outnumbering Greaters 12:1 (ELM), At 
Brier I. 100 crammed into the nearly dry big pond on August 1-2 
(ELM). In late August there were 45 at Matthew's Lake August JO 
(RSW), J0-40 in Pond Cove, Brier I,, dropping to 10 by September 
4 (RF, ELM, BM) and smaller numbers at several other locations. 
Ones and twos lingered in SW Nova Scotia into October, and the 
last 4 were seen at Cherry Hill Beach on October 17 (SJF), 

RUDDY TURNSTONES made an appearance on July 26 at Baccaro 
Beach (6)(JR&CDG) and Matthew's Lake (2J)(RSW). Thereafter, num
bers from J-50 were present at many locations from Cape Breton 
to SW Nova Scotia throughout August. lJ at Morien Bar on August 
16 were the first of a late-August increase, leading to a peak 
of numbers between September 11-25, The last record is a single 
bird at Grand Desert on October 17 (SC et al), RED KNOT were 
unusually abundant and well-reported, One appeared at Lockeport 
on July 14 (RJC) and on July Jl there were 16 at Matthew's Lake 
(GP&RJC) and 25 at Cook's Beach (CRKA, PRD), There were at least 
20 records from August to November, highlights being J5 at The 
Hawk Beach August 26 (JR&CDG), 6 at Morien Bar August 28 (RB), 
15-19 at Matthew's Lake, September 5 and 20 (RSW), 14 at Crescent 
Beach October 18 (SC et al), 19 at Cape Sable November 7 (SS) and 
the last hardy migrant at Crescent Beach November 28 (SC). PURPLE 
SANDPIPERS were noted in September and October (1 at Caribou I, 
September 11, EH) and 2 at Cherry Hill October 24 (SJF), but the 
winter records begin with 2 in Sydney Harbour November 7 (HH) and 
40+ the same day at Crescent Beach (SC et al), 

An early PECTORAL SANDPIPER appeared in the John Lusby 
Marsh July 25 (ELM, CD, AM), but all other records are after the 
middle of August, beginning with one at Morien Bar on the 16th, 
The peak of migration was September 29-0ctober 11: 60 at Matthew's 
Lake September 29, 125 on October J and 200+ on the 7th (RSW), 
42 at Seal I, on October 9-10 had increased to 55 (the peak number) 
on the 11th (BM, ELM, IAM), 9 in Keji on October 21 were new for 
the Park list (PH),and the last record of the season. 

WHITE-RUMPED SANDPIPERS appeared sparsely in early August 
(1 at Pond Cove, Brier I, August 1-2, ELM) but peaked later, be
tween 20 August and 11 September. At Matthew's Lake 27 were pre
sent on August 20 (BW) and at Morien Bar there were 2J on August 
28 and 11 on September 11 (RB), At Brier I. numbers increased to 
40+ on August 29, then dropped sharply after a gale on September 
2 (RF, ELM, BM), The highest numbers during September and October 
were at Morien Bar, J8 on September 25 (RB) and Bon Portage I., 
10 October 9-10 (PCS et al), The last left Seal I, on November lJ 
(BM), but on November 14 there were still 4 at Louis Head (GP) and 
2 at APBS (CD), BAIRD'D SANDPIPER was seen more often this year 
than in 1975, All records were in the period August 21-September 
19, the first at Seal I. (IAM) and the last also at Seal I. (ELM 
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IAM, BM), A little group of J at Pond Cove, Brier I. on August 
25 had increased to 11 on the 27th, then decreased as the other 
peeps left, The Smiths observed one at Cape Sable on September 
17, 

LEAST SANDPIPERS breed in Nova Scotia and on Sable I, so 
the first migrants we see may be our own post-breeding birds, An 
adult with a dead young one was found at Conrad's Beach June 27 
(RC), The first likely migrants were 15 at Cherry Hill and Cres
cent Beaches, J July (J&SC) and 200+ at Freeport Cove July 6(ELM), 
Numbers increased quickly in mid-July, but the later July-early 
August maximum is not well documented, perhaps this species is 
too common to be accurately recorded. A late season peak was 
evident at Brier I. where there were 50 on August 25, increasing 
to 250 on August 27 and dropping to 50 again by September J(ELM). 
There were still 65 at Cherry Hill September 5 (SJF), 75 at Cook's 
Beach September 11 (CRKA,PRD), and 4 at Marien Bar the same day 
(RB). Five at Louisbourg on September 25 were the last reported 
(RB). DUNLIN are late migrants, but one appeared at Marien Bar 
August 2 (RB). Only 2 were seen in late August, then numbers in
creased in mid-September: 2 at Louisbourg September ll(RB), 45 
at Matthew's Lake, September 20 (RSW), 175 at Matthew's Lake 
October 17 (F&NH,RSW,GP) and 54 at Crescent and Cherry Hill Beach
es November 7 (J&SC), 11 were lingering at Crescent Beach through 
November 28, gone in early December (J&SC). 

There is only one record of LONG-BILLED DOWITCHER this fall, 
a bird carefully observed and heard by Ralph Widrig at Matthew's 
Lake on September 29, SHORT-BILLED DOWITCHERS appeared very early, 
at Crescent Beach, 2 June JO, 16 by July 2 (SC). At Matthew's 
Lake on July 5 Russel Crosby counted 67 and by July 12 a massive 
influx of 600 had reached the Gaspereau River estuary (PH). Maxi
mum numbers from Cape Breton to Yarmouth Co. were all recorded 
between July 20 and August 10: 100 in Lawrencetown area July 20 
(ELM), 353 at Crescent Beach July 21 (SC), 200+ at The Hawk Beach 
July 22, a peak of 1000 at Cook's Beach, July Jl, 332 at Matthew's 
Lake August 1 (RSW, WC), 37 at Marien Bar August 2(RB), and 100 
at Cape Sable the same day (NC). On August 10 there were still 
200-JOO at Martinique Beach (ELM,EM). 20-JO at Brier I. August 
25-29 dropped to 5 by September 4 (RF, BM,ELM), September records 
are few, an the last was reported from Kingsburg, Kings Co. on 
September 25 (OM), STILT SANDPIPERS were seen only in Halifax Co. 
and the SW part of the province, The old reliable pools near 
Lawrencetown Beach had at least 6, August 1-10 (IAM, ELM), and 
there were J at Seaforth on August 11 (ELM, AHM). Between August 
28 and JO, 5 were seen at Seal I, (IAM) and 2 at Brier I. (RF,BM 
ELM), The last, exceptionally late, was on the Calf Island Flats 
Cape Sable I,, on September 26 (DM, LS). 

Because of the great numbers and aggregations, SEMIPALMAT
ED SANDPIPERS provide the most spectacular shorebird displays 
during the fall migration, Five had appeared at Freeport by July 
6 (ELM) and on July 12 Peter Hicklin noted the arrival of large 
numbers in the 2000 "peep" in the Gaspereau River estuary. Dur
ing August a flock of 200 in Pond Cove, Brier I, on August 1-2 
increased to 800 by the 25th, 1500 on the 27th, then decreased 
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to 1000 on the 29th, 500 on the JOth, and to only 150 on Septem
ber 3 (ELM,RF,BM), Freeport Cove which is seldom ever checked, 
had up to 5000 birds on August 2 (ELM,AHM). At least 10,000 birds 
had massed near Evangeline Beach by August 10 (OM,ELM et al). 
Elsewhere, there were "hundreds" at Cape Sable August 8-12 (NC), 
up to 450 at Seal I. August 24-September 4 (IAM) and 350 at Mat
thew's Lake August 20-JO (RSW), and smaller numbers were recorded 
at many other places. Later in the season there were still 52 
at Louisbourg on September 11 and 5 on October 11 (RB). "6 or 7" 
lingered at Glace Bay through November J (SM) and the last bird re
corded was at Louis Head on November 14 (GP), 

WESTERN SANDPIPERS were reported J times: JO August and 7 
October at Matthew's Lake (RSW) and August 27 in Pond Cove,Brier 
I. (ELM). Less than half the usual number of BUFF-BREASTED SAND
PIPERS appeared this year. I have records of no more than 6 in
dividuals, 4 of them together at West Head, Lockeport August 26 
(where one appeared August 19)(GP). The first was seen at The 
Hawk, Cape Sable, August 18 (JR&CDG), the last at Cape Sable on 
September 19 (S&BJS}, Despite much careful searching not one was 
seen on Brier or Seal I. in late August and early September. By 
contrast, rather large numbers of HUDSONIAN GODWITS were reported, 
the first at Morien Bar July 18 and August 2 (RB). At Matthew's 
Lake there were 2 on August J, 8 on August 7, J_g_ on August 12 and 
23 on August 20 (GP, RJC,RSW). A fine group of 40 near Evangeline 
Beach ori August 9 was buzzed by a Goshawk (ELM,AM). In other loc
ations there were 1-4 in Cole Harbour 7-14 August (JD & Dan Mac
Dougall), and 28 at Morien Bar on September 8 (SM). The last bird 
was at Cape Sable October JO (BJS), 

A few SANDERLINGS appeared early in the summer, the first 
at East Baccaro Beach July ll(JR&CDG). A group of 35 in Pond 
Cove, Brier I. in early August grew to 350 by the 29th and dropped 
sharply in early September (ELM). "Several thousand" were reported 
at Huston Beach, Kings Co,, in mid-August (OM). Through September 
and October the reports indicate a steady increase at many locali
ties, the maxima being about JOO at Cape Sable on October J (S& 
BJS), 209 at Crescent Beach October 23 (still 110 on November 7) 
(J&SC), and 84 at Louis Head, November 13 (GP). Eight lingered 
on at Crescent Beach through November 25 (BM), but all had left 
there in early December. 

A single AVOCET spent a week near the Canning River about 
September 15 (OM et al), 

The pelagic phalaropes were seen in their usual gather
ings at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy off Brier I. in late sum
mer, A female RED PHALAROPE in breeding plumage at Crescent Beach 
on June 5 (J&SC) certainly was northward bound; southward migrants 
were first noted at Cape Sable on August 5-6 where Norman Cunning
ham saw phalaropes around the light and found a dead Red Phala
rope. On August 26 a minimum of 5000 were feeding along the 
streaks Wand NW of Brier I, (ELM,RGBB,RF) and the NSBS pelagic 
trip on September 4 located 1000+, At Seal I, 10, moving with 
huge numbers of seabirds leaving the Bay of Fundy were seen on 
October 10 (BM,IM) and there were J on November 9 (BM). 
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NORTHERN PHALAROPES accompany the Reds, but their numbers pass 
through earlier, before we go to sea phalarope-counting. Among 
the thousands of Reds on August 26 there were only 50 Northerns 
and about 200 on September 4. The only other records were at 
Cape Sable: one each on September 13 (SS) and 24 (NSBS fide MWH), 

Only 5 WILSON'S PHALAROPES appeared, less than half 
last year's total; all observations were of lone birds, August 
10, Martinique Beach (ELM,AM); August 11, Seaforth (ELM,AHM); 
August 27, Brier I. (BM, RF, ELM); September 2, Seal I. ( IAM); 
September 22, Seal I, (BM). 

Several observers noted colour-marked and banded Semi
palmated Sandpipers during the fall. Please send your records to 
Dr. R.I.G, Morrison, Canadian Wildlife Service, Ottawa, 

ELM Ed, 

JAEGERS, GULLS, TERNS, AUKS 

A POMARINE JAEGER was seen off Western Light, Brier I, 
on August 24; there was an adult at Seal I. on September 25 and 
6, along with a PARASITIC and 20 unidentified jaegers and 7 Skuas 
on October 10 (ELM,RF,BM). There was another Parasitic at Seal 
on October 14 (BM). 

The first BLACK-LEGGED KITTII/JAKE sighting at Brier I. 
was a single bird on August 26, followed by 3 on September 4 and 
one on September 15; numbers had risen to 40+ by October 20 (ELM, 
RF,RGBB, NSBS), Eric Mills counted 125 birds on passage past 
Seal I. on October 10. There are only four other reports, 2 at 
Bon Portage October 9 and 11, 3 at Boularderie on October 24, 
5 at Irish Vale sometime in November and 15 around Cape Sable 
on October 8, some of which stayed at least until November 25 
(PCS, RBF, B&GMacN, SS )., 

HERRING and GREAT BLACKBACKED GULLS were common as usual; 
the only sightings which need comment were the 3 Blackbacks seen 
in Keji on October 14 - "the latest ever fall sightings for this 
species in the park" (RS), Our LESSER BLACKBACK was back on 
station at Digby on September 19 (DWF). What was evidently a 
summering ICELAND GULL was seen off Baccaro Light on July 26 
(JR&CDG), Otherwise, the earliest reports were of single birds 
at Glace Bay in mid October and November, 1 (SMacL), There were 
over 40 at Cheticamp on November 12 (PH). The first record for 
southern Nova Scotia was a single bird at Cape Sable on November 
23 (SS), The first definite GLAUCOUS GULL was seen at Seal I. on 
November lO(BM); there was an adult and two immatures at Cheticamp 
on November 12 (PH) and two immatures at Lockeport on November 25 
(RJC), 
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The first RING-BILLED GULLS reported were from Brier I: 
an adult and a 2nd-year bird at Pond Cove on August JO and Septem
ber J (ELM). There were 7 at Conrad's Beach on September 26(Cohrs), 
Over 100 were back at Eel Brook and the adjacent Abrams River 
estuaries on October lJ (PRD,CRKA), A few scattered immatures 
appeared on Seal Island in October and there were 25 adults there 
on November 9 (BM), We have two MEW GULL reports. Dan Salis-
bury, an Upper Canada visitor, had a good view of one off Brier 
I. on August 19, An adult appeared near Canning, on about October 
J and was photographed there on November 7 (JW,ELM,IAM). 

An adult LAUGHING GULL was seen at Lockeport on June 16; 
there was an immature at Cadden Beach on June 29 and another on 
Seal Island August 27-JO (RJC, IAM). BONAPARTE'S GULLS seem com
moner than usual. The first sighting was a bird at Merigomish on 
August 15 (EC); they were also quite common from August onwards 
in the Lockeport area (GP). Caribou I, seems to be a favoured 
site for them; there were Jl there on August 28, 71 on September 
11, 61 on September 25, 90 on October 24 and November 7, and 250 
on November 8, Other unusually large flocks were the 26 at Mahone 
Bay harbour on November 7 and 40 on Seal I, on November 10 (Cohrs, 
BM), BLACK-HEADED GULLS were rather scarce. There was a small 
flock at Conrad's Beach on October Jl and November 20(ijSBS), but 
otherwise most reports are of single birds, starting with one on 
the McNab's I. field trip on August 22 (NSBS), A single bird 
(the same one?) was reported at various dates between August 25 
and October 22 from Matthew's Lake (RSW,RC,EF,GP). The only 
other reports are of one at Conrad's Beach on September 26, and J 
on October 17 (ELM,RRA;S&JC), and adult on Seal I. on September 
2l(BM), one at Lockeport on October 12 (RJC) and a bird moulting 
into winter plumage at Glace Bay between October 9-16 (SM). 

Eric Mills is the only reporter who specifically mentions 
ARCTIC TERNS; there were many at Three Fathom Harbour on July 10, 
from the nearby colony, but he saw only one on July 20, This no 
doubt reflects a scarcity of reports rather than birds, Most 
observers report COMMON TERNS. The dates of some late sightings 
are worth noting. The birds had left their breeding islands in 
the Yarmouth area by August 20, but there were 100+ that day in 
Yarmouth Harbour (DS); the last sighting in the harbour was a 
single bird on October 16 (l\llWH). They were last seen at Tusket 
River on September JO, when the Henrys saw 4 birds, There was a 
bird at Cheticamp I, on September 25 (NSBS), The last record for 
Seal I. was J birds on October 10, and there were 5 at Bon Portage 
October 9-11 (BM, IMcG, PCS), The Smiths note 4 unidentified 
terns at Cape Sable on September 27, and Arthur Wickens saw 11 
at Bear Point on September 24. At Wine Harbour Gordon MacLeod 
writes: "heard almost every day in September until the 28th in
clusive", 

The Henrys saw J ROSEATE TERNS at Pinch Gut Island, Tusket 
River on July J-4, there were 2 at Sandhills Beach, Barrington, 
on July JO (JR&CDG), 1 in Yarmouth Harbour on August 2.0 (DS), and 
a late bird, well seen, at Green Bay on September 18 (Cohrs), 
Harry Brennan saw J CASPIAN TERNS at Caribou I. on July 26. The 
only BLACK TERN seen was· an immature bird at Cherry Hill on Sep
tember 19 (SJF). 
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Hedley Hopkins reports COMMON MURRES from the Bird Is
lands and 8 RAZORBILLS in Margaree Harbour, but gives no dates. 
There was a Razorbill at Seal I. on October 24, 17 on November 
3 and 25 on November 4 (BM). BLACK GUILLEMOTS were as usual 
seen, in ones and twos, at various points around the province, 
The only noteworthy comment comes from Ian McLaren, who says that 
they were "completely lacking around Seal I. in late August. Have 
always seen some before". A COMMON PUFFIN was seen on the trip 
across to Seal I. on October 9 (PH), but all the other sightings 
are from Brier I. There were 2 there on August 24, 5 on September 
4, 1 on September 14, 4 on September 16 (ELM,RF,RGBB,NSBS), The 
first DOVEKIES were single birds at Parker's and Delap's Coves, 
Annapolis Co,, on September 4 (JJ). Eric Holdway found one in
land near Pictou on November 3, and released it in the harb'our, 
The Smiths saw a bird at Cape Sable on November 6, but on the 
same day Stuart Tingley counted 500+ just outside Clark's Har
bour. 

RGBB Ed. 

DOVES and CUCKOOS 

Peter Hope and Eric Mullen proudly announce the FIRST 
RECORD for Keji of the elusive ROCK DOVE, The species was other
wise unreported. 

Over twenty reporters sent information on MOURNING DOVES, 
Individuals and small flocks occurred in many localities, and 
some observers indicated that the arrival of these birds around 
gardens and feeders in late September, October and November has 
come to be a regular event, The larger concentrations occurred 
in the southwest corner of the province, At Seal, Mourning Doves 

became common after October 10, with several counts in excess of 
35 individuals. Bruce Mactavish still had about 20 there Novem
ber 7. P'.C. Smith, et al, had 10 on Bon Portage I,, October 9-11 
and a flock of 25 or more was seen along the beach at Pinkney's 
Pt, November 24 (Van Killam, Margaret McKerson, Hazel Williamson). 
Brier also had its share of small flocks (5, September 3 ELM, BM; 
6 September 18-19, ELM,IAM,BM). 

Both cuckoos are well represented in this group of reports, 
There are 7 mainland and Cape Breton YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO records, 
all for the period September 24-0ctober 23, The Cape Breton re
cords include a bird well observed at Mira, October 8 (Alan Bail
lie et al) and a dead bird at East Lake Ainslie found early in 
October (Barrie Fraser). Mainland records were a live bird at 
Lockeport, September 14 (RJC) and a dead one at the same location 
October 18 (EF, GP), one at Port Joli October 11 (Addelson), one 
at Cape Sable, September 26 (DM) and another specimen at East 
Hub bards October 23 (James Cowan, per Willett Mills). Mactavish 
recorded 7 individuals between September 23-0ctober 5 on Seal I. 
and Peter Hope, Thelma Bowers and Ian MacGregor all observed a 
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single bird there October 10, w. E. Whitehead sends several 
summer records of BLACK-BILLED CUCKOOS in the Annapolis Valley, 
(June5-6, July 18) and Norm and Thelma Bowers report one calling 
at Turtle Lake August 1. But more surprising are the numbers of 
reports of this species extending well into the fall. Three report
ers send information on Black-billed Cuckoos on Seal I. from August 
22 through October 12. Between September 22 and October 12, Mac
tavish had 1.5. on Seal. Other late records are of single birds, 
October 1 at Lockeport (EF), October J at East Quoddy (RB), Octob
er 4 in Yarmouth Co. (CRKA), and October 16 Rocky Run, Halifax 
Co. (Harvey Patten, Jamie Connor). 

OWLS 

GREAT HORNED OWLS were reported by eight observers, most 
of them in the southwestern part of the province. The one Cape 
Breton report was of an owl found dead at Cheticamp I. September 
25 by an NSBS field party. Most of our birds are presumably per
manent residents, but there is some migratory movement, as indi
cated by a bird seen flying to Seal I. from the sea, October 11 
(IAM, GLM, IM). It is surprising to find that BARRED OWLS were 
less frequently reported than their larger cousins. As usual, 
the greatest number of Barred Owl reports comes from Keji where 
a nest was observed June 5-8, when it contained 2 young (PH). 
Still, J, Johnson reports them "common" at Karsdale early in Sep
tember, and observations from the Valley (June 7 WEW), Shelburne 
Co, (August 25, the Gallaghers) and Yarmouth Co, (Oct 12, CRKA) 
suggest that our population is probably as healthy as ever, 

There is a single LONG-EARED OWL report, from a known 
nesting location, Wolfville Ridge, where Bernard Forsythe saw 
single birds, October 30 and November 12. SHORT-EARED OWL records 
are few, Bernard Forsythe and Oscar Morehouse report on the Grand 
Pre birds (October 4, November 13 (j individuals) and November 
16), David and Marie Henry at Upper Wedgeport had Short-ears 
August 25 and September 9, and there was a single bird on Brier 
I, September J (ELM, AM). There are no later records at hand for 
Nova Scotia, but at least one straggler was still present on the 
New Brunswick side of the border marshes, December 5 (RDL). There 
is a fascinating report of SAW-WHET OWLS heard "nearly all summer" 
at Sydney Forks (R. Blakeburn), but the only other records are 
one from the same observer October 6 at Kelly's Mountain, north 
of Sydney, and 3 sightings at Turtle Lake between September 7 and 
October 11 (Norm and Thelma Bowers), 

GOSTSUCKERS, SWIFT, HUMMINGBIRD, KINGFISHER 

Local concentrations of COMMON NIGHTHAWKS were observed 
as early as July 16 (lt, Rte 3 Shelburne Co., Gallaghers) and 10 
days later the same observers saw 25 birds over the Clyde River, 
July JO Barbara Hinds saw flocks totalling 60 between Halifax 
and the airport. The departing waves were not as clearly defined 
last fall as they have sometimes been, but the peak day at a 
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number of localities was August 22, when a total of over 125 
birds at seven localities were reported. September birds are 
stragglers, but A, Spencer and H.Hopkins had 8 at Dartmouth Sep
tember 12, and on the same date Scott and Ian Killam had 15 night
hawks at Mavillette, Digby Co, - no doubt the last of the depart
ing waves, 

CHIMNEY SWIFTS would seem to have moved out of the pro
vince primarily during the period between August 18 (50, Hfx,, 
IAM) and September J (when the 100+ swifts seen over Acadia Uni
versity late in August had dwindled to 2 birds, OM), All records 
after September 5 are singles, with the last straggler at Seal I, 
October 11 (NSBS party), 

There are, as usual, numerous reports of RUBY-THROATED 
HUMMINGBIRDS during the summer months. Eric Holdway at Piotou 
gives a useful list of the most popular flowers visited: Wiegelia, 
Mook Orange, Beebalm, Nasturtium •••• and Thelma Hawkins; last 
hummingbird at Wilmot, September 12, was also at the Beebalm in 
her garden, There were still 2 hummingbirds at Round Hill in the 
Valley September lJ-15 (WEW), and one at Cranberry Head September 
14 (MWH), but after that only a straggler at Eric Holdway's on 
September 26, 

Reports of BELTED KINGFISHERS are as numerous as ever, 
with small local concentrations at prime feeding areas in Sep
tember and October, but a few observers noted local declines in 
summer populations. By the end of October, most had departed, 
the latest sightings coming from Russel Crosby at Lookeport(Ootob
er JO) and David and Marie Henry in Yarmouth Co. (November 11), 

WOODPECKERS 

COMMON FLICKERS were exceptionally abundant and well re
ported during the summer and fall, and Evelyn Coates' comment 
from Amherst, that "it seems a good year for them", was echoed 
by many observers, though W.E. Whitehead found the fall birds in 
the Valley less numerous than usual, October sightings are fairly 
numerous, though most "flicker days" were in September. Charlie 
Allen had 12 along a 2-mile stretch in Yarmouth Co, September 7 
and Karl and Wendie Tay had 6 together on September 17 in Halifax 
County, Sylvia Fullerton and the Cohrs observed a heavy flight 
of more than 500 flickers on Seal I,, October 2-J, and almost all 
had departed by the 4th, Peter Hope had an exceptionally late 
fall record at Keji, October 28, and the Smiths at Cape Sable 
reported the latest bird, November 12, 

PILEATED WOODPECKER reports come from eleven observers, 
including three from Cape Breton I, (mid-September, Marble Mt., 
E,Chant1 September 18, St, Peters, E. Hawley per R, Meyerowitz; 
September 2~, Homeville, G, Crowell), Impressive among mainland 
records is a series from Peter Hope at Keji of 5 sightings in and 
around the park in October and November. Bruce Maotavish's J 
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immature RED-HEADED WOODPECKER records on Seal I, (September 
21-23, 26 and October 12) outnumber the other provincial records 
for the report period (1 June 20, Hebron, MWH; 1 July 20, no 
location, Wick Lent). YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER records were 
numerous for the report period. The Gallaghers report an inter
esting sighting in Shelburne Co. June 18, of a sapsucker attend
ed by a Ruby-throated Hummingbird sampling the sap! Peter Hope 
reports an exceptionally late record for Keji September 30. Small 
concentrations occurred on island in the southwest corner of the 
province: P.C. Smith, et al, had 6 individuals on Bon Portage I, 
October 9-11, and Mactavish reports high counts of 6, September 
26 and October 11. His last were 3 birds, October 28. 

HAIRY and DOWNY WOODPECKERS were well reported, beginning 
to reappear about feeders at the time of the first snowfall, as 
we've learned to expect, 

BLACK-BACKED THREE-TOED WOODPECKERS are reported from 
Keji (4 sightings, PH) as well as four other locations. Evelyn 
Coates writes from Amherst that at Cameron Settlement, Cumb. Co., 
in a recently burned-over area, this species was exceptionally 
numerous in November, "I have never seen them so plentiful. One 
wonders where they have been before". Local concentrations of 
this sort seem relatively frequent in the border region in fall 
and winter ... it is surprising that they are not observed else
where in the province. 

RL Ed. 

FLYCATCHERS THROUGH SWALLOWS 

A true rarity heads the list of flycatchers this fall. 
A FORK-TAILED FLYCATCHER was well observed on Seal by the McLarens 
August 24-26 (See photo in centrefold). The bird, Nova Scotia's 
(and probably Canada's) second record, was evidently an immature 
with a brownish wash on the wings and short tail-streamers. 

Two EASTERN KINGBIRD nests were reported. One with three 
eggs at Wolfville Ridge flourished June 7-15 until vandalized by 
a raccoon (BF), The other, at Cold Spring Head (near Northport) 
was successful, and five young birds were hatched, fully feather
ed but still in the nest by August 14 (IF). 

C.R.K. Allen feels that the Eastern Kingbird migration 
started earlier than usual this year with double the usual number 
on the wires in Yarmouth County by August 16 and more pouring in 
by 19th, There were 10 on Brier on September 3 (ELM) and 9 on 
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September 4 in Yarmouth Co, (D&MH), Subsequently only a few 
were seen with late birds showing up in October: one at Boular
derie, no date (HH) and one at Quinan Rd., Yarmouth Co. on Octob
er 8 (CRKA). 

All the WESTERN KINGBIRD reports came from the western 
end of the province, one on Long Island July 28 (ML), one each 
at Sable River and Port Joli September 12 (RT); one in Yarmouth 
Co. September 20 (MWH) and one on Seal October 10 and 20 (BM), 

There is evidence of a nesting pair of GREAT CRESTED FLY
CATCHERS in Lunenburg Co. John Cohrs observed a pair of this 
species "off and on throughout July" near an undisclosed trout 
pool near Broad Cove. A very late sighting of one of these 
striking birds was at Lockeport on October 23 (EF), 

EASTERN PHOEBES lingered a little longer this year. A 
total of 21 individuals passed through Seal between October 1 
and November 5 with more than half that number occurring during 
the last ten days of October (BM). There was a single Phoebe on 
Bon Portage October 9 (PCS) and one at Turtle Lake October 20 
(N&TB). 

The EMPIDONAX group of Flycatchers were well reported 
with many successful nest observed. A pair of YELLOW-BELLIED 
produced four young at Lumsden Road (BF), two pairs of LEASTS 
and three pairs of ALDER nested at Wolfville Ridge (BF), and 
the usual Eel Brook pair of Alders produced young by July 29, 
Ian McLaren feels that this group of flycatchers were quite 
scarce on Seal during migration (late August), Perhaps they all 
left by way of Brier for on the morning of September 3 Eric 
Mills noted 100 and made definite identification of 10+ Yellow
bellied, 10+ Leasts and 3 Alders, together with 3 Pewee and 1 
Olive-sided. Latest report of the Yellow-bellied is from Seal 
(November 8 BM) and of the Least, also from Seal (One October 
20 (BM). 

There was the usual sprinkling of the EASTERN WOOD PEWEE 
throughout the summer months but no reports to indicate any mi
gratory movement came in. Bruce Mactavish saw the last one on 
Seal on October 15, and an exceptionally late report comes from 
Glace Bay where Ann and Arthur Spencer had one at their feeder 
after the snowfall on November 9, The bird was"hard to believe 
but was well observed for 20 minutes with field marlcs noted". 

Ten OLIVE-SIDED FLYCATCHERS were seen and/or heard with 
late sightings at Brier and Seal on September 3 and September 
23 respectively (ELM, BM). 

The fact that HORNED LARKS do stay and nest in the pro
vince is pointed up by Eric Mills who saw one singing at the Hali
fax Airport on June 19, and Roger Burrows who documented several 
pairs in Cape Breton June to August at Morien Bar and Louisbourg, 
The fall flocks began to arrive in early October and by mid-month 
were reaching their usual concentrations, viz: October 11, 50 at 
Cape,. Sable (BJS); October 17, 50 at Matthew's Lake (RSW); Octob
er 19, 40 APBS (CD). By the end of the month they were well 
established: CRKA saw "lOO's" at Cook's Beach and Pinkney's Point 
on October 28, and numbers climbed steadily into November when 
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75 were at Matthew's Lake on the 3rd (RSW) and 80+ at the dyke
lands in Kings Co, on the 16th (OM), 

TREE SWALLOWS appear to have had a most successful nest
ing year, Reports of productive nestings come from all over the 
province, including Glace Bay, Wolfville, Halifax Co., Eel Brook 
and Upper Wedgeport. The dates of their .migration are difficult 
to pinpoint - several correspondents noting that "suddenly, they 
were gone, but when exactly?" Sometime during the last two weeks 
of August they quietly left, The only major movement on Seal 
was on August 21-22 when 90 and 40 birds passed through (usually 
there are more flocks there in late August), Stragglers were 
seen on the mainland in early September, and the last date for 
Seal was October 29, One very tardy Tree Swallow was seen fly
catching over a bayberry bog at Argyle Sound on November 14! 
(CRKA), 

Only two reports of BANK SWALLOW migration were recei~ed 
but they point to an earlier movement than that of the Tree Swal
low, There were 80+ on July 26 at Homeville and flocks of 200+ 
at Lower Blomidon on August 12 (OM), 

Four ROUGH-WINGED SWALLOWS were seen at Caribou I,, 
Pictou Co, by Eric Holdway on July 18, They were found in a 
mixed flock of Bank and Cliff Swallows. 

Ian McLaren writes that the BARN SWALLOW appears to have 
established a beachhead on Sable I. The first nests there were 
in 1975 and this year his students reported many more, Barn 
Swallows were on the move at The Hawk, Cape Sable in the latter 
part of August, Betty June Smith counted 100 on August 11 and 
on the 20th the Gallaghers saw JOO+, By September 3 only one re
mained. A Barn Swallow at Kej.i on September 15 was the latest 
ever park record. Other lingering barns were seen at Boularderie 
September 25 (RBF), October 3 at Seal (BT), October 16 (2 birds) 
at Seaforth, Halifax Co, (R&JC) and October 19 at Lockeport (EF), 

There were four CLIFF SWALLOW reports. The Gallaghers 
write of three nesting sites in Shelburne Co., and Eric Holdway 
counted 150+ occupying nests at the Fish Ladder on Pictou Cause
way. Roger Burrows noted very low breeding success in Louisbourg 
- only 2 birds fledged from four nests. Three Cliff Swallows 
were flying with others at Crescent Beach and two at Crousetown 
on July 1-2 (Cohrs), 

PURPLE MARTIN - Evelyn Coates writes "Good news of the 
Amherst Martins this year: 32 nesting pairs which produced 91 
young. I have called all the people who had them and they told 
me they have all left (August 19), However, I still have 15, It 
is early for them to leave, the departure date being about August 
25", Another report of a successful colony of "four or five 
pairs" comes from Inez Finley in Oxford. Departure there was be
tween August 9 and 20 when numbers fell from JO+ to one. Three 
were seen on Brier August 31 (NSBS), 
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CORVIDS THROUGH WRENS 

GRAY JAYS appeared in small but steady numbers through
out the summer in most of the usual places except in Shelburne 
Co, where the Gallaghers noted a complete absence of Jays in 
their birding areas in June and July. In early September they 
started to appear in greater numbers as they left the deeper 
woods and have been "regular" and "usual" since then. 

Judging by the number of reports (10) this was a good 
year for nesting BLUE JAYS. Jamie Connor observed two nests in 
Dartmouth: one, in the same tree as last year had 4 eggs and J 
were hatched; the other had four eggs and "all lived", They 
seem as frequent and noisy as usual at feeders and wood edges 
now. COMMON RAVEN and COMMON CROWS maintained "average"numbers 
this year. Sara McLean writes of a Raven's nest with four young 
at River Denys, Crows nested on Boot I. (off the dykelands) and 
Wolfville Ridge and began to gather in large flocks along the 
tide lines in late September, Con Desplanque noted a flock of 
500 at APBS October 20, 

BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEES were reported "steady" in number 
in their summer places with four nests observed in the Wolfville 
area (BF,OM). On the offshore islands where they are relatively 
rare the few that arrived were well noticed. Eric Mills saw 
the first on Brier on August 27, followed by 8 on September 8, 
There was one on Bon Portage October 9-11 (PCS et al) and the 
highest count for Seal was 12 on October lJ. 

Only two reports point to any migration of BOREAL CHICK
ADEES, present in small numbers all summer. Sandra Myers saw a 
flock of 12+ September 12 at Mooseland Rd and Oscar Morehouse 
writes of seeing "a score or more" in a Wolfville ravine on Novem
ber 9 after the first snowfall, 

Sparse in the summer, the RED-BREASTED NUTHATCHES appear
ed again in late August, in fair numbers and on the move. The 
Cohrs write of "many - 10 to 12 calling at any one time at dif
ferent parts of the woods" at Green Bay August 21-23, There were 
40 per day on Seal on August 18-19, and from August 25-September 
15 they were "common throughout" Brier with a peak of 50-100 a 
day reached from August Jl-September J (BM, ELM), 

WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCHES have been virtually absent. Only 
two birds were seen. The Gallaghers saw a single bird on July 29 
at Middle Ohio and Lise Cohrs saw one along the railway cutting 
inArmdale on November JO. 

BROWN CREEPER - Oscar Morehouse was pleased to see sever
al creepers near his home in Wolfville after the November 9 snow 
as these were the first he had seen there in two or three years. 
A few single sightings during the fall have come from Queens, 
Shelburne, Yarmouth and Lunenburg Counties, 
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This appears to have been a big HOUSE WREN year. One each 
tried to nest (unsuccessfully - it still takes two:) at Wolfville 
and Tusket. There was one at Cape Sable September 24 and near 
the Dartmouth piggery November 22, A staggering total of~ in
dividuals were seen on Seal between September 18 and November 7 
(OM, BJS , BM, ELM) , 

Ten of the more commonly encountered WINTER WRENS gather
ed on Brier on August 31 - the only evidence brought to notice 
of any departing waves. Two late Winter Wrens lingered on Cape 
Sable on October JO (BJS) and at the Dartmouth piggery November 
3 (EC). 

All the NSBS members who visited Seal this fall were able 
to see a LONG-BILLED MARSH WREN, usually near the same spot, so 
it is difficult to know how many individuals there were, Bruce 
Mactavish residing there for some weeks, felt there were at least 
13, from September 18 to October 22, His latest sighting was on 
November 15, He also saw the only SHORT-BILLED MARSH WREN there 
on September 22, 

MIMIDS 

MOCKINGBIRDS galore! From Yarmouth Co, round to Cape 
Breton approximately 32 individuals in October and November were 
seen, mostly on a semi-permanent basis at feeders. The reason 
for the sudden surge of mockers? Who knows - perhaps the excel
lent crop of wild berries and of ornamental tree fruit has some 
significance. Many are still here at time of writing. 

The GREY CATBIRDS began to leave in early September, 
Late departures both offshore and on the mainland were November 
7 and 8 which saw one on Seal and one still in Lockeport (BM,EF). 

A few fall BROWN THRASHERS were seen, all at the "western 
end", Two appeared at Cape Sable September 23-25 (BJS et al), 
three on Seal October 3 (SJF et al) and one on Brier October 11 
(BS). Last date for Seal when BM had seen thrashers regularly 
was October 5, 
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ROBIN THROUGH KINGLET 

ROBINS have been reported in fantastic and unprecedent-
ed numbers, From end to end of the province they have been enumer
ated in 50's, lOO's, lOOO's and even tens of thousands. Correspon
dents write of "uncountable flocks", "robins flooding the country
side","Robins the like of which I've never seen", etc. Oscar More
house writes " •• ,green fields, heavy berry crops, much cloud cov
er, precipitation and adverse winds may be accountable, .. " These 
immense flocks of Robins began to build at the beginning of Oc
tober. On October 8-11 they were moving throufh St, Esprit in 
groups of 100-200 (JM) and Sara McLean had 200 at Glace Bay at 
the same time. The rest of the province was no different, and on 
October 25 a peak 2500 covered the ground and trees on Seal. On 
November 9 George Perry in Lockeport estimated that JOO+ had pass
ed southward in 10 minutes that morning with steady numbers fol
lowing all day. On the same date, Bruce Mactavish on Seal saw 
off the island five to ten thousand robins flying to the SW. ·rhere 
were 600+ present in a few square blocks of rowan trees in NW 
Halifax City on November 14 ( IAM). Al though numbers dropped off 
somewhat by November JO (our Newsletter deadline) there were still 
many around. It will be interesting to see whether these events 
mean a hard winter, a soft winter, or just an awful lot of robins. 

A single and very late WOOD THRUSH report comes from Peter 
Hope at Keji, One adult bird was observed closely November 22, 
a late record for the park. 

HERMIT THRUSHES, while not as numerous as robins were 
nonetheless "up" this season with many roadside and garden sight
ings well into November, Four reports indicate small waves of 
Hermits: 10+ were feeding on chokeberries at Green Bay on Septem
ber 18 (SC), while in Truro at the same time Ella Roland had 
"Many more than usual" in her garden. C.R.K. Allen noted a small 
thrush movement on October 4 in Yarmouth Co., while at Seal on 
November 9, 70 birds were present, By November 22 a few were 
still about in Yarmouth Co. and one lone bird remained at Cape 
Sable November 23, -

News of two migrations of SWAINSON'S THRUSH comes from 
Inez Finley at Oxford. From September 11-27 numbers built up to 
a high of 10, thereafter dropping off until a second peak was 
reached - 12 on October 10, with the last two October lJ. Two 
late Swainson's were at Upper Wedgeport October 28 (D&MH) and 
Wolfville Ridge October 29 (BF). 

A GRAY-CHEEKED THRUSH spent several days in the yard at 
the Cape Sable lighthouse from October 12 onwards. Single birds 
were seen on Seal October 15 and November J, 

VEERYS are reported from their usual summer haunts. They 
are now often heard and seen in the Green Bay area where three 
years ago there were none (SC). Latest Veery stayed in Ox,ord 
until October 3 (IF). 
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Seven EASTERN BLUEBIRDS have been seen this year compared 
with none in the fall of 1975, J, Johnson had one (f, or imm.) 
near Cornwallis on September 8, Another, a mature male, deco
rated a fencepost at Chebogue Pt, October 20 (CRKA) while an imm, 
male appeared at Seal October 28 (BM), Ross Anderson and Chris 
Cohrs had four on Brier August 3 where a single female was seen 
on September 2 (Cohrs). 

Birders are warned to be on the watch for a GREENLAND 
WHEATEAR (See Vol, 18, No. 1, p.20) for while no reports have 
come in of a N.S. sighting we have been "straddled", wheatears 
having been seen in Maine and aboard ship off St, John's, New
foundland (SLT). 

There were at least four BLUE GREY GNATCATCHERS seen this 
season and two of them were on the mainland - one at Barton August 
2 (M. Lent) a_nd another at Lockeport September 18. The latter 
bird stayed around for several days providing an opportunity for 
excellent viewing (GP,RT,RW), There was one seen by some of the 
President's Field Day NSBS members at Brier on September 3, the 
other was seen by John Cohrs on Seal October 4 and again (or 
another?) October 31 (BM,ST), 

GOLDEN-CROWNED KINGLETS, not often seen during summer, 
came out of the woods as fall approached, at the same time that 
the RUBY-CROWNED were departing. A peak in the number of Ruby
crowns leaving occurred on Bon Portage October 9-11 when 10 were 
seen. On October 12 a"high" of 100 were on Seal, with another 
100 on the 19th, They were seen as late as November 10 at Sydney 
Forks (RB) and November 17 in Halifax Co, (SM). Perhaps a few 
may linger until the Christmas Counts. 

PIPITS THROUGH STARLINGS 

VI ATER PIPI'l'S were heavily reported. Earliest date was 
September 1 when there were J at Pond Cove, Brier I. (ELM) and 
by-September 9 seven were in the Lockeport area. Numbers increas
ed until by September 20 there were 50 at Cranberry Head and by 
26th 4o,· at Conrad's Beach (MWH, SC). "Late September" saw a 
peak of 200+ at Cape Sable and a heavy influx in Lockeport, (BJS, 
GP). On October 11 there were 100 pipits on Bon Portage, many 
fewer than the 500+ at the same time last year. The next peak 
date was October 12 at Sunday Pt. where 200+ were present, By 
the end of the month (October) C.R.K. Allen found them "every
where" in Yarmouth Co, Numbers fell off sharply in November -
only eight left at Crescent Befch and 25 at Cherry Hill on Novem
ber 7, down to 3 and 6 respectively by November 23 (Cohrs), 
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CEDAR WAXWINGS were seen in ones and twos from June to 
September throughout our area with a successful nest record com
ing from Brass Hill, where five young were out of the nest by 
July 27 (JR& CDG), September brought the appearance of the fall 
flocks, Robert Turner noted large flocks of 300-400 seen daily 
at Sable River September 9-18, decreasing to 50 on 24th, Mid
September saw s~zable flocks in Wolfville, Yarmouth town and 
Sydney. Numbers·dropped in October: 4 on Seal October 4 (SJF 
et al) and 50 on Bon Portage October 9-11 (PCS), 

A LOGGERHEAD SHRIKE was seen on Seal August 31-September 
1 (1AM) being the only one reported, 

Three NORTHERN SHRIKES have been seen up to press time: 
m· imm, November 3 on Seal (BM), an adult November 7 at Broad 
Cove (J&SC) and an imm. on November 9 at Scots Bay (BS), 

There were far too many successful STARLING nests all 
over the province, By September the birds were building up on 
the overhead wires and along the wrackline of the beaches. More 
than 100 a day passed through Seal from October 19-November 15 
with a high of 500 on October 10, Unfortunately there were 
still many left to haunt feeders as November progressed, 

SC Ed, 

VIREOS 

The WHITE-EYED VIREO has been fully authenticated by 
Peter Smith and his group at Bon Portage Island, where one was 
mist-netted October 9, examined and photographed, Another of this 
species was noted at Seal I. September 20, the same or another on 
October 11 at Seal by Eric Mills and Ian McLaren, Two YELLOW
THROATED VIREOS were also found on Seal I, 1, August 31 and 1, a 
different bird, September 1, both vouched for by Ian McLaren. 

The SOLITARY VIREO, our first to come, is the latest to 
leave in this group. It was abundant in appropriate habitat 
this year, 1-11 birds noted in six areas in Shelburne Co,, the 
maximum, 11 on the Ohio road, July 17 (JR&CDG), Gordon MacLeod 
of Wine Harbour wrote that this vireo was heard most often around 
the end of July and then not much during August, Reports were 
general (Glace Bay to Yarmouth) through September and October 
and the last dates seen were very late - November 3 and 7 on Seal 
I, (BM), and November 13 at Lockeport (EF) and at Argyle Head, 
Yarmouth Co. (CRY.A). Bruce Mactavish wrote of a Solitary Vireo 
with a gray instead of greenish back and only one-third as much 
yellow on the sides as usual, which may have been a "more west
ern bird", 

The PHILADELPHIA VIREO was seen quite generally August 
through September: 1, August 22, Waverley (BM); 2, August 31 
Brier (ELM); 5, September 3 (three in one tree in the cemetery) 
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Brier (ELM,BM, RF); 1, September 19, Seal I. (ELM); 1, the same 
day at Lockeport (GP); 1, September 26, Three Fathom Harbour 
(ELM) and 1, September 29 at Cape Sable (SS). 

The RED-EYED VIREO was abundant as usual this summer, 
and as widely distributed both in town and country. Although 
it was not common until June, migration was well started by Septem
ber 17, a foggy night when 6 of these vireos were killed at Cape 
Sable Light (SS), The last dates noted were October 11 at Locke
port (RJC) and at Seal I. (BM) and October 15 at Seal (BM.l 

WARBLERS 

\'Je watched the warbler flight go by this fall in a pro
fusion rich in numbers and species. Sightings included our 
twenty-two natives and ten tourists, These last were the f_BOTHON
ONO'rARY, 2 late summer at Chester Basin (EI,iD); 2 on Seal I. Sep
tember 19 and 26 (BM, ELM, 1AM), The BLUE-iflNGED, two sightings, 
August 27 and September 3 at Seal I,, the McLarens. The ORANGE~ 
CROirJNED, 1, October 3 at Sydney Forks, (RB) and a total of 16, 
September 26-0ctober 30 on Seal, "all different birds" according 
to Stuart Tingley and Bruce Mactavish. A CERULEAN, 1 male, June 
19 on Outer Bald Tusket I, - this bird flew ahead of Peter Hope, 
Fred and Evelyn Dobson for some distance as they explored the 
island, fluttered about and lit, giving them an excellent oppor
tunity for viewing - their description leaves no room for doubt 
of the identification (details upon request). A YSLLOlf-THROA'r.ED 
1 adult at Seal I. seen plainly four times by BM, J1Lr~. IAM, 
PINE VJARBLERS l killed at Cape Sable .1,ight September 17, 1 adult 
male seen there September 20 (S;:,); 1 imm. October 11 at Seal I., 
and "an amazing number, 8, October 11-November 2, 3 on the 19th" 
at Seal I., NSB::, parties. PRAIRIE, 1, August 26, 2 on September 
2 at Seal (IAl'il) and 1-2 September 2 at Lockeport (RJC); 1 0eptem
ber 17 Port Hebert, (RSW), at least 4, September 18, 2 on the 
19th at Seal (ELM et al), 7-8 September iS-October 20 at Seal I,, 
(BM) and 1, September 26 at Cape Sable, David Marshall. CONNECTI
CUT, "one evidently female closely observed by IAM on Seal I. 
August, good solid eye-ring, the undertail coverts indeed long"; 
and on Seal I., 3 different birds a11 brown-throated imm. seen 
1, September 20, I September 27 and 1, October 15 by Bruce Mac
tavish. The YELLOVJ-BREASTED CHAT, J§ individuals reported from 
Dartmouth, Halifax, Broad Cove, Lockeport, Cape Sable, Yarmouth, 
Brier I., Seal I. from August 30 (at Brier) to November 22 at the 
Dartmouth Piggery, (All were reported by competent observers, too 
numerous to mention, who will please forgive omission of names -
they will receive mention in many other parts of this total re
port). Two HOODED WARBLERS were 1 female, August 29-JO on Brier I 
(BM) and 1 male, seen twice, October 1 and 5 on Seal by BM. This 
completes the list of strays. 
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Warblers were well reported, and it is generally agreed 
that they had a good nesting season, flocked up in August and 
were about all gone by the end of that month. Thereafter may war
blers were observed, but as strays; 13 "last dates" were along 
the South Shore and islands, 12 of them in November, ( 9 in October 
1, the Blackburnian, in September), Inland areas were exception
ally well covered this year, and special thanks go to Andrew Niac
Innis of the provincial Department of Lands and Forests and his 
group: Audrey Romkey, Brenda Grantmyre, Kenneth Dodsworth, Rus
sell Beeswanger, Arthur Redden and Roger Aggas of Waverley, plus 
John Brenton and Peter Romkey of the Lewis Lake Depot. 

At Brier I., usually the easiest place to watch fall mi
gration in action, and to distinguish "peaks", Eric Mills has 
made the following observations in respect to warblers, "The 
heaviest migrations (at least those noted by "falls" of birds on 
the island) were on the nights of August 2J-24, August JO-Jl and 
September 2-J. The first influx featured Bay-breasted Warblers 
(they were unusually abundant this year, matching Cape Mays) and 
Northern Waterthrushes. The second was dominated by Myrtle Vfar
blers, In the September "fall" we got 20 species of warblers 
(dominated, in descending order, by Magnolia; Bay-breasted; Yellow 
throat; Cape May and Black-throated Green; VJ ilson' s; Black and 
White, Yellow, Myrtle and Redstart, and ,,lourning (at least 12 seen) .• 

The summary of our reports as to abundance, duration of 
migratory movement and last sighting of our native warblers is 
as follows: 

BLACK-AND-WHITE WARBLER, abundant, fall migration August 23, Ox
ford (IF) to November 14, Waverley (J, S & BM); TENNESSEE, normal 
September 2, Louisbourg (RB) to November 7, Petite Riviere (J&SC); 
NASHVILLE, normal, - to October 11, Seal I. (BM); PARULA, common, 
4 young left nest at Brass Hill July 4, earliest date in 6 years 
successful nesting in same spruce tree (JR&CDG), September J, Kars
dale (JJ) to October 24, Lockeport (RJC); YELLOW, abundant, Septem
ber 2-J, Wedgeport (M&DH) to October 2, Seal I. (BM); MAGNOLIA, 
common, September 2-J at Wedgeport and Brier I. (M&DH, ELM) to 
October 29, Cape Sable (SS) and November 5, Seal (SIT, BM); CAPE 
MAY, normal, August 22-26 at Pictou (EH), Brier (ELM et al) and 
Lockeport (100+ imm. mostly, RJC), to November J at Seal (BM); 
BLACK-THROATED BLUE, normal, September 16, Cape Sable (SS) to 
October 11, at Seal (PH,SIT,BM); YELLm~-RUMPED, abundant, Septem
ber 8 at Oxford "very plentiful from then to October 6" (IF), as 
plentiful as mosquitos" in Cape Breton in September (SM), "Inesti
mable numbers" on the Cole Harbour-Chezzetcook circuit, September 
26 (J&SC), latest report November 22, Turtle Lake (N&TB), and 
this may really be the latest - "Myrtles" usually winter here suc
cessfully but this fall the hordes of robins have eaten all ber
ries in sight and the bayberry crop is very poor to begin with; 
BLACK-THROATED GREEN, normal, September 2-J at Wedgeport (M&DH) to 
November 5 at Lockeport (EF); BLACKBURNIAN, normal, September 17 
to 19 at Cape Sable (SS) and at Paradise (D&MH, "with a wave of JO+ 
Black-throated Greens, some Parulas, Magnolias and "Baypolls") to 
November 15 at Seal I. (BM) ; CHESTNUT-SIDED, normal, but will it 
be so next year - 4 nesting pairs on Wolfville Ridge were all 
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subjected to Cowbird parasitism, J nests were deserted and the 
4th collapsed under the weight of the two Cowbirds (BF), migrat
ion noted September 14 at Canberry Hd. (AH&MWH) to October JO at 
Lockeport (EF); BAY-BREASTED, normal, late family noted the last 
of August at Wellington, Yar, Co,, by Gwen Trask (many of our 
warblers had two to three nesting attempts this last summer), 
September 16, 2 imm. killed at Cape Sable Light, 100+ warblers in 
beam previous night, four Baybreasts dead September 17-18, fog
gy night, last date seen October 24 at Lockeport (RJC) and at 
Seal (BM&SIT); BLACKPOLL, abundant, "extremely common on Cape 
Breton Highlands plateau in June-July (BS&DB), J peaks of mi
gration, September 16-18, at Halifax (WJM), Cape Sable (SS) and 
Brier I. "100+, outnumbering all other warblers on the island" 
(ELM), September 26 at Halifax {WJM) and Yarmouth (MWH) and at 
Seal I., October 19 (BM), last dates seen November 11 at Halifax 
(Lise Cohrs) and at Lewis Lake November 24, one killed by a cat 
(JB&PR); PALM, abundant as usual, re-appeared in several places 
in Yarmouth Co. September 14, also same date at Louisbourg, 
several more there September 16 (RB) from then on seen every
where through late September and October, last dates November 15 
at Seal (BM) and November 16 at Economy (FS); OVENBIRD, not as 
abundant as usual, only 6 reports, September 20 at Cape Sable 
(SS) to November 7 "near the top of Economy Mountain: (FH) and 
November 9 at Wolfville "after the snowfall" (OW!vl). NORTHERN 
WATERTHRUSH, normal, migratory movement first noted August 22-
25 at Yarmouth (VK, MWH) and at Brier I., "unusual numbers for 
Brier, 5-20 many days, peak about August JO (ELM) and last .. date 
October 9 at Seal I. (BM, IM); MOURNING, normal, August J0-31 
at Brier I. (ELM, BM) and at Seal (IAM), last date seen October 
10 at Green Bay, Lunen Co, (J&SC); CO~ilAON YELLOWTHROAT common as 
usual, late August concentration ~t Wellington, (GT) to November 
8 at Locke-port (RJC); WILSON'S, NORMAL, August 22 at Pictou (EH) 
to date of November 7 at Seal (BM); CANADA only two reports, 
may be normal, September 26 at Wolfville Ridge (BF) and October 
9-11 on Bon Portage I. (PCS et al); AMERICAN REDSTART, usual 
abundance, started leaving August 21 at Oxford (IF) and August 
22 at Pictou (EH), seen in warbler waves September 2-J at Wedge
port (M&DH) and September 17-18 at Cape Sable (SS), last date 
November 7 on Seal (BM). 

For the most part, October dates have not been mentioned 
in the above account. All of the warblers were seen at some time 
in October, but only one wave was noted, which was on October 20 
"thousands of warblers going west at St. Esprit, C. B. , groups 
here for days, on the porch to be rescued, in the gardens, trees 
and grass" (Meyerowitz family). 

HOUSE SPARROW 

The HOUSE SPARROW remains a static population, not losing 
ground, for example, Bernard Forsythe noted two pairs nesting 
consecutively in the same box on Wolfville Ridge May 7-July 10, 
the first nest producing 6 eggs of which J hatched, the second 
nest producing 6 eggs with 6 hatched and fledged. The Gallaghers 
found 1 to J birds in 4 areas in Shelburne County, and rated 
them "not frequently seen", At Glace Bay, Sara MacLean judged 
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them "as usual", and in Yarmouth flocks of 7-20 are said to be 
always around - "far too many" according to Van Killam. 

ICTERIDS 

The BOBOLINK seems to have had a good nesting season, 
"many reports of flying young in Cape Breton" (SM), "August 25, 
Wolfville, the marsh in back of the beach held hundreds of imm. 
birds" ( OWM), "June-July, 1-4 birds in 4 areas successful nesting, 
Brass Hill" ( JR&CDG), Bobolinks were congregating around Lake 
Ainslie by July Jl, according to Barrie Fraser; a migrating flock 
of 26, August 28 at Pictou (EH); and a definite movement out at 
Brier August 31 (50 birds arrived overnight - ELM), also another 
September 20 in Yarmouth Co,, 20 birds noted (DM, CRKA); last date 
seen, October 13 at Seal I. (BM). The EASTERN MEADOWLARK was 
sighted fourteen times between July 18 and November 28, Six of 
these reports came from Shelburne Co., but probably represent 
only 4 birds at most (RSW, EF,GDP,RJC), The Smiths and Norman 
Cunningham at Cape Sable had 4 sightings, October 25-26, November 
2 and 19, possibly 4, probably 3 birds; 2 were seen at Cherry 
Hill (SJF,BH,J&SCJ, 1 or 2 at Keji (PH, GC); 1 at Paradise (MAC), 
1 at Lusby Marsh (CD); 1 at Cape Forchu (CRKA), and at Seal I. 
Bruce Mactavish saw one almost daily October 10 to November 14, 
with a high count of 1. on October 16. We had a small migration 
of YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRDS at Cape Sable in September. The 
Cunninghams saw 8 on September 6, all yellow-headed males; then 
one immature arrived September 17, to stay until the 24th, assoc
iating with a flock of Cowbirds which were in attendance upon 
the cows near the Light (S&BS,NSBS). One more, an imm. male was 
noticed hanging around a ya.rd in Yarmouth town, November 20(f/MH). 

The REDWINGED BLACKBIRD has been noted as "not as numer
ous as in the last few years" by the Gallaghers in Shelburne Co. 
and by Eric Holdway in Pictou. Vlherever they came from, by 
October they were plenty of Redwings in the province: flocks of 
500 at Amherst Point (CD), 200 in a cornfield at Canning (BF'), 
150+ October at Loch Broom, Pictou Co.(Jamie and Ralph Connor), 
and "On the evening of November 12 out of the sunset-flight after 
flight (were) watched for an hour" by Oscar Morehouse at "West
wood", Kings Co, Many scattered reports have come in of November 
sightings, mostly of single birds, some of which will probably 
stay all winter. 

Sight records of the ORCHARD ORIOLE this fall are of 1 
( young male} September 4 at Seal I. ( IAM) and of 2, September 25, 
at Irish Vale, (Brian MacNeil). There have been 18 reports of the 
NORTHERN ORIOLE from August to November, most of them in the lat
ter month. Distribution was general. At Brier I. the maximum 
number of birds seen during the August 30-31 weekend, at any one 
time was £2• On Seal, the highest count was 20, September 19-20 
(BM). Single birds left Cape Sable on four occasions September 
through October (SS), Orioles are still lingering at feeders, a 
source of great pleasure, but considerable worry to the beholders. 
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William Townsend, editor of the GUILLEMOT, Sorrento, 
Maine, has brought to our attention an item of interest: A North
ern Oriole, banded with #751-99838 on 21 May, 1970, in Sorrento 
was found dead in Wolfville, N.S., on 26 June, 1976, a time of 
six years, one month and five days having passed. The bird was 
one year old when banded, having been hatched the summer of 1969, 

With the RUSTY BLACKBIRD it seems to be all or none. Out 
of eleven reports, only three mention more than 1-2 birds, but the 
three are: "Many seen all summer, noted with young July l" from 
Mooseland Road, Hfx Co. (K&WT,SJV!); 400+ at Centrelea November 3; 
500+ at Round Hill November 3 (WEW) . The first of Dr. \\fhi tehead • s 
flocks was half Cowbirds, and we are accustomed to his big fall 
flocks of blackbirds, but it is interesting to hear of a new loc
ality, the Mooseland Road, for Rustys, least often seen of this 
group. On the other hand, the Tays and Sandra Myers report from 
this vicinity "Common GRACKLES only seen occasionally", Grackles 
began flocking in late August, noted in Glace Bay, Yarmouth and 
a flock of 47+ at Liverpool (TW). Flocks were noted in September 
and October, 25-100, in various places, 1000+ mixed Grackles 
and Cowbirds at Cape Sable October 31, but seemed to be most in 
evidence through November, sizable flocks seen about the country
side and descending upon feeders, and no doubt many of them will 
winter here. The BROWN-HEADED CO\<IBIRD disappeared discreetly 
early in the summer, a first flock (25) of immatures noted July 
26 by the Gallaghers at Brass Hill, small numbers in evidence 
from then on generally. Most reports are for November birds, when 
the big flocks formed, e.g., November 10, "Arrived in force at 
feeder" at Lockeport and "very large flock about highway here 
early morning November 15, My husband had to stop to avoid hit
ting them" at Wilmot. Some of these Cowbirds evidently migrate 
as 50-60 were seen among the many landbirds sighted from the 
Bluenose, Yarmouth to Bar Harbour, November 10 (\'Jill Russell, in 
the Guillemot, Vol. 5, No. 5, p,39). 

TANAGERS 
On September 14 at Cranberry Head, Marion Hilton and 

Adele Hurlburt watched a bird through binoculars at 20 feet for 
several minutes, long enough to compare it with reference books, 
and came to the conclusion that it was a female WESTERN TANAGER. 
The bird was olive-green above, yellow-green below with black 
wings and white wingbars, correct size, shape and bill for a 
Tanager. On November 13 at Irish Vale Brian MacNeil and George 
Currie saw -twice- a bird which they believe to be a ,'1estern 
Tanager. We have reports of 17 SCARLE'r TANAGERS from August 17 
to October Jl, 7 of them at Seal I., September 22-0ctober 17 
(Bruce JV!actavish, who saw them, declares them to be all different 
birds). There was one (imm.) at Bell Neck, Yar. Co,, August 17 
(CRKA); 1, September 1 at Seal (1AM); 1, September 8 and after at 
Oxford (IF); 2, September 14 at Sable River (RT); 1, September 
16, at Elmsdale, (female)(BG); 1, imm. killed at Cape Sable Sep
tember 17-18 (foggy night)(SS); 1, October 10-11, at Seal I. 
(NSBS); 1, female or imm. October 12-25 at Lockeport (RJC) and 
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1, female, October 31 at Harry Brennan's in Pictou Co., which, 
surprisingly, was his first, 

FRINGILLIDS 

The pair of CARDINALS which has remained settled near 
Yarmouth town definitely produced two sets of nestlings this 
summer, one (two females) first noted June 20, and the other, mid
September, two males. The Douglas MacDonalds watched the parents 
feeding the young birds, at first one at a time at the feeder, 
the other waiting in a nearby pine tree, but eventually all four 
birds on the porch feeder together. They are fed night and morn
ing, and the last lot were around until November at least, The 
young birds have black beaks, This gives us six Cardinals, if 
all have survived, and we do not know how many more, but 10 sight
ings have been reported, rather widely separated, These birds 
have all been seen in November, a male and female at Liverpool 
November 13 (the Sherman MacCauls per Ralph Johnson); 1, male 
November 5 at Wilmot (TPH); 1, female, November 16 at Pubnico 
(the Hamiltons); 1 male at Van Killam's feeder in Yarmouth Nov
ember 12-13, and two, male and female at Marion Hilton's feeder 
there November 21 on, also a female during that time at the Fred 
Nickerson feeder in Yarmouth, Probably only the two, but could 
be four birds, On Seal I. Bruce Mactavish and Stuart Tingley 
saw an immature male Cardinal November 1-2, a female November 8 
and an imm, male November 9, which they describe as a different 
bird. 

On August 27 Inez Finley noticed 4 ROSE-BREASTED GROS
BEAKS at Oxford, an indication of fall flocking, which is never 
obvious for this bird on the mainland, Few were seen in Septem
ber and October (1 at Sable River September 22 (RT); Jon Seal 
September 19-20; 1 at Cape Sable September 25 (PRD,BJS), 2 at 
Bon Portage October 9-11 (PCS et al,) and 1 October 28 on Seal 
(BM), Late sightings were 5 (after the snowfall) at Wolfville 
November 9-10 (OWM); 1 imm, male and 1 imm.female November 10 
at Boularderie andll imm, male at Bras d'Or the same day (RBF), 
We had a few BLUE GROSBEAKS in September this year, all on Seal 
or Cape Sable: 1 imm. September 19 at Seal, 1 there September 
JO and 1, October 2, declared to be different birds (NSBS), and 
1 female, September 24 at Cape Sable, 2 there September 26 (David 
Marshall), Twenty-three INDIGO BUNTINGS went up through Nova 
Scotia in the spring, J4 came back this fall, These fall birds 
were observed at Broad Cove, 3, October 11 (BH&SJF), at Locke
port, 1-2, September 23 and October 17 (RJC), at Tusket November 
JO and on (CRKA), and at Seal I, September 25-0ctober 26, the 
23 different birds, biggest day, 10 on October 11 (BM, NSBS), 
The DICKCISSEL splinter migration came through September 1 to 
November 15, and added up to 27 individuals seen. These were 
at Matthew's Lake September 1 (RSW); 16 different birds at Seal 
I, September 2J-October 26 (BM, NSBS); 1, September 18 at Barring
ton Passage (BM); 1, October 2 at Dartmouth Piggery (IAM); 1, 
October 9-11 at Bon Portage (PCS et al); October 27 at Lockeport 
(EF); October 24 at Brass Hill, 1 female or imm. (BB); 1, November 
11-14 at Sydney Forks (RB); 2, November 10 at Lockeport (GDP) and 
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1, November 12-15 at feeder in Yarmouth "male in fall dress -
splotches of black on bright breast" (VK). 

A surprising, in fact startling report of EVENING GROSBEAKS 
has come from Evelyn Coates, who observed, on July 29, "a large 
irruption of Evening Grosbeaks at Cameron Settlement, all the way 
from there to New Glasgow itself, literally hundreds were about 
the town, from the West End to the Mal 1. • did not notice any im
matures". A few summer birds have been seen and reported as usual, 
mostly in Cape Breton (Sydney, DCP; Sydney Forks, RB; Louisbourg 
(RB) and a fairly large flock at Montrose, Col. Co., 60+ on August 
15 (FH). But aside from that, our reports are all for November, 
the 9th up to date, and refer to the appearance of wintering 
flocks inspecting or settling down to feeders. These pretty well 

cover the province, but average small numbers of individuals, 
Robert Turner's 25 at Sable River the largest so far. What were 
those Guysborough County birds up to? 

PURPLE FINCHES were among the landbirds in the massive 
migration noted above as seen from the Bluenose November 10. This 
is regrettable, as we are very short of these finches, They are 
known to have nested in various place successfully this summer 
(Cape Breton, Pictou, Halifax, Valley, Yarmouth areas) and imma
ture birds were around in good numbers (looking disgraceful when 
moulting August through September) up to mid-summer when they dis
appeared from most localities, Recently a few have come out into 
the open again: November 15 Lis~ Cohrs had one at the feeder, Hal
ifax, the rest are all in the Valley: one lone female seen feeding 
on Wolfville Ridge (BF, P.Hicklin), a few at the Oscar Morehouse 
feeder November 15-17 and approximately 10-12 December lat Wil
mot (TPH). Finch migrations are of course unpredictable, but 
many of us do not believe Nova Scotia (probably a much wider ter
ritory) will be attractive to wandering tribes of birds this win
ter, The country is stripped bare. Perhaps we should be more 
generous at our feeders. There are still wild apples, so our 
resident PINE GROSBEAK should have enough. We have eleven good 
reports of this bird, two at least mentioning an increase in num
bers over the past few years(in Lunenburg and Yarmouth Counties). 

The COMMON REDPOLL has put in an appearance in Cape Breton: 
8, October 3 at Sydney Forks (RB); 8, November, Irish Vale (Brian 
MacNeil) and 1, December 1 at Glace Bay (SM). The PINE SISKIN 
is said to be back again, seen most often last August (J&SC, GM, 
FH); present since then in small flocks (10-25) very generally 
distributed, Cape Breton to Yarmouth, according to about a dozen 
reporters, Except for one each from Pictou and Guysborough Coun
ties, reports of the COMMON GOLDFINCH disappeared in July, By 
August a few small flocks again came to attention (Roger Burrows 
found some at Louisbourg, Terry Wentzell a few at Western Head 
and Port Mouton, Queens Co,, and some were seen in Yarmouth Co.); 
in this last locality numbers picked up in September. By October 
there were flocks of 50 or more widely distributed in Cape Breton 
and Oscar Morehouse wrote of large flocks (JO+) in the Wolfville 
area throughout October. At Lower Economy Frank Hennessey report
ed flocks of J0-40 "holding steady through October, a high of 
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100+ November?", Some of these Goldfinches were crossing the 
Bay of Fundy November 10; time will tell how many have stayed 
with us, Both the RED and the WHITE-WINGED CROSSBILL have picked 
up in numbers this season, the White-winged notably, seen and 
heard through July and August: "Woods full of song - after years 
of absence they are back with a vengeance" ( J&SC at Green Bay, 
Lunen. Co,), seen also at Sable River (RT), Port Joli (Addelsons), 
Guysborough County (O&GM), Cape Breton (RB), Amherst (CD), Hali
fax County (K&WT, SM) and at Brier I. (ELM, BM). The Red Cross
bills were seen in fewer numbers in about half of those places, 

SPARROWS 

Approximately 22 RUFOUS-SIDED TOWHEES were counted on 
Seal I. October 1-November 2 by Bruce Mactavish and Stuart Ting
ley, On October 12 two pairs were seen on Cape Sable (SS) and 
on October 20, one bright male at Bunker I., Yarmouth Harbour 
(CRKA et al), A female was present November 9 in Westwood Ravine, 
Wolfville, watched for around 15 minutes by Oscar Morehouse. 

SAVANNAH SPARROWS were present in normal numbers throughout 
the summer, and concentrations of 20-30 birds became noticable in 
Yarmouth County August 31-September 20 (MWH,CRKA,PRD). There were 
good numbers present on Cape Sable September 24, and birds con
tinued to trickle through into November - seen among the migrants 
crossing the Bay of Fundy November 10, some still present on the 
mainland, and will doubtless continue here in seaside areas. Four 
October sightings of the "Ipswich" Sparrow were of 2, October 5, 
on Seal I., 10 there October 19 (highest count)(BM) and 1, October 
JO at Cape Sable, 2 there November 7 (BJS). A probable 40 GRASS,
HOPPER SPARROWS is an amazing high for this stray. Thirty-five of 
them were on Seal I. October 10-November 15; 5 were seen on Bon 
Portage I. October 9-10, by the party there. 

On October 9 and 10 we had strong winds SSW and WSW, and 
again on the 14th and 15th, 16th and 17th, strong south and west
erly winds, All of October we suffered through high winds, but 
the gale on the 10th brought the Grasshopper Sparrows, and probab
ly a new stray in company - the HENSLOW'S SPARROW. This bird was 
seen twice, or there have been two, Each sighting was in the same 
square of blue flags, eleven days apart. The bird had to be nearly 
stepped on before it would flush. Bruce Mactavish and Stuart 
Tingley had good long looks at it and got some pictures. Their ex
cellent description may be had upon request. 
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Rareties; opposite page. 

The Zone-tailed Hawk (top), photographed by Eric 
Crowell on.3 October in Musquodoboit Harbour, was 
one o!' the most extraord.ina.ry strays in recent years. 
Note the somewhat paler underwing margins, light band 
across mid-tail, the pale (yellow on colour slide), 
long legs and cere (in the insert) and the vulture-like 
soaring stance in the insert. The hawk's normal range
southwest United States to South America. 

The Forked-tailed Flycatcher (centre), was snapped by 
Ian McLaren on 26 August on Seal Island, it is Nova 
Scotia's {and presumably Canada's) second record. Note 
the gray back and wings, black cap, and forked tail, 
this one lacking the long streamers of the adult. Its 
normal range is Central and South America. 

The high-stepping Buff-breasted Sandpiper (lower photo) 
was photographed by Ian McLaren at Conrad Beach on 9 
April; it seems to be the only such spring record for 
the east coast of North America. 

On the second page of the photo section there are 
two photographs of a Common Egret which lingered 
around Spry-field in early May. The upper photo (with 
reflection) is by Steve Barbour, the lower photo was 
taken by Ian McLaren. 

The next three pages illustrate an interesting article 
on the Piping Plover in Nova Scotia by Winnie Cairns 

. which is printed in this newsletter. Ralph Connor's 
shot of the plover on its nest was taken at Conrad's 
Beach 6 June 176. This was one of four nests found by 
Ralph and son Jaimie. Winnie banded chicks from this 
nest .. The white sandy bay is Cadden Beach, May 175. 
Below is a nest at Baccarro, Shelburne Co. 9 June 176. 
Winnie's two photos of Piping Plover chicks show (above) 
a nest at Cadden Beach, Queen's Co.,and (below)a brood 
of three chicks about one day old, the centre chick has 
an egg tooth. 

(continued) 
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(continued) 

Harry Brennan's photographs of Owls and Goshawks 
accompany his comments on these species in his 
Letters to the Editor. The young Horned Owl was 
photographed on 8 June 176. The drowsy little 
Barred Owls were two weeks old when Harry took their 
photo in June 176. The large photo of the young 
Goshawk was taken 1 July 176, and the nest with two 
young Goshawks was shot the same month. 

The Tailpiece, a remarkable photograph by Heather 
Harboard,was included because so many birders spoke 
of the Brier Island Whale with such great interest. 
Their comments on this pelagic trip are printed in 
this newsletter. The photo was taken on 11 Sept. '76. 
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By July 28, the salt marshes were full of young SHARP
TAILED SPARRO\'/S, wheezing and darting from tussock to tussock. 
On September 26 there were 40+ at Conrad's Beach "all adults of 
Acadian species" according to Eric Mills. On October 9 there 
were 9-10 at Petite Riviere "much darker and more 'orange' than 
the summer Sharptails" reported by John and Shirley Cohrs. The 
last date seen was October 26 at Seal, where 4 (the season's max
imum) were counted (BM). Francis Spalding still has his SEASIDE 
SPARROW, seen at Economy October 24-26, Only three reports of the 
VESPER SPARROW is normal, 1 at Bon Portage October 9-10, 3 at 
Yarmouth Airport October 24 (going the easy way?) seen by Dave and 
Marie Henry, and 10-12 at Seal I. October 1-November 15, most of 
them the last ten days of October (BM), Three LARK SPARROWS were 
seen at Seal September 18, 19 and 20, one"in residence at the 
Light" (ELrll, Blil, IA!vl). 

The DARK-cYED JUNCO arrived back in the hundreds last 
April (EC), was plentiful all summer (K&WT,SM); the first young 
appeared July 9 (PRD). By early September they were moving out, 
but the big flocks came in October, noted in the Valley, on the 
South Shore and at Yarmouth, best illustrated by BlVl's Seal I. re
port: September 25, 35; October 12, 50; October 19, JOO+; November 
3, 100; November 9, 400; November 13, 120. (One of these Juncos 
plainly belonged to the pink-sided race, formerly called "Oregon"). 
Concentrations of Juncos were still to be seen in November at 
jumping-off places (Cape Sable, Melbourne Sanctuary) and a few 
are settled in at feeders, but not as many as usual. 

The first TREc SPARROW was seen by Con Desplanque at Amher
st Pt. marsh October 20, the second at Sydney Forks by Roy Blake
burn on November 1. Since then tiny flocks have been seen in 
many places - Lower Economy, Grand Pre, Round Hill, Keji, Crouse
town, Louis Head, Cape Sable, and at Seal, sizable flocks of 60, 
November 3 and 75, November 9, Perhaps they came, found us want
ing, and have moved on. Good luck to them. The CHIPPING SPARRO\·/ 
returned in the spring in normal numbers, seems to have had a 
good nesting season, started to leave the last week in September, 
after which a seemingly inexhaustible supply continued to go 
through during October and on to mid-November. Peter Hope wrote 
of "a tremendous migration through Kejimkujik beginning October 
4", and roadside flocks of 20+ flew up every few miles along a 
fifteen mile stretch of road in Yarmouth Co, (and other roads as 
well) day after day from October 13 throughout the following 4-5 
weeks, At Seal, the peak was marked by: October 14, 60; October 
19, 250; October 26, 60. There were 15 at Bon Portage October 9-
10; 15 at Markland October 16. The last date we have is November 
18 at Port Maitland, Yarmouth Co, (Leta Delany). 

Three different CLAY-COLOURED SPARRO\'JS were present on 
Seal I. September 18-21 (BM, NSBS); October 2-3 (SJF, BM) and 
October 16-19 (ELM, BM, IAM). Almost as interesting is the large 
number of FIELD SPARROWS seen there October 10-November 15, The 
total number over this period was 80-100 birds, with a high of 
}2 on October 15 (BM, NSBS). Bruce Mactavish writes "This occur
red after a weather system nearly identical with the one which 
brought the 11 Grasshopper Sparrows ( October 11) strong Sv'i winds 
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with rain the previous day, clearing that night with strong W 
winds all night and the day of the high counts", October 11 had 
also brought the 10 Indigo Buntings, During this time, October 
17, 2 Field Sparrows were seen at Lake Annis, Yarmouth Co, (DBK); 
later, in November, one was seen by Harry Brennan on Caribou I, 
(his first) and one, November 7 at Petite Riviere by the Cohrs. 

Fourteen reports of the WHITE-CROvJNED SPARROW represent 
at least 400 individuals, a very large splinter migration this 
fall. The birds lingered in each locality for weeks at a time, 
and were, as to be expected, most immatures, Among the 20 at the 
Dartmouth Piggery Ian McLaren found only one adult, on October 
8 there were 10 at Cape Sable, on October 9, 15 at Bon Portage, on 
October 12, 100 at Seal, 250 there on the 25th, 350 on the 3lst(BM). 
Bruce says the ratio of adults to immatures was consistent through
out the period, about 95% immatures, One of these seems to have 
settled in at the Scott Killam feeder in Yarmouth, first seen 
there November 5, last report November 25, when Van wrote "the 
buffy eye stripes are beginning to turn white". Our most report
ed sparrow, the WHITE-THROATED was present in its usual abundance 
throughout the season, Migration started the middle of September 
noted both at Seal and Cape Sable, and went on through October 
and November. At Seal the counts ran: September 18, 50; Septem
ber 26, 100; October 19, 400+; October 26, 500+; November 2, 125; 
November 9, 750+++(:); November 13, 250, The big November migrat
ion was echoed at Cape Sable, along with Juncos and Robins. Both 
Eric Mills and the Cohrs family reported remarkable numbers of 
Whitethroats, hundreds, from Dartmouth along to Conrad's Beach, 
September 26, "an enormous flock at the beach, feeding on berries, 
the air thick with the sound of their wings and bits of song.The 
whole lot darkened the sky as it flew over the beach to the trees 
at the top where we encountered them again - on the right, the 
left, in front, behind, overhead:" (J&SC), A few have stayed and 
may do well. C.R.K. Allen reported seeing three Whitethroats in 
an old apple tree, industriously eating apples, digging out the 
pulp to strip it off and swallow it - had never seen this before. 

Twenty reports of the FOX SPARROW add up to over 200 in
dividuals, an unusually large fall representation in Nova Scotia. 
These birds have been seen everywhere, from Glace Bay to Cape 
Sable, first noted October 15 at Keji (PH), October 19 at Kent
ville (OWM) and October 20 at Lockeport (RJC), with the bulk 
arriving in November, "numbers" in the Halifax area ( IAM, LAC) , 
"15+ down the lane at Dartmouth" (RE) and the peak at Seal I. 
November 9, 80+; with 70 by November 13 (BM). Many Fox Sparrows 
have settled down at fe~ders, for a time at any rate, As early as 
August 16 the LINCOLN'S SPARROW began to make its way down the 
province with migration in mind, although only two weeks earlier 
Inez Finley came across a pair which became very agitated at her 
approach, suggesting a nest near at hand, which would almost cer
tainly be a second. They were gathering little green worms from 
shrubs, and continued to do so in spite of their agitation, At 
Seal I, the peak of migration for the Lincoln's was October 2, 
20; October 19, 25; October 24, 12. 
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There were already 15 SWAMP SPARROWS at Seal I. when 
Bruce Mactavish began his two month vigil, September 15. 'rhis 
number rose to 250+ on October 1-3, the highest point, although 
there continued to be lOO's to be counted until November, when the 
numbers dropped to 20, November l; 60, November 9; and 20, Novem
ber 15, As late as November 25, Russel Crosby saw 2 Swamp Spar
rows at Lockeport, but that is our last report. We have some very 
interesting nesting data on the SONG SPARROW, from the Wolfville 
area, the Yarmouth area and from Jamie Connor near Dartmouth.-too 
much to detail here, but which indicates about 80% success, Song 
Sparrows were common as usual throughout the season, and a fair 
number joined the migrants, their: peak co-inciding at Seal I. and 
Keji on October 20, numbers at Keji were 25-27, at Seal 50-150-
100 October 2-19-27, This would indicate that most of our popu
lation remained with us, but this seems unlikely, considering 
how few we see in winter. Has anyone a theory? 

The LAPLAND LONGSPUR appeared first in Cape Breton, 9, 
September 25 at Morien Bar (RB), and by October 31, 40 were 
counted in two flocks in the Sydney area (HH). Meanwhile a few 
had found their way down the coast, seen in Shelburne Co. October 
3 (RSW), in Yarmouth County October 28 (CRKA), at Conrad's Beach 
October 17 (SC et al) and again near Lockeport November 7 (GDP), 
The highest count at Seal I. was 8 on November 9 (BM), The SNO\\/ 
BUNTING came early, one sole alone seen on Seal I, October 9, then 
on the 11th a small influx in Cape Breton, on the 20th a few seen 
at Amherst and in Yarmouth, by the 27th, flocks appearing every
where, size from 20 to 200, and noted very generally up to date 
(December 1), Snow Buntings were among the birds flying across 
the Bay of Fundy November 10, It might be interesting and graphic 
to quote from the Guillemot, (Vol, 5, No, 5, 1976) as a farewell 
to our migratory birds, as seen from the Bluenose by Will Russell 
that day, November 10: On the crossing from Yarmouth to Bar Har
bour, Ruby-crovmed Kinglet, Purple Finch, Savannah Sparrow, Gold
finch, Hermit Thrush, Great Blue Heron, Lapland Longspurs, Water 
Pipits, f,;yrtle Warblers, Palm Warblers, Fox Sparrows, \1/hitethroats, 
Juncns, flocks of up to 90 Horned Larks, 30 Snow Buntings, 130 
Robins, 50-60 Cowbirds, 70 Redwings, were observed along with 2 
Woodcocks and a Flicker among those seen. Keep in wind that this 
is at sea between Yarmouth, N.S,, and Bar Harbour, Maine, a 
distance of 98 miles of open water. It was reported that land 
birds were in sight at nearly all times on the crossing and 
most seemed to be flying steadily along* only a few showing 
signs of exhaustion, and landing on the ship. 

PRD Ed, 

Many thanks to Mr, Townsend. We find the Guillemot a 
very helpful publication, and recommend it to our members. The 
address is Box 373, Sorrento, Maine 04677, 

This Newsletter will unfortunately be received too late, 
but you should know that you were welcome to join the following 
Christmas Counts, Mount Desert I,, December 18; Beals I. December 
19; Eastport-Campobello December 26; possibly a Bay of Fundy Count 
December 28-29, and Schoodic Pt,, December 31, 

* Underlining by PRD, records editor, NSBS. 
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DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF REPORTS 

Reports of winter birds for the May issue - March JO, 
Please send them to the Records Editor, 

Dr, P, R. Dobson, 
RMB 170, 
R.R. 1, Ste, Anne du Ruisseau, 
Nova Scotia. BOW 2XO 

Any articles, letters to the Editor, photographs, etc,, 
should be sent to the 

Editor in Chief, Newsletter, 
Nova Scotia Bird Society, 

c/o Nova Scotia Museum, 
1747 Summer Street, 
Halifax, N.S, BJH JA6 

ZONE-TAILED HAWK 

Nova Scotia's and no doubt Canada's first Zone-tailed 
Hawk was first seen in r.Tusquodoboit Harbour by Andrew Macinnes 
on 24 September, He saw it again on 29 September and, having 
become convinced of its identity, phoned Ian McLaren, who spread 
the word, so that at least Eric Mills, Ian MacGregor, Roger 
Burrows, and Wayne Neily were privileged to see the bird (others 
tried without luck), Unfortunately, I.M. was thwarted from tak
ing pictures by the temporary loss of his telephoto outfit on J 
October (never, never leave a camera on a car roof!), Fortunat
ely, Eric Crowell, a resident of Musquodoboit Harbour, came to 
the rescue with adequate documentary slides (see photos) with a 
2X teleconverter on a 50 mm lens, The bird appeared most like 
the illustration in Peterson's western field guide, with darkly 
barred grey (not white as in some guides) primaries and secon
daries. It was very like a Turkey Vulture when soaring - tail 
closed, tilted wings and rocking flight; these are well known 
traits of the species, The broad central whitish tail band is 
evident on the photos, but the narrow basal ones could only be 
seen at close range. The large, bright yellow cere and long, 
unfeathered, bright yellow legs were also very evident, (no 
bands or jesses). All observers were totally convinced of its 
identity, and a detailed account is being prepared for publi
cation elsewhere. The bird nests in the United States only in 
Texas and Arizona, and has otherwise occurred as a stray only 
in California, New Mexico and Nevada. One does not know what 
to think of such an extraordinary stray - perhaps the most un
likely one in recent years, 
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FIELD TRIPS 

Bald and Tusket Islands Field Trip June 19th 

On June 19 two boat loads of J7 birders left Wedgeport 
tuna wharf for a birding and inspection trip to the Society's 
islands in the Tusket archipelago - a family of four little 
humps rising out of the chilly Fundy sea, all bearing the same 
surname, Mossy Bald, Middle Bald, Half Bald and Outer Bald, 

Dense fog, all too common at that time of year, reduced 
visibility to a few yards and almost completely frustrated both 
plans. A landing party under leadership of President Fred Dob
son was however put ashore on the Society's newest acquisition, 
Outer Bald, for a brief tour, The information they brought back 
was meagre but disturbing; there were about 70 sheep - one-third 
of which appeared to be lambs of the year - heavily over-cropping 
the close turf, and presumably rendering the island much more 
suitable for breeding gulls than for the more desirable terns. 
There was also a healthy Starling population which, according to 
some early visitors were nesting in burrows under the sod edge 
at the top of the island's clay banks, Whether the burrows were 
old and abandoned or whether resident Bank Swallows and Leach's 
Petrels had been ousted by the aggressors, was impossible to say, 

On the return trip the fog thinned and lifted somewhat 
and when the party went ashore on one of the larger islands for 
lunch some inland birding was possible. A fair assortment of 
woodpeckers, flycatchers, vireos, warblers and sparrows was list
ed - nothing to compete with the incredible Cerulean Warbler seen 
by the landing party on Outer Bald - but adequate to lift the 
spirits somewhat dampened by the morning's weather. 

On the last leg of the voyage the boats 'hove to' off 
Isle aux Fraises where a large population of Common and Arctic 
plus at least half a dozen Roseate Terns were in the process of 
setting up house-keeping, and this sight, especially the last
named species which was a "first" for most of the party, saved 
the day. 

C,R.K. Allen 
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PETITE RIVIERE, July 24th 

About two dozen of us made the Petite Riviere Field 
Trip on July 24, which was a memorable occasion in spite of the 
very bad weather, We had a high count (for midsummer) of 8J 
species; and it was the Cohrs' 25th wedding anniversary. We 
spent the morning (cool and foggy) ranging the co~ntryside from 
Petite Riviere to Broad Cove in search of land birds; the after
noon (wind, fog and spitting rain) mostly on Cherry Hill beach 
looking at the shorebirds, Of these we found 12 species, in 
small numbers except for about JOO Dowitchers, and the Willets, 
assembling for departure, close to 100 of them. 

Territories including land and sea-scapes are always 
most productive of species, giving you a range from herons to 
hummingbirds (both of which we found, 12 of the former, J of 
the latter), and if lucky one can see both lake and sea ducks -
we had Ring-necked and Scoters. There were also some terns, 
both Arctic and Common, flying. 

Land birds were fairly plentiful, with lots of swallows 
(all 4 species) and robins around, thrushes and warblers and 
sparrow types not hard to find. It was good to see Chimney 
Swifts at the Crousetown corner, about a dozen of them swirling 
round and round the tree-tops there attacking swarms of hover
ing insects. -There were 12 species of warblers, Yellowthroats 
most abundant, 5 species of fringillids including White-winged 
Crossbills, 6 sparrow species, Savannahs, Juncos and Songs 
plentiful, There were no real rarities, but thanks to the Cohrs' 
knowledge of the territory we were able to swish up some Gray 
Jays and Golden-crowned Kinglets; there were a few Cedar Waxwings, 
a Pileated Woodpecker, a Veery and an obliging Pine Grosbeak, 

Cold, wet and somewhat footsore we were happy to gather 
by the Cohrs' fireside at Green Bay in the late afternoon, and 
presently partake of a most sumptuous spread of goodies, and to 
make up.our "List", We were also happy to present to John, Shir
ley, Chris and Lise a "Birdwatcher's" picture, in celebration of 
their anniversary, and as thanks for all they have been doing 
for us - the Nova Scotia Bird Society - these past years, for 
which we are very grateful, 

We hope they will ask us to their 50th! 

Phylli°s Dobson 
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McNAB'S ISLAND August 22nd 

An extremely hot day - four N.S.B.S. members, eight 
non-birders and three small children made the trip to McNab's 
Island. The highlights of the day were the sights of Ospreys 
and their fledlings on nests as we approached the island, and 
a Black-headed Gull as we left the wharf on our way home. There 
was very little activity, and very few birds, just ones or twos. 
Although we had 43 species, it was a poor showing for McNab's. 

Ethel Crathorne 

BRIER ISLAND, September 4, 5 and 6 

This year, the President's Field Day was held, as in 
five of the past seven years, on Brier Island. The Island didn't 
let us down. The warbler migration was sweeping over the island; 
the trees, the bushes and the air were swarming with hyperactive 
migrators. The main problem was getting one to sit still long 
enough to look at it, and it didn't make the confusing fall warb
lers any less confusing. 

We set up our tent on 'rhursday afternoon, at the island's 
only campsite (which had lost its biffies to the Groundhog Day 
storm), and got one d~'s start on everyone except the locals -
Eric rfiills and family, Bruce Mactavish, Chris Cohrs and Ross and 
Mary Anderson, Undaunted by a night's rain, we set out on a 
clear, watery Friday morning, and by afternoon had reached 80 
species, including three Field Sparrows, by just walking. Bruce 
and Eric had 103 by the end of the day, The Andersons set up 
a table at the end of Peajack Road and registered people until 
dusk; then they hosted an anticipatory gathering until the early 
hours of Saturday, and were banding by dawn! 

Saturday dawned fine; Charlie Allen led the main group 
to Pond Cove to see the Baird's, Pectoral and White-rumped Sand
pipers, so orange they got tagged as Knots on the first crack. 

In the morning we watched enthralled as large flights 
of hawks appeared with several recognizable squadrons. They 
came in the standard way for Brier - flying high from the horth
east, in groups of three or four, sometimes as many as twenty, 
lazily wheeling on updrafts, moving steadily ~est and south, 
We identified Goshawks, Red-tails and Broad-winged among them, 
Just seeing those birds, flying so high and so majestically far 
above us, made the whole trip worthwhile, 
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After lunch three boats set out from Freeport on an 
unforgettable pelagic trip, Dick Brown, who had spent the last 
three weeks in the area, led us, and all his promises came true 
(much to my children's amazement) - we saw whales, and so close 
that you knew the whale was regarding you, and wondered what it 
thought. Dick conjured up Puffins, Kittiwakes, Gannets (I tried 
for a Murre, but couldn't prove it - very hard on a father's ego) 
a Manx among Greater and Sooty Shearwaters, Northern and Red 
Phalaropes. The photographers among us used up all their film 
on the Humpback Whale before a Greater Shearwater soared three 
times within inches of the whale's upturned flukes, all within 
twenty feet of the boat: 

We disembarked in the late afternoon, and as we got 
into our car to drive to the campsite, a Lark Sparrow flew in, 
stopped just long enough for a solid identification, and flew 
away again. Chris Cohrs found a Philadelphia Vireo, and John 
a Hudsonian Godwit, wheeling around the West Light. Charlie 
Allen found a Hooded Warbler, and Bruce Mactavish and Eric Mills 
a Short-eared Owl. The evening was organized by Eric Cooke, who 
instigated a bonfire in a sheltered nook on the beach at the end 
of Peajack Road, It was without a doubt the most spectacular 
"listing" I have attended; the species count for the day totalled 
131 - or was it 132? We had people there from all over the pro
vince,and outside: from as far away as New York and st~ Pierre 
and Miquelon (Roger Etcheberry left us a generous number of 
checklists from the Islands). 

Sunday, al though it .had to be anticlimatic, was an ef
fective denouement. Charlie Allen led a large group to the 
North Light in the morning, and Ross Anderson led a one-boat 
pelagic trip in the afternoon, 

Brier Island this year, thanks to Ross and Mary Ander
son, Eric Cooke, Eric Mills, Bruce Mactavish and Charlie Allen, 
was a resounding success, If you want to see all the birders 
(and most of the birds) in Nova Scotia in one place at one time, 
come to Brier in the fall! 

Fred Dobson 
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FOOTNOTES ON THE BRIER ISLAND TRIP 
or 

MEMORIES OF BRER ISLAND 

FALL 1976 

Perhaps some of those who were unable to go might enjoy 
these comments from a few of our fortunate members who went to 
Brier Island. 

Ross Anderson said that he and his wife lViary were there 
for three weeks banding passerines, particularly warblers and 
sparrows. All ~old, . 1100 birds w,ere banded, with 54 species repre
sented, The main obJect was to try and learn more about the dif
ferent migration routes. Ross and :cary showed those members who 
were interested how the birds were caught in the two different 
tyues of fine meRh being used, and how the banding was done. 
Lise Cohrs vras a bit worried about the birds in the net and was 
heard assuring a warbler, "You' 11. be all right, " For Ross a 
highlight was seeing the Fulmar out in the Bay of Fundy - the 
first seen on a N.S.B.S. pelagic trip, 

Phyllis Dobson and many others enjoyed the bonfire 
down on the shore. Jhirley Cohrs said, "It's always cold at 
Brier Island when the sun goes down. Eric dragged up some drift
wood and we all stood around the fire, It was a clear night and 
the sea was lapping beside us." One of the best moments for the 
Cohrs was when they saw a c:reyish-blue bird with red on it perch
ed on the wire fence of a graveyard. ''cJe all tumbled out of the 
car and the bird stayed there, it was a Bluebird", Her daughter 
Lise was impressed by seeing a Bluebird, but felt a bit let down. 
~~he expected it to be the most beautiful blue - and it was only 
a dull slaty-grey. The Cohrs walked to the Westport end of the 
is1and and were intrigued by the c:reat basalt columns and the 
ferocious tide-rip rushing between the islands. They mentioned 
the small stone monument on the cliff with the 1,laque in memory 
of J·oshua Slocum who sailed around the world in his sloop "Spray". 

Paul Keddy really enjoyed s0t,inc: the pelagic birds and 
added six cnecies to his life list. "I've never coen l'halaropes 
like this: in thousands, It seemed odd to see these shorebirdo 
"sitting" on the water, turning around in circles, and flying 
up in clouds when disturbed by the boci.ts. It was a marvellous 
sight - a11 those little birds bobbing about, light grey an<;I 
white, and some darker brown (the Reds were tho most common). 
Flying in the diotance they looked lilre miot drifting over the 
water, I was interested in the basalt cliffs at one end of the 
island and in finding some relict plants, 'rhere were hundreds 
of a very rare species of Avens growing in one of tho proposed 
ecological reserve areas recommended for precervation in l'i.::;, 
by the International Biological Program, 
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Many members were enthralled by the whale seen on the 
pelagic trip. Ross thought it was "gorgeous", Heather Harbord 
said, "Having read "Moby Dick" I had always thought it was an 
exaggerated sailors' tale - about getting so close to a whale, 
so I was absolutely fascinated", One of Fred's children and 
Dick Brown were the first to see a whale's spout at some dis
tance. Dick says this tall spout was made by a Finback, The 
Humpback, which they later approached, has a shorter, more 
bushy spout, perhaps only six feet high, Heather described how 
their boat came closer and closer to the whale. "The others in 
the boat were talking and the children were screeching with ex
citement. The other fishing boat came alongside and we all 
watched the whale (which was longer than the Cape Islanders)", 
Heather took photographs as the whale thrashed its tail up and 
down. "We were still within sight of land, Shearwaters were 
planing by. A flock of Phalaropes rose on the horizon against 
a dark sky and the sun came out briefly and glinted on them 
and the birds seemed to shimmer against the dark clouds", 

Paul Keddy had never seen a whale in his life. He 
watched the (Finback) spout go up "perhaps fifteen feet or more 
in a straight line and then fall away in the wind. I expected 
the (Humpback) whale to get scared as we got close, but it stay
ed and seemed to play around for half an hour. It would roll 
over on its back and flapped its tail down on the water about 
thirty times, The back was smooth and dark grey except for the 
blowhole which was bumpy. The whale was light underneath, The 
tail was like a narrow stalk and the end was raised up about 
seven feet and smacked down on the water - like a great bellyflop, 
with spray flying all over the place, It was unlike anything I 
have ever seen, Fred's kids were so excited. If only every kid 
could experience something like that", 

Dick Brown said the boat got to within ten to fifteen 
feet of the whale, which was about 40 feet long1"they could 
feel the spray in their faces as this great towering tail rose 
up and whammed down on the water", Everyone was so absorbed in 
the whale that as Dick said, "a whole flock of Ross's Gulls 
could have landed on the mast and no one would have noticed", 
He had promised a whale to the older Dobson boy - "and after 
this display Anthony will probably think I can conjure whales 
from the deep with Black Magic " 

(From one who has not yet seen it, Brier Island sounds 
rather a magical place!) 

Rosemary Eaton 
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CHETICAMP ISLAND AND VICINITY, CAPE BRETON, September 25th 

Saturday, September 25, was one of those marvelous 
sunny days of what we call in Cheticamp"l'ete des epinettes" 
(Indian Summer), Cheticamp is a small fishing village, typical
ly Acadian, which after the depression became famous by its 
hook-rugging industry, 

The purpose of the field trip was one of enjoyment but 
also to check out the fall migration of birds on the western 
side of' Cape Breton. The habitats visited were: 2 salt-water 
marshes, a barachois, the rugged coastline of Cheticamp Island 
and a sand bar created artifically in 1938 by the dredging of 
the Cheticamp Harbor. 

At eight in the morning many members and friends, 23 in 
all, gathered at the Armbridge Motel. Most members were from 
the Sydney-Glace Bay area, others were from Inverness, Cheti
camp, Halifax and New York, 

On the way to Cheticamp Island we stopped at the first 
salt-water marsh in Belle Cote, There Water Pipits were in 
large numbers, a flock of Black Ducks landed by, and a Marsh 
Hawk was searching for its first meal of the day, While there, 
a few of us tasted some wild greens such as Goosetongue and 
Samphire greens. We then followed the road to the lighthouse 
observing Great Cormorants. Great Blue Herons, White-winged 
Scoters, Kingfishers, Greater Scaups and Yellowlegs, Arriving 
at the sand bar several groups of Black-bellied and Golden 
Plovers, Semipalmated Plovers and Sandpipers were observed. 
Walking back to the car, using a cattle trail, seven species of 
Warblers, a Goldfinch, an Evening Grosbeak, and a Savannah 
Sparrow gave us remembrance of the past summer. 

By this time everyone was hungry and decided to have 
lunch at the southern tip of Cheticamp Island, La Pointe. While 
there we discovered a graveyard and had a little talk on the 
history of the first settlers of the area, Acadian and Jersey. 
While having lunch looking up at the magnificent scenery of 
small fishing boats on a calm ocean, a Bald Eagle passed by 
and a group of about twenty Black Whales feeding on a Mackerel 
school, 

In the afternoon we visited the site of an active 
Great Cormorant colony, and paused at the Cheticamp visitor 
centre located at the western entrance of Cape Breton High
lands National Park, By mid-afternoon we stopped at Petit 
Etang at the second salt-water marsh and for the first time in 
Cheticamp 3 American Bitterns were observed, also a Surf Scoter, 
Pied-billed Grebes, an unidentified species of Teal, Black Ducks 
and Gulls completed the trip. 
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On the way to Cheticamp as well as on the way back 
home some of us were fortunate to see a Common Loon, a Rock 
Dove, a Goshawk, etc, During the whole day, more than 60 spec
ies were seen, We hope to make this field trip a tradition in 
the area. Last year we numbered 6, 23 this year, why don't you 
join us next year! Nestled on a very narrow strip of land be
tween the Highlands and the sea, Cheticamp is a place for dis
covery, 

Jacques Pleau 

SEAL ISLAND TRIP October 9-llth. 

Twelve members sailed to the southern isle for Thanks
giving week-end this year, Chris Cohrs, Wayne, Larry and Helen 
Neily, Peter and Lorraine Hope, Thelma Bowers, Leif and Ruddy 
Haase, Heather Harbord, and Ralph and J·amie Connor, 

Saturday was warm and drizzly and the fog showed itself 
for the fourth day of that week. The moderate gale from the west 
on Sunday brought a sunny morning and an overcast afternoon. Des
pite weather conditions that were not conducive to bolstering the 
island's migrating bird supply the count for the first two days 
was ninety-two, Although this matched the two-day count on the 
'75 Thanksgiving trip, the number of birds was down. 

Possibly the most generous of the birds were the West
ern Kingbird and the Long-billed Marsh Wren. Both remained in 
their respective locations long enough to allow fairly close view
ing by everyone. In addition to the Marsh Wren the Winter Wren 
and the House Wren were also seen. I identified the latter as a 
Winter Wren and my son promptly told me it was obvious that I 
did not .know my wrens, I therefore confined him to a lobster 
trap for the rest of the day, 

For those contemplating a first trip to Seal, do not 
be daunted by fog or gales, With the former the island reveals 
a beauty of colour and form that is not evident on sunny days; 
with galen the forces that produce the wind-shaped spruces are 
seen in action and who knows what birds the winds might bring, 

Ralph Connor 
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EASTERN SHORE November 20th 

The wind was blustery and bitterly cold on Saturday, 
November 20th, when six ardent birders gathered for a field trip 
to Cole Harbor and Lawrencetown under the guidance of Eric Cooke. 
Despite the adverse weather, birding was quite good with over 
forty species seen, The wind at times made it difficult to hold 
binoculars steady and almost blew us off the top of a cliff over
looking the ocean, but it was all worthwhile when we discovered 
four Coot in a pond at Three Fathom Harbor. A large flock of 
Geese, two Sharp-shinned Hawks, Eiders, Loons, Scoters, Buffle
head, a Bald Eagle and Mourning Doves were some of the birds 
seen during the day, Lunch was eaten on a sandy beach, partly 
protected from the bitter wind, while watching a flock of Snow 
Buntings and listening to their musical calls. Even keen bird
ers must face realities and because of the wind and cold the 
outing was ended soon after lunch. Not all days are as cold as 
that Saturday and some of the year's most interesting birding 
will be during the winter months ahead in that area. 

Eric Cooke 

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIALS DATA SYSTEM 

In J"anuary 1973, the National Library of Canada was desig
nated the Canadian centre for the International Serials Data System, 
As such it is responsible for assigning ISSN's to Canadian serials 
and submitting information about them to the system's central files 
in Paris. The purpose of the International Serials Data System is 
to provide an up-to-date record of world serial publications.Each 
serial is to be given a unique number (ISSN) to facilitate its 
identification, locs.tion and ordering. 

Perhaps you have noticed the 
designation ISSN 0383-9567 on 
our inside front cover. 'rhis 
is our International Standards 
Serials Number -

ISSN 0383-9567 
To our readers and friends, 
however, we hope to still be 
known as the "Newsletter", 
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UP-COMING FIELD TRIPS 

Sunday 
Jan, 30 

Saturday 
Feb. 19 

Sunday 
Mar. 27 

Sunday 
Apr. 24 

Kingsport. On this field trip we 
travel to the upper part of the Anna
polis Valley looking for Grey Partridge, 
Ring-necked Pheasant, Red-tailed and 
Rough-legged Hawks and perhaps Snowy 
and Short-eared Owls. Leader: Peter 
Smith, Meeting Place: Bridge in Port 
Williams at 9:00 a,m, 

Annapolis Basin. Winter ducks. Leader: 
Peter Hope. Meeting Place: Tourist 
Bureau, Annapolis Royal at 9:00 a.m. 

Shubenacadie. A field trip down the 
Shubenacadie River to the Noel Shore 
for early spring and late wintering 
ducks, Bald Eagles and our winter 
finches, Leader: to be announced, 
Meeting Place, At the turn-off to the 
\"lildlife Park in Shubenacadie at 9:00 a.m. 

Martinique Beach, At this time of year 
we expect to find numerous ducks and 
geese, plus a few of our early spring 
migrants, Leaders, John and Shirley 
Cohrs. Meeting Place: Holiday Inn, 
Dartmouth at 7:30 a,m, 

Russell Lake - A unique area of the outskirts of Dart
mouth. \"le hope to be able to find ducks, Ruffed Grouse, 
early spring migrants and late winter finches. Leader: 
to be announced, Meeting Place: Woodlawn Mall, Dart
mouth at 7:00 a,m. 

Kejimkujik National Park. Early spring migrants. 
Leader: Peter Hope. Meeting Place, Information Build
ing at the Park at 9:00 a.m. 

Susie Lake - an early morning walk with our President, 
Dr, Fred Dobson. This area is one of the few local 
areas where you can hear and see the Black-throated 
Blue Warbler in its nesting grounds. Meeting Place: 
Armdale Rotary at 6:30 a,m. 

Hants County. ·rhis annual outing is one of the out
standing field trips of the year. We expect to see 
over 80 species of birds from ducks, flycatchers, war
blers, to sparrows, Leader: Margaret Clark. Meeting 
Place: The railway crossing in Mount Uniacke at 8:00 a,m. 

Please Note: Late notice of Field Trip -
LOCKEPORT - Matthew's Lake, West and Middle Sable, 
Sunday, March 27; Meeting Place, Turn off from 
Highway 103 to Lockeport. Leader, G. Perry. 9:00 a.m, 
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A RARE BIRD WHICH UNDERSTOOD PROTOCOL 

A week ago today (July 18) I saw a strange bird in my 
garden which I was unable to identify, I was sitting on the lawn 
and fortunately had my binoculars with me. Suddenly a bird a
lighted on the clothes-line within about 25-30 ft, of where I 
was sitting. It was silhouetted against the blue sky and light 
conditions were optimum, It was about robin-size but slightly 
slimmer and was perched in a very upright position. What struck 
me first was its bright yellow underparts which extended to the 
chin. The next mark which was most conspicuous was its notched 
tail which extepded straight downward. It turned its head side
ways intermittently as though it suspected something was about 
to attack it from the rear, This gave me an excellent opportun
ity to note the shape of the bill - an important feature. It was 
long and fairly stout, maybe an inch in length. The colour mark
ing of the sides of head were definitely drab and appeared to be 
ashy, Suddenly - after about a full minute - it took off and 
disappeared among the thick foliage of a thorn tree which was 
standing nearby. I was dumfounded. A moment later it suddenly 
reappeared and alighted on the wire within a few feet of its 
former perch, After a further study I decided it was a case of 
collecting the specimen, distasteful though it was, However, the 
moment I moved from my chair it took off in rapid flight and was 
not seen again. In giving the above cited markings I neglected 
to mention that its sides were conspicuously grey bordering the 
yellow, 

My next move was to classify the bird. It was definite
ly not a seed-eater. Too large for any warbler. It was not a 
"bird of prey". It did not take me long to decide that it be
longed to the FLYCATCHER tribe, In turning its head while perch
ed it was now quite obvious that it was looking for flying in
sects. Its whole behaviour while under review supported my 
thesis. 

Available ornithological literature was examined, That 
the bird was a visitor from the south I was now convinced. 
Bond's BIRDS OF THE WEST INDIES was of no help, Nor was Bailey's 
BIRDS OF FLORIDA, Bent's LIFE HISTORIES OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS 
failed to throw any light on my problem. Finally A GUIDE TO 
FIELD IDENTIFICATION OF BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA by Chandler Robbins 
et al has convinced me that my visitor was none other than a 
TROPICAL KINGBIRD (Tyrannus melancholicus). In his BIRDS OF CANADA 
Godfrey mentions it as having occurred once in the Vancouver area 
back in 1923. The greyish margins of the bright yellow breast -
as cited above - might be indicative of a female in juvenile plum
age, for the illustration in BIRDS OF AMERICA does not bear me 
out. As matters now stand and unless something develops to change 
the picture, I feel that the TROPICAL KINGBIRD should be given the 
status of "hypothetical" on the list of Nova Scotia birds. 

R, W, Tufts 
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A DAY ON CAPE SABLE 

There were six of us, Dave and Marie Henry, Marion 
Hilton, C.R,K, Allen, David Marshall (of New York) and myself, 
We set out a 9 a,m. on Friday, September 24, and drove to The 
Hawk, Cape Sable Island, It was a dull morning, but warm and 
windless (until we put out to sea:). We found Sid Smith waiting 
for us at the Government Wharf, climbed down the ladder to the 
boat and headed into the channel. The tall Lighthouse was visible 
not far away, but we appeared to be travelling directly away 
from it, out to an island on the other side of the strait, Sid 
said, "I'll land ypu on the point, and that will give you the 
walk along the shore while the tide is still high, If you go 
in two parties, one each side, you should get all the shore
birds", "Where do we meet"? "Just keep walking, the point nar
rows and you will find yourselves on the same track". (See 
map, p. 74, NSBS Newsletter, Vol, 14, No, 1, 1972). 

"But the Lighthouse, is it on another island"? 

So indeed it appeared to be, but by looking carefully, 
a low band of sand dunes could just be descried, curving from 
our "island" around to the Light, At high tide, all but the 
outer rim of Cape Sable is under water. At low tide, acres and 
acres of sand flats stretch almost to the mainland, These are 
backed by the dunes we could see, which are grassed over at the 
top (silky fine, pure white sand) and on the Atlantic side are 
armour-plated by mighty pebbleridges. However, the general im
pression is of floor-like flatness, .spaciousness, an immensity 
of sky arching over all, 

We landed by jumping from bow to beach in soft sand, 
and set out in our two parties for the three-mile walk over 
beach and pebbleridge. It took us about two hours, not because 
of the rough going, but because there were so many birds to ob
serve. A Leach's Storm Petrel was tilting over the tidewater 
on one side of us, Eiders and Scoters on the other, flying and 
riding the waves. There were hawks overhead - Sharp-shinned 
and Marsh - and an Osprey, a Merlin and a couple of little Kes
trels. There were hundreds and hundreds of shorebirds - at 
least a dozen varieties, including three Golden Plovers, fifteen 
Ruddy Turnstones, a Whimbrel, a Red Knot, two Pectorals and four
teen Dunlins. Among the abundant and busy "peep" Sanderlings 
outnumbered the rest two to one. 

It was almost a surprise when we breasted the final 
grassy rise to reach the Lightkeeper's house, just a few yards 
from the towering Light itself, Locke and Beverley had accom
panied us the latter part of the way, and Betty June greeted us 
with her usual gracious welcome, and a huge steaming pot of fish 
chowder. We shed our wet boots and jackets, sat down and ate, 
and it is hard to imagine how the situation could have been im
proved, 
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After lunch, Beverley called us to come out to the 
engine house, as a Yellow-breasted Chat had just flown in, Sure 
enough, there it was, flying round and round, This is how the 
Smiths have encountered some of their best birds - plenty of 
chance for a good long look, Beside the engine house a flock 
of Cowbirds was following the cow, a Yellow-headed Blackbird 
among them, It had been there several days, an integral member 
of the flock, Behind the engine house, a Brown Thrasher was 
stalking through the grass, and a Winter Wren was keeping it 
company. 

We spent the afternoon (party sunny) wandering around 
the rest of the island, now emerging from the receding tide. Our 
hosts accompanied us this time, and we looked for shorebirds on 
the sand flats, ducks in the ponds (found mostly Green-winged 
Teal), sparrows in the dune grass - we "birded" all over, but 
spent most time on the grassy upland, and particularly around 
the vegetable garden and the "forest", Sid and Betty June plant
ed several trees in the lee of a huge bolder where they have been 
protected from the winds of winter which sweep unimpeded across 
the island. The trees, mostly spruces, have grown and flourished. 
This miniature forest was simply hopping with birds. We found 
nuthatches and wrens, Ruby-crowned Kinglets, a Solitary Vireo and 
ten species of Warbler, Cape Mays most abundant, Near the gar
den was a Bobolink and a Blue Grosbeak, and six species of Spar
row, many Whitecrowns among them, David Marshall in his wider 
wanderings sighted a House Wren and a Sora; the Smiths had pick
ed up a Virginia Rail that morning, killed beside the Light, One 
of us stayed next day when many more sparrows came in, among them 
Juncos, not present on Friday, and also a female Rose-breasted 
Grosbeak. That day, two Brown Thrashers were playing a game, 
repeatedly sliding down the rock face at the "forest", wings 
set, one in pursuit of the other. 

Around five o'clock we were called in for a hearty 
"afternoon tea", and then, our packsacks, telescopes, etc,, ac
companying us on the tractor, we walked and birded to the boat 
landing and embarked for The Hawk, The sun was setting, and it 
emerged from under the overcast as a huge crimson globe, lining 
the cloud with rose color which was reflected on the glistening 
sand flats, presently turning the dunes the same rosy hue - the 
whole island glowed, incredibly lovely, 

The return boat trip was much shorter, and the wharf 
ladder had grown very long, the lower rungs covered with slip
pery seaweed, The added difficulty of climbing was not helped 
by our reluctance to go, It is hard to leave Cape Sable, and 
harder still to say good-bye to its inhabitants - those wonderful 
people, our very good friends, Sid, Betty June, Locke and Bever
ley Smith, 

Phyllis Dobson 
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A recent note in the Canadian Field-Naturalist (Vol. 90, 
No, 2, pp. 200-201) reported on the first nest record for the 
Greater Yellowlegs in Nova Scotia. This report, as well as 
previous and subsequent reports of probable nesting pairs center
ed on the Cheticamp Lake area of the Cape Breton Highlands. It 
may, therefore, be of some interest to society members to learn 
that on July 30, 1976, Barry Sabean and myself watched two of 
these birds flush from the edge of a small pond on the Mariana 
Road (Nova Scotia Forest Industries access road to the Highlands 
from North River). This location is some twenty-one miles due 
south of the Cheticamp Lake, Except for the small bog at one 
end of the Lake the area is heavily wooded. 

We spent some fifteen minutes looking for a nes:t or 
young and were continuously mobbed by the two birds for our ef
fort. On the following day a longer search was made of the area 
using a trained labrador retriever but again no young or nest 
was found although the mobbing behavior persisted. 

I believe it is safe to assume that these two birds bad 
a nest or young on the bog even though we could find nothing. 

Dan Banks, Wildlife Biologist 
N,S. Dept. of Lands & Forests 
Box 436, Baddeck 

The aforementioned note in the Canadian Field-Natural
ist is as follows: 

THE FIRST NEST RECORD OF THE GREATER YELLOWLEGS (Tringa melano
leuca) IN NOVA SCOTIA. 

The Greater Yellowl~gs (Tringa melanoleuca) has long 
been thought to breed on the plateaus of northern Cape Breton 
Island, Nova Scotia, Tufts (1962) relates the reports of A, w. 
Cameron on 12 July 1945 and of Erskine on 23 July 1952, who were 
both subjected to persistent scolding in such a way as to indi
cate that young or a nest were present. Godfrey (1966) lists 
Cape Breton as a breeding area, Wayne Neily, former park natural
ist at Cape Breton Highlands N~tional Park, observed young Great
er Yellowlegs. 

The authors were at Cheticamp Lake, in the central 
plateau of Cape Breton, from 24 to 27 June 1974 and during this 
period of time observed several Greater Yellowlegs displaying 
breeding behavior. The birds would hover or swoop towards our 
heads while continually givingan.alarm call. The nature of the 
vegetation prevented us from ascertaining whether in fact. eggs or 
young were present. 
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The forest around Cheticamp Lake is composed largely of 
black spruce (Picea mariana), balsam fir (Abies balsamea), and 
red maple (Acer rubrum), which grow in a very tangled manner. 
Also near the lake are large open hummocky barrens thickly cover
ed by ericaceous plants, In the barrens are many boggy lakes, 

On June 27, 1974 in an open barren 2/3 mi east of Chet
icamp Lake and slightly southwest of Two Islands Lake we flushed 
a Greater Yellowlegs and after considerable searching discovered 
its nest. It was an inconspicuous shallow depression lined with 
dead leaves of sheep laurel (Kalmia angustifolia), and with bits 
of lichen of the genus Cladonia. Inside were four extremely 
pale green eggs with many irregular brown spots, The nest was 
photographed and a copy of the photograph will be deposited with 
the Maritimes Nest Records Scheme. During the period of examinat
ion the bird was continually diving at our heads. 

Bent (1927) says the following about the nesting of the 
Greater Yellowlegs, •considering the fact that the Greater Yel
lowlegs is such a common and widely distributed bird, remark
ably little has been published on its nesting habits, and com
paratively few nests have been found, in spite of the fact that 
it does not go very far north to breed and its breeding grounds 
are fairly accessible. I know from personal experience with it 
that its nest is very hard to find", 

He also cites the observations of Brewster (1883), Nel
son (1877) and Norman (1915), who had similar difficulties in 
finding Greater Yellowlegs nests. Thus the long interval re
quired to establish definitely the breeding of this species in 
Cape Breton is not an atypical situation, 
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Editor, NSBS Newsletter July 23, 1976 

Ross Baker has been after me to send in some records, 
We had a wonderful spring here.with the birds. We watched a 
Horned Owl's and a Goshawk's nest from the time the eggs were 
laid until the young left the nest. This covered a period from 
mid-March until July 8th. The owl was on the nest March 19th, 
One of the young was out of the nest May 29, sitting in a tree 
near the nest; ten days it was still near and its mate was out 
on a limb of the nest tree. 

The Goshawk started laying April 20th and one young 
was still in the nest July 8, This nest had three young in it, 
The second last visit to the nest we found the remains of one of 
the young, the breast bones and legs in the bottom of the nest. 
Food must have been coming in slow so the other two ate it. I 
had read about cannibalism but thought it would take place when 
there was a marked difference in size - such as owls. * Twice 
before one young has disappeared from a nest, once in a Broad
winged Hawk nest and the other time in a Boreal Owl's. 

Harry Brennan 

* Bent mentions large owls attacking and eating smaller 
owls as Harry Brennan suggests; he also wrote of a Red-tailed 
Hawk eating an immature of the same species. (Life Histories of 
North American Birds of Prey, Arthur Cleveland Bent), It is 
probable that cannibalism is quite common among predators, es
pecially in times of food shortage. 

Editor 

Editor, NSBS Newsletter August 12, 1976 

I have been finding birds of prey nests since 1964. 
I have been interested in birds all my life; being brought up 
on a farm I didn't have time to really study them. I now work 
in a plant and have my weekends and evenings. You ask how many 
species nest in my area - well they seem to fluctuate. 

This past spring I only found one Saw-whet Owl nest. 
There were two nests in 1975 and four in 1974, In the spring 
of 1972 I did not find one hawk or owl nest. 

Referring again to 1974, I also located four Boreal 
Owl nests, two Goshawk, one Red-tailed Hawk and one Horned Owl 
nest. in 1975 I also found two Goshawk nests, one Red-tailed 
Hawk and one Sparrow Hawk nest. 

These nests are mostly located in woodlots near clear
ed fields - I should say broken up by cleared land partly grown 
up - such as abandoned farms. The Red-tailed Hawk seems to pre
fer to be farther away from man than even the Horned Owl. The 
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woods are mixed hard and soft woods of medium to old growth, 
Usually the nest itself is located in a grove of fairly open
growth hardwood, I think these birds nest in suitable habitats 
in Pictou, Guysborough and Antigonish Counties. The Boreal Owl 
and Goshawk will nest in the same woodlot at the same time and 
I have twice seen them in sight of one another. The Boreal Owl 
prefers a hollow tree to nest in, but I have seen them using an 
open nest of hawk or Raven, 

You ask if both parents tend the nest. Yes. The fe
male is the most aggressive of the two birds around the nest. 
I have never watched the nest from a blind, so have never seen 
the young being fed, But I have read that when the young are 
small the parents tear up the food for them. Later on it is 
just dropped in the nest. 

I believe the male Horned Owl and Barred Owls either 
feed the female on the nest, or take turns keeping the eggs 
warm while the female is away, for the weather is mighty cold at 
that time of year, I know the male Saw-whet carries mice to the 
female, for I have seen a dozen or more in the nest box with the 
female. 

Most birds of prey don't seem to really trust you, They 
will leave the nest a lot sooner when there are a lot of people 
in a party. 

I will never forget the first Barred Owl nest I found -
it was only about twelve feet from the ground in a hollow tree. 
I climbed up a small tree nearby and looked in at the owl. She 
never moved, I slid my hand in under her and examined the eggs 
and she never left, She used the tree for three seasons and was 
always the same. 

A few years later another bird used the nest and would 
fly out as soon as the tree was approached. I would have to say 
they all act differently, 

The young are not pushed out of the nest. They climb 
around the limbs of the tree for a few days and then flutter to 
nearby trees. They are fed in the nest area for quite a while 
after leaving the nest, 

I have a Minolta camera and am sending you some slides 
My son and I found a Hummingbird nest August 4 ..•.•. one 

young just a few days old, I took some pictures but don't !mow 
how good they will be as the bird would just sit for a second 
and was gone, 

August 24, I went to see the Hummingbird nest Saturday 
August 21. The young were fully feathered, I would say they would 
leave in a day or two. The Sparrow Hawks in the nest-box got off 
safely, There were four of them. Some Cedar Vfaxwings had a 
late nest near the house. The young just left since Sunday August 
22, A few Wood Duck drop in at the lakes around here in late sum
mer - I saw five males Saturday, I have never found a nest but 
have seen females with broods through the years - one brood this 
summer on Calder Lake, Harry Brennan 
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Editor, NSBS Newsletter 

On July Jlst five NSBS members braved threatening skies 
and seas building up before a rising east wind to visit Pearl 
Island, ten miles off the coast near the entrance to Mahone Bay. 
Ken Gregoire, who knows the coastal islands well, was leader and 
captain of his Boston Whaler, a seaworthy outboard craft that 
carried us comfortably over the choppy waters. Anchoring off
shore, we went ashore by dingy to land on a sloping rocky shore 
washed by the surging swell. There disaster struck when slippery 
rocks and unpredictable swells resulted in two of our stalwarts 
getting soaked as they scrambled ashore. 

All islands have their own special atmosphere and Pearl 
Island is no exception, Remote, rocky cliffs, flat and treeless, 
with an unattended lighthouse - a place made alive only by the 
birds - but so much life! Gulls, of course, Herring Gulls and 
Black Backs - too many of them, for they prey with unrelenting 
savagery on the other species, the petrels, guillemots and puf
fins, We saw many petrel wings scattered around, the remains 
of petrels caught by gulls as they flew in at night to their 
burrows. Gull predation on petrels, terns, guillemots and puf
fins is a real problem that needs attention, Stories abound of 
tern colonies being wiped out as gulls take over. The puffins 
on the Bird Islands in Cape Breton are threatened by an explod
ing gull population. Something should be done! Surely the 
Canadian Wildlife Service is aware of the problem. I hope. 

Well, getting back to Pearl Island. vfo spent several 
happy, busy hours watching the guillemots and puffins as they 
flew close by, landing on the cliffs or on the water - what a 
thrill to see these birds so close, sometimes flying within five 
feet of our wondering eyes! Statistically, our estimates are 
very uncertain, for we enjoyed the birds rather than counting 
them. Puffins? We estimated 35 to 40. Guillemots? JOO is 
probably low - they were all around the island. And one pair 
of Razorbills, with one young in the nest. Terns, a few shore 
birds and Savannah sparrows - not a lot of species but what a 
wonderful experience! 

Ken Gregoire has encouraged an interest in local fish
ermen hoping their increasing knowledge of our coastal birds 
will eventually improve the breeding success of these fascinat
ing pelagic species. 

Only one sight marred our day - the sight of one poor, 
sad puffin looking hopefully out to sea, He was 

THE LOVESICK PUFFIN 

Lonesome Puffin on the shore 
Waiting for your mate 
She always came by now before 
Why this year so late? 
Perhaps across the rolling sea 
To your side she's rushin' 
Surely she will come back soon 
Then -

Lots of luffin' 
Puffin! Eric Cooke 
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NOSTALGIA 

Our reprints of early doings of the NSBS in Vol. 18 
celebrating the 21st birthday of the Society proved to be so 
popular that here, by request, is another concerning bird 
banding on Brier Island. It is particularly interesting and 
timely now when after a hiatus of some years banding has been 
resumed there, 

BRIER ISLAND EXPEDITION - 1959 
(Read at the Annual Meeting, Nova Scotia Bird Society, 1959) 

For the fifth consecutive year the Nova Scotia Bird 
Society sponsored a Fall expedition to Brier Island, Digby 
County. These field expeditions form an important part in a 
carefully planned large-scale banding of migrants at 15 concen
tration points along the Atlantic Coast, beginning at Brier Is
land, crossing the Bay of Fundy to Maine, and south to Virginia. 
Complete records of all bird banding at Brier Island are sent 
each year to the originators of the plan, which is known as 
Operation Recovery. A summary of the results of the co-ordinat
ed netting of birds is published in "Bird Banding", a well-known 
journal of ornithological investigation. 

The party was led again, as in previous years, by the 
Society's President, Dr. Harrison F. Lewis, and Wickerson Lent 
and Willett Mills were the other members, Mist nets were set 
each day, beginning Monday, September 21, from before daybreak 
until noon, except on the final day, Friday, September 25, when 
they were dismantled at 10:00 a,m, A total of 47 species and 
234 birds were netted and banded. In September, 1957, the party 
banded on the same dates, September 21 to 25, inclusive, and 
netted only 21 species and 91 birds, In 1958, from October 15 
to October 20, 22 species and 209 birds were taken and banded, 

The notable increase in number of both species and 
birds was due to good fortune, better planning, and improved 
techniques, The weather was generally more favourable for net
ting. To cross to Grand Manan on the New Brunswick side of the 
Bay of Fundy, which may be seen in clear weather, birds have to 
turn Northwest. In the face of winds from the North quarter 
there tends to be a build-up of birds in the area in which we 
band until these unfavourable winds change to those more favour
able for the crossing. To the five nets set in the same locat
ions as last year, a sixth net was added in a new and what turn
ed out to be a very productive area. 

Identification sheets, giving measurements, supplied 
by Bird Banding Office, Patuxent Refuge, Laurel, Maryland, en
abled us to add four species to our list, They were Yellow
bellied Flycatcher, Traill's Flycatcher, Least Flycatcher and 
Eastern Wood Pewee. Until this year, Empidonax species have 



formation on the origin of coastal migrants. Total number of 
recoveries to 1958 of birds banded under the plan is 42, of 
which one was banded at our station, A slate-colored Junco 
22-46660 banded September 22, 1957, was recovered and released 
April 20, 1958, 210 days later, by Mrs, J, W, Dater, another 
bander at Ramsey, New Jersey, 

Other recoveries of interest have been made in Nova 
Scotia, a notable one in particular being the Rufous-sided Tow
hee 56-120104 banded on August 17, 1957, at Middletown, Rhode 
Island, and picked up in an exhausted condition at the front 
gate of the Halifax Public Gardens on October 13, 1957, 61 days 
later. This reverse migration came as a surprise to Operation 
Recovery participants as this bird was definitely heading away 
from its usual wintering ground, and far to the northeast of 
its breeding range, Reverse migration is poorly understood at 
present, but Operation Recovery may improve our comprehension 
of it, 

Your field workers found the 1959 expedition the most 
interesting and the most successful yet and look forward to con
tinuing the investigation again next year, 

Willett J. Mills 

,JH~RJ 'rO FIND THZ BIRDS 
IN NOVA SCOTIA 

Revised Edition - 1976 

This booklet by C,R,K. Allen and Dr, Phyllis Dobson 
was prepared for visitors to the province, but it is also 
highly recommended for those members who wish to enlarge their 
knowledge of good birding areas in the province. 

Price $2.00 

Obtainable from the Nova Scotia Bird Society, 
c/o Nova Scotia Museum, 1747 Summer Street, 
Halifax, N.S, BJH JA6 
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been released unbanded as we were unable to identify them but 
now exact identification can be made by measurements of the wing 
(chord) nostril and wing tip, These measurements are accepted 
as diagnostic when considered with examination for colour and 
other plumage characteristics, 

Birds banded in relation to the weather and a list of 
the species follows: 

Date Weather No, of Birds 
Banded 

September 21 

September 22 
September 23 

Sunny, cool, occasional clouds. 
Winds light SW 15 

Sunny, warm. Wind fresh, S\·/ 18 
Sunny. Wind NE to SE, light. Fog from 
9:00 a.m. to noon. Hot in afternoon, 

nearly calm. 109 
September 24 
September 25 

Sunny, warm. Wind moderate, S 56 
Sunny, cool. Fresh NW wind, gradually 
moderating.(Thunderstorm previous night) ___JQ 

Yellow-shafted Flicker 2 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 3 
Downy Woodpecker - 1 
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher 1 
Boreal Chickadee 3 
Red-breasted Nuthatch 9 
Brown Creeper 5 
Catbird 1 
Brown Thrasher 1 
Robin 4 
Swainson's Thrush 3 
Golden-crowned Kinglet 1 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet 3 
Cedar Waxwing 4 
Solitary Vireo 4 
Red-eyed Vireo 10 
Black-and-white Warbler 3 
Parula Warbler 1 
Magnolia Warbler 2 
Cape May Warbler 4 
Black-throated Blue Warbler 2 
Myrtle Warbler 8 
Black-throated Green Warbler 3 
Chestnut-sided Warbler 1 

Total 234 

Traill's Flycatcher 
Least Flycatcher 
Eastern Wood Pewee 
Blue Jay 
Blackpoll Warbler 
Palm Warbler 
Overbird 
Northern Waterthrush 
Mourning Warbler 
Yellowthroat 
Wilson's Warbler 
American Redstart 
Baltimore Oriole 
Rose-breasted Grosbeak 
Dickcissel 
Purple Finch 
American Goldfinch 
Savannah Sparrow 
Slate-colored Junco 
Chipping Sparrow 
White-throated Sparrow 
Lincoln's Sparrow 
Song sparrow 

47 species 

1 
1 
2 
1 

26 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

64 
2 

23 
1 
6 

234 

As our wor·k at Brier Island continues each year as part 
of Operation Recovery, there will be a better understanding of 
the relation between weather and migration, in addition to in-
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THE PIPING PLOVER IN NOVA SCOTIA 

Only a handful of shorebird species are known to nest 
in Nova Scotia, Of these the Piping Plover is the first to ar
rive each spring, the vanguard of the returnees appearing along 
the outer shores by early April, The birds soon settle in pairs 
or small flocks along sandy beach fronts where there is enough 
breadth between high tide line and the seaward-facing dunes to 
place a nest, Upon arrival on their breeding grounds the plovers 
spend much time feeding, perhaps to restore energy depleted dur
ing the flight north from their wintering grounds in southeast
ern United States and, for the females, to acquire sufficient 
energy to meet the demands of egg laying. 

Males soon begin to set themselves up on territories, 
claiming both a portion of the upper beach for a nesting terri
tory, as well as a stretch of waterfront for a feeding territory, 
Each male spends a great deal of time early in the season pat
rolling his territories, frequently running about by spurts and 
pauses with a watchful eye for females or prospective intruders, 
but also often simply sitting and preening his neckband, thereby 
making it appear wider and darker than usual, Encounters with 
neighbours do occur and generally take the form of headbobbing 
and running in parallel together by alternating spurts along an 
invisible boundary line, Sometimes actual beak-and-claw attacks, 
complete with tumbling bodies and flying feathers, do arise from 
these borderline squabbles, 

The male takes off from his territories on courtship 
display flights, flying in broad swooping circles while utter
ing a rapid succession of high pitched notes, a series of long 
low mournful sounds, or a mixture of both. Courtship display 
flights often tend toward the direction of neutral feeding 
areas where available females congregate early in the season, 
Once a male is successful in inducing a female onto his terri
tory he may then continue with ground courtship displays, Mov
ing across the territory in a low gliding run with head held 
low and shoulders hunched the male plover still stop at inter
vals, settle himself onto the sand and, by kicking with his 
feet and rotating on the forward part of the breast, will fash
ion a small hollow depression or 'scrape'. If the female ap
proaches closely while he is in the scrape he will in addition 
fan and elevate his tail to jisplay its striking black, while 
and beige patterning. A gliding approach toward the female 
plover ensues, culminating with a rapid high-stepping tattoo 
performed by the side of her tail, following which mating oc
curs, After a few weeks of courtship and mating a number of 
scrape sites are present within the territory, In one of these 
the female lays the eggs, one every second day until the clutch 
of four (sometimes three) is complete. Nests are sometimes 
lined by small bits of broken seashell that are tossed into the 
nest scrape by the adult birds, 
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Both parents incubate as well as defend the territory 
from neighbours and intruders of other species. Approaching 
humans are usually treated to piping sequences and broken-wing 
displays complete with fluttering tails and beating wings, 
After some four weeks the eggs hatch, Chicks are precocial and 
within a few hours are following their parents about the beach, 
each chick appearing as a tiny ball of fluff mounted atop stilt
like legs. Henceforth, families spend much time on their feed
ing territories, with chicks alternately feeding, sunning and 
coming to the parents to be brooded, When the tide is high or 
the weather inclement the chicks are herded back to the nest 
territory, although the nest site itGelf is not actually used 
again. Chicks grow rapidly, increasing their weight fivefold 
in the first three weeks. Juvenile feathers begin to show after 
one week, and the chicks are able to fly in about four weeks. 
VH th fledging, the family groups titart to break down and the 
first birds to depart southward. 

To briefly summarize the season, April is the month of 
arrival, i\'iay of egg laying, June of hatching, July of fledging, 
and August of departure. 

Piping Plovers are now on American Birds' Blue List 
(for species which are at present experiencing potentially 
dangerous population declines). In Nova Scotia there may be 
fewer than 100 nesting pairs, The main cause of the decrease 
in numbers of this species is considered to be decline in habi
tat, for man increasingly competes with these birds for sandy 
beach sites. Strolling beachcombers; romping dogs, cats and 
children; grazing cattle; riding horses; trail bikes; motorcycles: 
dune buggies; automobiles and drag races are all found on one or 
more of the beaches in southern Nova Scotia where Piping Plovers 
are known to nest, In spite of' harried alarm calls and desperate 
broken-wing displays by the parent birds, nests are close to in
visible where they lie on the sand, and with sufficient traffic 
(both vehicular and foot) on breeding beaches, it is often only 
a matter of time before a proportion of nests or chicks will be 
stepped on or run over. The eggs, being immobile, are particu
larly vulnerable. Fortunately the hazard is reduced somewhat 
by the early nesting habits of the species (since many eggs have 
already hatched by late June when the heaviest recreational beach 
use commences). However, clutches from late nestings or renest
ings are subject to increased risk. 

Each year a number of Nova Scotian beaches (including 
ones receiving minimal, moderate and heavy recreational pressure) 
which superficially appear to provide ideal breeding habitat are 
not inhabited by Piping Plovers. It is not now known whether 
the nesting success rate is the controlling factor or if the 
plovers are limited in some way by influences which act during 
the remainder of their yearly cycle. However, it seems probable 
that nesting success rate could be substantially increased if 
it were possible to minimize traffic (vehicular, human and animal) 
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in the vicinity of Piping Plover nests during the time when 
eggs or small chicks are present. Since Piping Plovers normal
ly establish themselves on territories which are small relative 
to the size of the given stretch of sand beach, access in most 
situations would need to be restricted only over a very limited 
portion of the beach, and for only the early part of the summer 
season (May-June). Surely Nova Scotians are generous enough to 
share the use of beach front to ensure that Piping Plovers will 
continue to be heard 'piping' on our beaches in summers to come, 

1/J innie Cairns 

(Winnie has been doing a study of the breeding biology and be
haviour of the Piping Plover in Nova Scotia for her Master's 
degree. She is working under Dr. Ian McLaren in the Department 
of Biology at Dalhousie University, Some of her photographs 
are shown in the photo section of this Newsletter, R,E,) 

. Has anyone seen, a Goggle-nose lately'~ Perhaps you know 
it by another name - Snuff-taker, or Plaster-bill. Others Jmow 
it as a Skunk-head, Blossom-billed Coot, Patch-head, Brown Coot, 
or Horse-head Coot, lVielanitta perspicillata, to the cognos
centi, but to most of us - a Surf Seater. 

HALI.FAX F'IELD NATURALISTS 

As a part of their annual general meeting, the Halifax 
.Field Naturalists will be hosting a public symposium entitled 
"Nature Preservation in Nova Scotia", The symposium will be 
held on Saturday, January 22, 1977, in room 2840 of the Life 
Sciences Centre at Dalhousie University in Halifax. It will 
run from 10:00 a.m. to approximately 5,00 p.m. The aim is to 
bring together interested citizens and government agencies work
ing to protect wild lands and their associated fauna and flora 
in Nova Scotia, 

An invitation is extended to all members of the Bird 
Society to attend this symposium. 

Paul Keddy 
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THE MARBLED MEGAl'J ILLET 
or 

NEVER TAKE THAT SECOND LOOK 

It was a tiny island, rising to a flat top, treeless 
but shaggy with long grass, weeds and wildflowers, A rocky point 
ran out at each end. Bank Swallows were darting across the cliff 
face; a flock of Dowitchers rose, and settled again on the shore, 
while a Willet stood guard on the outermost rock of each point, 
The air above the island was a shifting kaleidoscope of terns, 
about a hundred of them whirling and screaming, diving at inter
vals for little silvery fish, which they carried in to the nests 
among the grass, Some cormorants arrowed past, a Great Blue 
Heron flapped slowly overhead and in the distance two Ospreys 
were diving. 

It was a fine clear day, warm and almost windless. 'rhe 
boat rocked gently, and the sun dazzled on a slightly ruffled 
blue sea - on the white terms flying. There were five of us in 
the boat, experienced observers, come to inspect the tern colony, 

"We can get in much closer on the other side, perhaps 
from there we could see the chicks," So spoke the Skipper's 
wife. We hauled in the anchor, started the engine, cruised 
around the point and idled in toward a shelving beach, letting 
out the anchor chain half length to drift slowly closer. 

Presently the Skipper's wife exlaimed, '"rhere's a chick 
- see up there beside that log." "Which log'?" "Take a line from 
the lobster pot, up and to the right - it's almost full grown but 
still fuzzy - see, it's being fed," \v e found the chick, and then 
another. We distinguished several Roseates among the other adult 
terns, We felt very pleased with ourselves. 

"Can you see that dark bird under the cliff - what is 
that bird?" As on the other side of the island a cliff, riddled 
with Bank Swallow nesting holes, overhung and shadowed part of 
the beach. With the sun in our eyes and the boat rocking it was 
hard to find the "dark bird", but finally one spoke up "Isn't it 
a \1fillet?" 

"But it's so large!" "Can we get any closer, it has 
settled down, I can only see the head." "A gull chick?" "'l'here 
it stands up, it's much too big for a Willet," "It's bigger 
than the terns," "If that's a Willet, it must be a megaWillet." 
"Look at the long bill - one of the Night Herons?" "Such long 
legs - look at the markings on the breast," "The bill, isn't it 
up-tilted? A Godwit? But here? and now?" "We can't go until we 
find out what this is, it's much too interesting." "If the boat 
would only stand still!" - Voices tumbled over each other, grow
ing in excitement, and the Skipper edged in to the beach, and 
one of us leapt ashore. 
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"Keep your glasses on it!" 

As he spoke, the bird rose, lifted its wings and tilted 
its way up overhead among the flying terns ...•..• and there it 
resumed its proper size, there was the long straight bill, there 
the big white flashes alone the wines, 

'je put about for home, for a while a very silent party, 
until the Skipper remarked meditatively "Yes, a rnega'.:Jillet, a 
veritable I~egawillet, and don't you think you could call it a 
r,1arbled Megawillet?" 

Peterson to the contrary, it is better not to take that 
second look - but then, think of all the fun youwould miss. 

11RD et al 

. . A Cattle JPTet appeared June 26 at Jt. ;:..;pri t ( reported 
in the Fall Flyer). ·rhis is Jan i1eyerowitz's "internretation of 
the ?onfrontation with our surprised little Jersey",· accordin~ 
t? his mother Sandra. I,ater the cow became quite used to the"' 
bird. 

8:rratum, 

On Page 96 (ton line) of Vol. 18, No. 2, the date given 
is 1955. This should read 1975, 
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AN APPRECIATION OF EVELYN RICHARDSON 

Evelyn Richardson lived a .large part of her life 
on Bon Portage Island, and while there pioneered (for us 
of the Nova Scotia Bird Society) in the identification of 
those exotic strays so often found only on our offshore 
islands. 

Evelyn's interest in birds was part of her un
usual awareness of her surroundings, which went so far 
towards making her, in later life, an author of well
deserved, international fame. 

She told me once that it was quite by chance that 
she started to write, Friends on a visit to Bon Portage 
urged her to do so, 

"You know so many wonderful stories, Evelyn, 
and you tell them so well, you should write a book," 

She was a woman of excellent education and wide 
experience, but had never thought of writing, and ap
proached the task with trepidation. It was lucky for 
us that she had the courage to try, for she has left us 
a wonderful legacy, 

Evelyn Richardson has shared with us for all 
time her two great gifts - facility for pictorial des
cription, and an inner perception of the grandeur, ex
citement, humor, awfulness and loveliness of life, its 
incident and setting, which few of us possess; thus 
enlarging our experience as all true artists do, and 
to some extent interpreting it for us, 

Phyllis R, Dobson 
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Finding birds out of their normal habitat or in unusual 
situations has been the source of more than a few odd memories 
for birders visiting Seal Island over the years, In many cases 
the birds' unusual behavior can be attributed to a combined state 
of exhaustion and confusion when they arrive on Seal, Such was 
undoubtedly the situation with one of the highlights of my two
week trip to the island this fall - a Clapper Rail, which was 
seen daily for over a week in West Village. Rather than the 
shy, elusive bird of salt marshes along the U.S. coast, this 
bird posed in such unlikely positions as: on top of, as well as 
in lobster pots; on the roof of a small shed; on top of algae
covered rocks in the intertidal zone; and was seen swimming in 
the open with a Red-breasted Merganser in Cranberry Pond, as 
well as in the ocean, fighting 18-inch waves alongside of a 
wharf, On one occasion the bird found shelter in a small wood
en barrel at the edge of the pond, with the open end partially 
submerged. The bird swan into the barrel as we watched and re
mained there until we left, sticking his long beak and head out 
occasionally to check on our whereabouts. On another occasion 
the bird nearly grabbed my hook as I fished from the wharf, un
aware that the bird was standing on a timber 15 feet below me 
at the water level. 

I'm sure that at some time every birder in Nova Scotia 
has had an experience similar to the one described above. Can 
there be any doubt that birding is the most entertaining hobby 
in existence? 

Stuart Tingley 
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EXECUTIVE MEETINGS 

A meeting of the Executive was held at the home of the 
President Wednesday, September 15, 1976, at 7:30 p.m. Present 
were Fred Dobson, Shirley Cohrs, Ralph Connor, Ethel Crathorne, 
Hazel Carmichael, Ross Anderson and Margaret Clark, 

Ethel Crathorne moved, Ross Anderson seconded the approv
al of the reading of the Minutes of the last Executive Meeting. 
Motion carr:l.ed. A welcome was extended to Shirley Brothers who 
has agreed to take on the position of Membership Secretary. 

Ralph Connor gave the President some of the thoughts 
and opinions that Rosemary Eaton had written re the Cole Harbor/ 
Conrad's Beach area. He will also give the President a list of 
the reports that were referred to in Rosemary Eaton's brief, 
This will be turned over to the Conservation Committee. 

The Rare Bird Alert list will be revised. At the next 
two General meetings members will be given an opportunity to 
have their names put on the list. Shirley Cohrs volunteered to 
look after drawing up the list, 

Hazel Carmichael moved, Ross Anderson seconded the 
adoption of the Financial Report. Motion carried. 

Ethel Crathorne reported that as of September 15th 
there were 314 Single, 104 Family, and 30 Student members. 80 
new members had joined; 9 as a result of the forms submitted 
from the Museum Display. There are still 230 outstanding. Bills 
will be mailed out to them. Ethel Crathorne moved, Hazel Car
michael seconded the adoption of this report. Motion carried. 

Shirley Cohrs reported the Fall Flyer would be ready 
for mailing September 20th. Deadline for the next Newsletter 
is November 30, 

Ross Anderson reported that Christmas Counts would take 
place between Dec. 18 and Jan 2 with the following dates set: 
Halifax East, Dec, 18; Yarmouth, Dec, 19; Brier Island, Dec. 20; 
Halifax West, Dec. 27; Broad Cove, Dec. 31, A separate mailing 
will be sent to the membership of the dates and count compilers 
for these and any other Christmas Counts. 

Under New Business, the President reported on the cor
respondence he had handled through the summer. 

Roger Pocklington will be asked to chair the Nominating 
Committee. 

The President asked for suggestions of names of speak
ers for the Annual General Meeting and received a number. 

Shirley Cohrs volunteered the use of the Cohrs' garage 
as a dispersement centre for sunflower seed if the President is 
able to arrange purchase of a large quantity from Halifax Seed 
at a special price. ' 
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The general monthly meetings, held on the fourth 
Thursday of each month, will begin Sept. 23rd, with Peter Austin 
-Smith as speaker. 

The next meeting of the Executive is to be held at 
Ethel Crathorne's on Oct. 20th, at 7:JO p.m. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:45 p.m. 

A meeting of the Executive was held at the residence 
of Ethel Crathorne on VI ednesday, Oct. 20th, 1976. The meeting 
was chaired by the President; also present were Ross Anderson, 
Hazel Carmichael, Ethel Crathorne, Shirley Brothers, Ralph Con
nor, Eric Cooke, Shirley Cohrs and Margaret Clark. 

Ethel Crathorne moved, Hazel Carmichael seconded that 
the minutes of the last meeting be approved as typed. Motion 
carried. 

The President reported that the materials on Cole Harbor/ 
Conrad's Beach area would be returned to Rosemary Eaton. 

The Rare Bird Alert List will be completed after the 
General Meeting in October when other members may wish to have 
their names included. 

The President reported being in attendance on ;:iept. 17, 
1976, at a meeting concerning the Spruce Budworm. The Govern
ment is still considering whether or not to spray, Representat
ion from the Pulp Companies are asking for a spraying programme, 
while Ecology minded groups, such as the Nova Scotia Bird Soc
iety, are requesting no spraying, 

Hazel Carmichael moved, Eric Cooke seconded the adopt
ion of the Financial Report. Motion carried. 

Ethel Crathorne reported that 75 renewals were received 
as a result of the 226 notices mailed. Our membership now stands 
at 538 with 378 Single, 121 Family and 39 Students. 

Ross Anderson reported that the McNab's Field Trip com
ing up in November would be cancelled due to the difficulty of 
hiring a boat, 
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Additional Christmas Counts include: Salmon River, Dec, 
18; Pictou, Dec, 19; Amherst, Dec. 26 or 27; Sydney Dec. 27; 
Margaree, Dec, 28; Economy, Dec, 29: Cape Sable, the first fine 
day after Christmas, 

Since Roger Pocklington will be unable to chair the 
Nominating Committee, the President will try to find a replace
ment. 

Project Bird Seed proved a great success, Over 2400 
pounds of last year's seed was ordered as well as 600 pounds of 
new. It was suggested that a Notice be placed in the July News
letter inviting orders of Bird Seed for next year, Arrangements 
could be made to have a cheque sent with the order to a person 
at some central location, 

Ethel Crathorne and Margaret Clark spent an evening at 
the home of the President going through the filing cabinet which 
contains material belonging to the Bird Society, .The minutes of 
all previous executive meetings will be arranged in binders to 
be kept in the Filing Cabinet along with copies of the Newslet
ters. It is intended to keep 20 copies of each Newsletter in 
storage, Ethel Crathorne has noted the volumes missing and has 
taken the latest copies from the cabinet in the Museum to be 
placed with those in the filing cabinet. 

The President will contact Phyllis Dobson to see if any 
changes are to be made in the booklet "Where to Find the Birds 
in Nova Scotia" as well as the list of birds which has been in
cluded in previous copies. 

A workshop on Tidal Power is to be held at Acadia Univ
ersity on Nov, 4 and 5, Peter Smith will be asked to speak on 
behalf of the Nova Scotia Bird Society. 

After a discussion on the Canadian Nature Federation's 
appeal for funds, it was moved by Eric Cooke, seconded by Ross 
Anderson, that the Nova Scotia Bird Society donate $100 to the 
Canadian Nature Federation Autumn Appeal for 1976; the donation 
to be split equally between the Resource Programme and the 
Nature Sanctuaries Fund, Motion carried. 

Since the Society has not been receiving the publicat
ion American Birds for about four years, and since it was felt 
that this publication was valuable in preparing the publication 
of the Newsletter, Ross Anderson offered to donate his back cop
ies to the Society to complete the sequence of copies on file. 

It was moved by Ross Anderson, seconded by Shirley Cohrs, 
that the Nova Scotia Bird Society purchase an annual subscription 
to American Birds, to be renewed annually and that this be sent 
directly to the Editor of the Newsletter. Motion carried. 
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Ross Anderson brought the various publications that had 
been recently received for distribution to those who wished to 
read them. 

The General Meeting for October is on Thursday the 28th 
in the Museum with Mrs. Kay McKeever as quest speaker. Her sub
ject is the Activities of the Owl Rehabilitation Research Found
ation in Vineland Station, Ontario. It was moved by Eric Cooke, 
seconded by Ross Anderson,that payment up to the amount of $250 
be authorized to help offset the expenses of the speaker. Motion 
carried, 

For the November 25th meeting, Anne Linton will talk 
about her experiences during the summer on Prince Leopold Island. 

The Annual General Meeting will be held in the Museum 
on Saturday, December 4th at 2 p,m, 

The next Executive Meeting will be held Nov, 17th at 
?:JO p.m. at the home of the Secretary. 

A meeting of the Executive was held at the home of the 
Secretary on Wednesday, Nov. 17, 1976, at 7:30 p.m, The meeting 
was chaired by the President with Eric Cooke, Ethel Crathorne, 
Hazel Carmichael, Ralph Connor, Anne Linton, Shirley Cohrs, Shir
ley Brothers, Ross Anderson and Margaret Clark also present, 

The minutes of the last Executive Meeting were approved 
as typed. 

Shirley Cohrs reported the Rare Bird Alert List complet
ed and distributed. 

Eric Mills will act as Chairman of the Nominating Com-
mittee. 

The Secretary reported that all the minutes of Executive 
and Annual Meetings of the Society have been arranged chronolog
ically and put in labelled binders, These are to be kept by the 
Secretary during her term of office and passed on to each suc
ceeding Secretary, 

The "Where to Find the Birds in Nova Scotia" has been 
revised, Shirley Cohrs quoted prices for printing by Halifax 
Offset. It was moved by Eric Cooke, seconded by Shirley Cohrs, 
that 500 copies be purchased, pending approval at a General Meet
ing. Motion carried, 
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It was reported that the new bird seed had not yet 
arrived at Halifax Seed Co. 

The President read a letter he has written to l'llr. Mer
rill Prime in support of a letter written by RalphWidrig. l'llr. 
Widrig expressed great concern about the indiscriminate shooting 
of Shore Birds, especially Snipe. He recommends that the Snipe 
be removed from the unprotected list of Migratory Game Birds. 

The President also reported that a joint committee of 
members of the Canadian Nature Federation and the Nova Scotia 
Bird Society will be formed to grant applications.for special 
projects, The concern in this area,in particular, is for the 
protection of Conrad's Beach, 

It was moved by Eric Cooke, seconded by Ethel Crathorne, 
that a donation of $65,00 be sent to the Owl Rehabilitation Re
search Foundation. Motion carried, 

The Financial Statement, which has been audited and 
which will be presented at the Annual General Meeting on Dec
ember 4 was distributed, Hazel Carmichael moved, Ross Anderson 
seconded the adoption of the statement. Motion carried. 

The Treasurer presented the Financial Statement of the 
Cape Breton Branch which she received from their Treasurer, 

Ethel Crathorne reported a membership of 578; 412 
Single, 126 Family, and 40 Students. 

The next meeting of the Executive will be held Dec. 
9th at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs, Shirley Cohrs. 

TOWNSEND'S SOLITAIRE 

On December 28, 1975, a Townsend's 
Solitaire was sighted and collect
ed at Wolfville by Dr. Sherman 
Bleakney. The specimen was sent 
to the National Museum at Ottawa 
and identification confirmed by 
W. E, Godfrey, 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING REPORT 

The Annual General Meeting of the Nova Scotia Bird Soc
iety was held at the Nova Scotia Museum, Saturday, December 4, 
1976, at 2 p.m, The President, Fred Dobson, presided with approx
imately 44 members in attendance. 

Heather Harbord moved, Bob MacDonald seconded the minutes 
of the last annual meeting be approved as circulated. Motion 
carried, 

Since there was no business arising from the minutes, 
reports for the year were heard, 

Ross Anderson reported a very successful year of Field 
Trips and also gave a run down of the dates of the Christmas 
Counts in various centres. 

The Membership Secretary, Ethel Crathorne, gave her 
final report after approximately 20 years serving as Membership 
Secretary. This report also included the membership of the 
Cape Breton Branch. Total membership for 1976 is 579, 

Mrs, Sara MacLean, Executive Member from the Cape Breton 
Branch reported on the activities of that Branch with six meetings 
held throughout the year, successful Field Trips and ending the 
year in a healthy financial position, 

Hazel Carmichael moved, Eric Mills seconded the adoption 
of the Financial Report, Motion carried, 

In the absence of the Honorary Auditor, Mr. Willett Mills, 
the Financial Report of the N.S.B.S Sanctuary and Scholarship 
Trust Fund was presented by Hazel Carmichael. Hazel Carmichael 
moved, Ethel Crathorrie seconded the adoption of this report. 
Motion carried, 

Eric Cooke reported on the successful and interesting 
general meetings held each month at the Museum, He expressed 
special thanks to Frank and Mary Himsl who make the arrangements 
for refreshments and to Ethel Crathorne for helping to send out 
notices for these meetings. 

Eric Mills, Chairman of the Nominating Committee, present-
ed the following slate of officers for 1977: 

President Fred Dobson 
Vice-President Ross Anderson 
Secretary Margaret Clark 
Treasurer Sandra Myers 
Membership Secretary Shirley Brothers 
Editor-in Chief Shirley Cohrs 
Honorary Solicitor R. A. Kanigsberg, Q,C, 
Honorary Audi tor Willett Mills 

When nominations from the floor were called for, Eric 
Cooke moved, Evelyn Dobson seconded the motion that the nominat
ions cease. Motion carried, 
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Nominations for two members-at-large were called for: Ian 
McLaren nominated Rev. Donald MacDougall;. John Cohrs nominated Molly 
Clayden. There being no more nominations, Phyllis Dobson moved, 
Dick Brown seconded that the nominations cease, Motion carried. 

The President then gave his report, expressing his per
sonal appreciation and that of the Society to Phyllis.Dobson, 
Ethel Crathorne and Hazel Carmichael, who retire from the posit
ions of Editor-in-Chief, Membership Secretary and Treasurer, re
spectively, He also praised the efforts of Ross and Mary Ander
son for their work preparing for the Brier Island Field Trip and 
Heather Harbord for the Museum Display. 

The President noted the main Ecological issue for the 
past year has been the Spruce Budworm, The Conservation Groups 
are putting forth a united front urging that no spraying be done. 

Another issue of concern is the hunting of shore birds, 
especially Snipe. Both Ian McLaren and Ralph Widrig are hopeful 
that a change will be made in the Federal Act and in the Provin
cial publicity given to this act thus removing the Snipe from 
the list of Game Birds, 

Th N.S.B.S. is in co-operation with the Canadian Nature 
Federation in a programme for the disbursement of funds from the 
applications received by C.N.F. and also to make public the areas 
to be set aside for sanctuaries. 

The President made a few predictions of issues that will 
be of concern in 1977, One of these is the Fundy Tidal Power. 
The N.S.B.S must be ready to make a presentation of a brief and 
call upon the many people expert in their field to assist in com
posing a brief. 

A second issue concerns the LaHave Islands which are to 
go to Parks Canada. The role of the Bird Society would be to 
ensure Parks Canada does the right thing with the LaHave Islands. 

Spraying along the roadsides will still be taking place 
next year and the future of McNab's Island is still a matter of 
concern to the Society. 

The President hopes to present to the Executive that 
consideration be given to making a permanent Executive Member 
who will act as Chairman of the Conservation Committee. He is 
also hopeful that the N.S.B.S, will become less a Halifax center
ed Society and more a Provincial Society by having more branches 
such as the Cape Breton Branch, Such locations may include Liver
pool, Lunenburg, and Yarmouth where many members live and are 
active birders. 

The President is also hopeful that other booklets such 
as "Where to Find the Birds in Nova Scotia" will be printed for 
counties. Phyllis Dobson has done one for Yarmouth County. 

The President then made the Puffin of the Year Award 
to Ethel Crathorne, who is a Charter Member of the Bird Society 
and Membership Secretary for twenty years. 
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The President then introduced the speaker, Rev. Donald 
MacDougall, Originally from Fredericton, N.B,, a graduate of 
Mt. Allison University and Pine Hill Divinity College, he is 
Past President of the Nova Scotia Resources Council and present
ly Chaplain at Dalhousie University, 

As his title Mr, MacDougall chose "Natural History -
Recreation - and the Environmental Movement". He spoke of the 
strong feeling of Time and Space he experienced whenever he went 
birding and of our place in the Natural Form. He senses a deeper 
meaning as to why a flock of birds is in migration and where it 
is at the time he sees the flock. Mr, MacDougall went on to 
speak on the Environmental Movement of today, Now it would appear 
that man's sense of guardianship is surpassing the sense of own
ership - he believes the roots of the Environmental Movement lie 
in man's sense of guardianship, The Natural History and Environ
ment Movement have to be one and the same, according to Mr, Mac
Dougall. Nova Scotia is at the crossroads regarding our environ
ment. He suggests that nature must be guarded and protected, 
and that to do so there must be political input from such groups 
as the Nova Scotia Bird Society and the Field Naturalists, More 
strongly, the speaker suggested that there must be a Structure 
of the Future, perhaps a Provincial Organization concerned about 
Natural History, Education and the Environment that would influ
ence the political decisions made about our provincial environ
ment. 

The President thanked the speaker for his thought provok
ing talk and following a question and answer period, the meeting 
adjourned for refreshments, 

PUFFIN AWARD 1976 

The choi9e ?f who should receive the Puffin Award this 
year wa~ not.a difficult one. Ethel Crathorne helped to found 
our Society :n 1955, and from that time to the present has been 
our Membe~ship Secretary. But saying that does poor justice to 
the 9ontr1but:on she ~a~ ma~e, Regular service at executive 
meetings! ~ctive participation on field trips, countless nights 
~pent writing letters and updating mailing lists - her contribut
ion cannot be measured, 

She has been someone we could always depend on and such 
people are the very soul of a Society like ours. The i'.mcounted 
hours tha~ Ethel has spent on the Society's behalf can only be 
rewarded in one way - by a "Thank you" from all of us, which 
C?mes from our hearts, We hope the Puffin will continually re
mind you of our gratitude, Ethel; you have set an example for 
us all, and we are grateful, 

Even after retirement from her position on the Executive 
Ethel continues to contribute to our Society - as Secretary on 
the Newsletter staff, 

Fred Dobson, 





MEMBERSHIP and DUES 

Single Membership 

Family Membership (one mailing) 

Student Membership 
(Bona-fide student registered 
for full time attendance at 
any institution of learning) 

$4.00 

6.00 

2.00 

................................................................ 

NOVA SCOTIA BIRD SOCIETY 

Application for Membership 

I, ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•• hereby apply 

for •••••••••••••••• membership in the NOVA SCOTIA 
(Single, Family, Student) 

BIRD SOCIETY for the year 19 •••• and enclose$ ••••••• 

as annual membership dues. 

Mailing Addre_ss 

To: 

The Treasurer, 
Nova Scotia Bird Society, 
c/o Nova Scotia Museum, 
1747 Summer Street, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 












